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confidence to youjof their little cares and
fears,
■or this world aad
the other. You kneel
down and pray by the bedside of many
sick;
and you know the look of the dying face
well. Young children whom you have humbly sought to instruct in the best of knowledge, have passed away from this liie In your
presence, telling you in interrupted sentences
whither they trusted they were going, and

bidding

you not

forget

churchyard frequently; you sit on the gravestone of your predecessors who died tw hundred years Bince; and you count
five, al*, seven spots where those who
served the cure before you sleep. JKecreations of a
Country
Parson.

with dispatch.

Tuesday Morning,
Arrival of

March

7,

1865.

Distinguished Foreigners.

A tew months since Van

Amburgh, the celebrated Uon-tamer and magnetizer of wild
beasts, received a valuable addition of rare
animals to his great menagerie in New Tork,
taken from their native wilds and j ungles in
Southern Asia, and shipped to Boston by the
Golconda;

andoi several of these distinguish-

ed Oriental immigrants the Evening Povl

speaks

sa

follows:
THE ROYAL TIGER.

One of the

most

interesting specimens

com-

prised in this collection is a beautiful royal
Bengal tiger, a female of about two years of
age. The large male of the same species,
which formed so prominent a feature of the
exhibition last winter, died last
June, and orders were immediately sent out
by the overland mail to procure another at
any cost
Fortunately the agent had in his hands at the
time the order arrived the animal under notice, which had been captured when a cub by
a Hindoo laborer, and brought
up in his hut
with his children. She is the most beautifully
marked specimen of felis tigris we have ever
seen, aud is gentle as a kitten.
A singular incident in connection with this auimal may be
mentioned. When Mr. Van Amburgh came
in front of her cage for the first time, the
creature exhibited a frantic degree of delight,
bounding Irom the floor to the roof o/ her
den, crouehing, whiuiog and extending her
tongue to lick his hand as if he had been an
old acquaintance. There can be no doubt
that the veteran lion king exerts a peculiar influence over the brute creation; whether it
is magnetism, or what it is, opens a wide field
—

for discussion.

SLOTH

BEARS.

Three sloth bears form an interesting group.

They have been placed in one of the large
dens on the left as you enter the main hall,
and having baan furnished with a ladle r
to clime, are very jolly bears indeed.
They
have a peculiar habit of rolling themselves into a ball, so that it is sometimes very difficult
for a stranger to decide whether there are one,
two, or three bears in the cage. On Tuesday
moruing, Mr. Barnum, the assistant manager
of the exhibition, alter taking a look at the
group, and finding, as be thought, oply two
there, supposiog that one must have died during the Dight, gave orders to have the skin
carefully taken off and sent to the Academy
of Natural science in Philadelphia, the receptacle of all the defunct animals of the institution. Alter Borne unsatisfactory inquiries, be
was quite surprised, on taking
pf the den, to find, three beam
in the most robust health.

a

second view

frisking

about

species (Ursus lubiatua) was first
brought to Europe about seventy years ago,
and was exhibited in the English menageries
as the five-fingered sloth.
It is, however,
nothing more or less than a bear, although it
would be difficult to convince an Englishman
This

The true sloth is much like a
form, is very quick in its movements, popular prejudice to the contrary, notwithstandidg; has a singular habit of pro-

of the fact.
monkey in

gressing from tree to tree turned upside dqwn,
and in its osteological structure approaches
more nearly the exiinct Megatherium than any
living animal. Naturalists have made many
curious blunders in regard to this animal. In

tbis connection we may also state that the famous “pig-faced lady” of English fairs was
a sloth arrayed in a liberal allowance of petticoats.
RUM IN ANTI A.

A pair of beautiful spotted Axis deer from
the banks ot the Gauges, a couple of diminu-

tive Burmese cattle, and a Himalaya mountain goat form an interesting addition to the
ruminating animals.
The deer attract attention by the symmetry
of their form and the peculiar mauuer in which
their coats are decorated.
These animals
have been bred with success in some of the
parks of Great-Brltain, and it Is possible they
A herd oi
may become naturalized hero.
them would be a desirable ornament to our

Central Park.
A

LEOPARD CHASE.

Two Asiatic leopards, of remarkable ferocity, are among the new arrivals at the menagerie.

On

Sunday

one

of

these,

the

ing qualities of glass, she made arushatthe
large window in the rear of the bnilding,
doubtless expecting to reach the street without difficulty. Brought to a sudden stand by
the strength of the unappreciated obstacle,

she cowered upon the floor in intense bewilderment, to the manifest disgust of the ponies, whose premises she bad Invaded.
The keepers fled, but Mr. Frost, who does
not lose his presence of mind, was soon at
hand, and before the frightened creaturo had
time to fairly collect her scattered senses, he
had, with the aid of a Jew rough boards and a
set of carpenter’s tools, built a new cage
around her, from which she was soon transferred *o the den assigned for her winter quarters.
When in the latter she and her mate
a

paroxysm of rage,

dashing against

the bars with the greatest fury. To prevent
accident an extra set of bars was inserted in
tho den, and having come to a realizing sense
of the futility of her efforts at escape, the animat behaved very reasonably, although she
growls frightfully at any one who happens to
attract her particular attention.
A BAKE ANIMAL.

Just as the Golconda wassailing, Captain
Purringtou happened to hear of a couple of
natives who lnid a dancing bear on exhibition.
Thinking if a good opportunity ta make a private speculation on his own account, he went
ashore, and the expenditure of a few rupees
resulted in two hall-naked pagans considering
themselves extremely rich, and in the worthy
captain finding himself the owner of the ursine dancer. The natives brought the bear
on board the ship, and as he was considered
tame ho was not as securely fastened as he
might have been. No sooner had the Hindoo
gentlemen left, however, than tne bear broke

*

loose and took possession of the quarter-deck.
After half an hour’s undisputed command of
the ship his ursine highnes was lassoed from
aloft by an enterprising tvr, and o^der once
more reigned o& the Golconda- This animal
proved to be one o* the rarest zoological specimens ever brought into this eountry. or ex
hibltcd anywhere. It is the Vreus isabellinun,
a native of the Himalaya mountains, and is so
light-colored as to have led to the supposition
that it was another species of the white bear.
There was one of this species at the Zoological Gardens, Regent’s Park, London, ten years
ago, the only one ever on exhibition; but
that is probably dead. This is the only one
ever brought to America, and it is believed
the

only

one now

A

in

captivity.

extracts from a serrecently delivered by Henry'W. Beecher.
It must be confessed that this clergyman possesses great vivacity of
intellect, much force
of comic humor, Beasooed with the “peculiar
pungency which tingles in the Beecher blood,”
religious boldness that makes jhe ungodly
stare and the timid shrink back,
strong emotions, a noble voice, and It voluable tongue,
and underlying all a common sense which
seems to be a characteristic of the Beecher

family:
“Ob,” saya some good, pioua soul, “now
you’re going to advise preaching politics.”
Preaching politics I Aud why not? You
have your little men in the pulpits, who can
preach of Moses aud the prophets, who can
show you the length and breadth of their
creed, who can explain the meaning of this
term and of that text, who can talx
learnedly
of original sin and of the wickedness of meu

who lived two thousand years ago; bnt where
is the minister who can teach you of the
duty
of to-day—who exposes the
corruptions of ibe
time in which you live—who
expounds the
duty of the man before him? In What book
or newspaper can you find
aught concerning
the manner of using a vote ? With the exception ot Dr. Lieber, a man bem in Germany, but bred in America, I know of no publicist who has taught the people
understandingly on this vital question ot American life. I
have attended many councils where learned
divines examined youthful candidates lor orders, but I never yet atteuded or heard one
where a single question was put to test the
fitness of ttte man as a teacher on the
poiDt
most vital to bis
congregation. They ask
him all about original sin, and the fall of Adam *and the superlapsus aud the
sublapsus, and
test him as to whether he believes In natural
or
grace
acquired grace, whether man is
wholly depraved or only in part, and if the
latter, where the depravity stops and what relation it bears to the rest of his
nature; but
they never, never suggest a question which
would indicate that the soois or bodies- of the
men of the nineteenth ceu
tury are of the least

possible

These ministers are easy
The doctors take a little of the
reguIftion dough, they mold it into a pretty little
cake of exactly the right shape,
pinhole it
with the necessary number of orthodox
holes,
put it on a patly pan, shove it into a properly
built oven, and, when it is baked, you have
your pretty cracker ministers. Out on them,
and out on such a system.
We are living in a land and in a time of
peculiar temptation. We are, as a
people, given
to
greatiy
lying. Why, the range of white lies
alone is wonderfully long, running not
only
through the highest octaves, but way up Into
moment.

the harmonies, while the sub base of black
lies is simple tremendous. We must have a
change in our public meD, and not only in
the lower classes of offlcia’s. but even In the
halls of our meet exalted national council. I
do not propose to makq charges, but I cannot
forbear sayiug that the tone of public morale
is low indeed, when we hear glibly
spoken of
the battering of votes on matters of
great
moral purport, making our legislatures literal
shambles of iufany and disgrace.
juook at mat disgrace to our
country, the
Common Council of New York, with the mayor thrown in besides. Look at them and their
unblushing outrages and then pretend to say
that the teachers of public morals have no
task before them. Look at New York with

its million of inhabitants, its light meaner
than that of any city of equal size, its streets
reeking with filth, its sewers a pretense, and
it? Judiciary a laughing stock. A nest of robbers, a den of thieves, whose example familarizes our citizens with pillage, and prostitutes
the morality of our youth; these are to be
met,
to be denounced and exposed, and
changed
for the better. Public men should feel that
the people demand of them a price for their
elevation; they should set before our youug
men examples of
integrity, of honor, of fairness, and of decency. Oh, yonng men, it is
for t his work I entreat you to forsake the
paths
that lead to the vexations of commence and
the uncertainties of traffic. It is to be a min
ister in the highest significance of the title. I
would not confine you tocreeds nor doctrines,
nor to narrow pulpits, but would
place you

broad platforms, where, from the corners
of the street, you could help and assist
your
fellow-man, having for the life even that now
is all honor and profit, and in the life to come
an enduring crown of Joy and blessedness in
the presence of your Father that is in heavoo

en.

Igloo Building.
An

Igloo
hut,
Esquimaux:
“Shaikey and Koojeae proceded to build an
igloo iu the regular manner, which may be
described thus: They first sounded or ‘prospected’ the snow with their seal-spears to
Is a snow

the winter residence

of the

find the most suitable for that purpose. Then
commenced sawing out snow blocks,
using a hand saw, au Implement now in great
demand among the Innuits for this
purpose;
the blocks having been cut from the Space
the igloo was to occupy, the other Innuit preceded to lay the foundation tier, which consisted of seventeen blocks Jeach three, feet long
eighteen inches wide and six inches thick
Then commenced the ‘spiralling,’ allowing
each tier to fail in, dome-shaped, till the whole
was completed, and the keystone of the dome,
or arch dropped into Us place, the buUders
being inside during the operation. When
the igloo was flubbed the two Innuits were,,
walled in; then a square opening was 'odt at‘"
the rear oi the dwelling and throogh tbb
Smith and I passed some snow blocks we had
sawed out. These Sharkey and Koojesse chipped or‘minced’ with their snowknives, while
Tunukderlien and Jennie trod the fragments
into a hard bed of snow, forming the couch or
dab of the igloo. This done, t«te women
quickly erected on the right and left the •flrestands, and soon had fires blazing, and dhow
melting wi'h which to slake our thirst. Then
the usual shrubs, kept for that purpose, were
evenly spread on the snow of the bed-place;
over that was laid the canvas of my tent, and
over all were spread tuktoo furs, forming the
bed. When the work had been thus far advanced, the main door was cut of the crystal
white wall, and the walrus meat and other
things were passed in. Then both openings
were sealed up, and all within were made
happy in the enjoyment of comforts that
would hardly be dreamed of by those at home.
“I must here mention an incident which
shows that the Innuits are equal to any emergency which may arise in their own country.
For my supper I had some
pemmican soup,
but, on tasting it, it was too fresh, and we
had no salt. What could we do? Iu a moment that was decided.
Sharkey, hearing
what was wanted, took hb knife' and cut
down into the snow floor of the igloo, in less
than a minute
coming to salt water. This
astonished me, and I asked how It was that
water had thus got above the main ice.
They
replied that the great depth of snow ou the
ice pressed it down.
[Life in the Artie Reone

Parson’s Life.
shady lanes; you stand

Fire and Inland Insurance

miMTST

Lieut. Col. Ellis

!

Spear
Rogtment, now in

JANUARY 1st, 1865.
COMMERCED BUSINESS SEPl’R 10,1864.
Amount rf Capital paid in,

iso. rf Mures, 2,0,0.
Amount qf Outetaxding

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Substiute at the time of

being

Haitered into United States Service.

FIFTY

earn

of

DOLLARS.

#60 paid at the expiration of the term

of eervioe.

Beorniting Offies, City Bailding.
PertieB deeirin* to enlUt
tntee, will apply there.

ae

Volunteer

j

Branch Office,

feblldtf

Cbar's*

Humphrey, Yarmouth;
bridgton.

NEW

Congress Street,
Feb9-d2w»_New City Building.
Motive.
and after Karoh 1ft, 18(16, onr firm will be
Davlf Brothert.
hall l. davis,
No. 86 Exchange 6t.
Mareht—dim

ON

Geo.

G.

Wight,

feblGdSw

YORK

for the Pianos

FORTE

PIANO

CO.,

394 Hudson Street, N Y.,
would cab the attention of the public to the superior quality of these insti umems. They are equal
We

Jr
dtemuays’,Ghickering8’,co*or three
or

any other
nti y
Europe.
The compauy being composed ot twenty of the
b?st wor* men that could bt lound in the first class
manufactories in New York, principally in Mr.
Stein way's Factory, every partoftheir ins ruments
is done iu the very be<tmanne', and this enable* the
company to furnish P auo. whi-. h if equalled can
hot be surpassed lor vuality and power of tone,
ea iness of action and beauty.
Ju iges of pianos and purchasers are requested to
oallat 112 Middle st, port.and. Maine, any time
daring th* day or evening, where two Pianos are for
salfsand ju'ig-i Jor themselves.
|Of a Good bargain is warranted.
to

noted manulactvrer in this

WANTED

CASH
For One,
Arm* or

Two

BOUNTIES,

City Mecrniting

*T TTT-t

Capital Stock,
ISTo.

—

$200,000.

Shares, 2000.

PAR VALUE, SIOO.
No

Assessments.

New Weed

Sewing Machine,

all the recent improvements, possesses
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which place it far in advance oi any other Machine
now in use.
While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we have leng felt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of i* amily Sowing, as well as Heavy
and to meet this deTailoring and
mand a large amount erf labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, wbiob we mihesitaiugiy claim to be the best Sewing Macnine in the
world, and we Warrant, every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thov have been trud and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part i* made of the best
material, nicelv adjusted and highly finished.
The Maohines can be seen at the

Leafier'Work;

STATE OF MAINE

Incorporated Feb’y 4,1866.

Sales Room, 137 1-3 middle StM
Where?Machine Findings of all kinds ^re constantly
on hand.
Machines of all kinds repaired in the beet
manner by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on all kinds cf Maohines. All
\ kinds of Maohines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also

Maohines to let by the week

Weed
President, JOHN E. DONNELL.1
Treasurer, CHARLES RICHARDSON.
Clerk, H. P. DEANE.

Sewin;

or

JOHN E. DONNELL,
CHA8. RICHARDSON,
WH. CHASE,
E LIP HA LET CLARK,
HENRY P. DEANE,
JAMES N. WINSLOW,
ROBERT A. BIRD.
Company have nine lea-os of lands comprising as many different tracts and contain# about
7i4 acres, most of idcjil being for the term of fifty
years and two for
These lands have
been selected with great care by a skillful Agent
who spent five weJuj or more n expKr.ng the lands
of Oil Creek, Cherry Kun, and other triburaries of the
Alleghany iiiver and then culled these in the valley
and cone proximity ol the Alleghany upon the Conewaugo stream ip,« aitarangus Couuty nl. Y. very
near tne Pennsylvania line.
They i.re tav j.ably located near the Great Western aud Atlantic Railroad in a very rich Oil terrias has been demonstrated by scientific
tory
reports
ana actual exploration.
The Ame icn Cyclopedia
Volume 12page 260, under Hew York says. ‘‘At a
number of places in Alleghany aud Cattaraugus
Counties, springs of Petroleum or Bock Oil i-sue
from the rocks, and jets of Carourett a hydrogen
gas sometimes accompany the eii, and are also
seen bubbling up in the standing and running water,
especially ot Cattaraugus«. ounty.
Aud Prof. Strep nerd ot New Haven, an eminent
geologist, after a recent carethl aud thorough examination repoi 4«, 4,Here, as in the locality of the f rst
well borea on Oil Cmk, oil is Touad rising from the
bed of the streams, and cozing irom the b*uk« with
more or less gas emanating irom the streams and
stagnant pools. On au adjoining lot awell is beiog
bored which has struck i lumuatieg gas and some
oil at thedepn of 22u feet."
Our Superintendent, who has accompanied Prof.
Sheph rd, write-*, “We found the genuine Oil, Petroleum, in many places on Springs, and by digging
holes in the ground Oil and water w uld come up
Preparations are being made by other Companies
to sink wells in our nqghooi hood, and this Company is making every axrangemont to bore wells as

THE

fimeiy-niLO.

soon as

All the lands

lying

around

us

and

above

<

by

companies.
A

Capital

jimimite* Pohtion

only cf the
Ht the COMPANY’S
bTREBT

ered FOR BALE

EiOHANOK

stock is offOFFICE No. t6

ieblTdti

4

^

Fire

Insurance
Of New York, Office

Thousand Dollars,

Fifteen

ASSETS

SCRIP,

OFFERED
Apply

IS
E. N.

JsnMtf

PERKY,

FOR

SALE.

to

Town Treasurer,

Sheriff’s Office, City Building.

At the

News-paper Correspondence.
here-

ex-editor of
city,
THEby undersigned,
reasonable
tenders his services, for
this

an

a

corn-

pen sation, to the publisher of any news journals
in Mains, iu Boston, in New York or elsewhere who
would like to enjoy the ready corresponoence of an
writ* rand j urnahst at the capital cl
this State. He flatt; rs hi nose f that his acquaintance
with the kcal t. am act ions and the public measures
acd the public men of theBtat' aud O'-umry, as well
as his long experience in typographical and editorial labors, give him an advents ge in this ie*p‘ct
which f<iW others pospe^s He knows bow to write
‘•copy" lor the printer that will require no revision
after it passes out of his ha* da. He is aiso a good
and expeditious proof" reader, and is willing to
who may desire his scr*
engage with any
vices at home or ab'oad, in ttat capaci’y.
WILLIAM A. DREW.

esperlenced

publisher

Augusta, Jan'y 2, 1866.
For

|an6dtt

Sale.

The Schooner E. A. Williams, 64 tons
burthen, now lyinyatSymon ton's Cove,
.Cape Elizabeth, is offered for Bale.
H E. WILLABD,
Apply to
Cape Elizabeth.
Feb 23d2w*

j___________

Notice.
undersigned would give this notice to the

THKpup Buildirg.
Stteet.
——

1

40

Portland Board of References :
Son, Heksuy, Fletchbb ft Co.
John Lynch ft Co.
The undersigned baring been appointed Agent
and Attohnby tor this Company, is now
prepared
to issue Polioies on Insnrable Property at current

John B. Blown A
H. J. Libbt ft Go.

rates.

of Trucking, Packing, Help £c.
the Fat»ng liou.-e Nos 13 A 15 iVmple
ISAAC BARNTJM.
feb25 lwd

*
J
Farm for sale.
That superior A.' I farm, recently
owned and occupied by Hie Jate
Capt. Tbaxter hriuce, containing
80 acres of g od land, 16 ol wliicli ie

Goad buildings ana not a
■ —rfood
roj ot ua.te .a ,d
upon it. Said farm u Htu.tid In
Yarmouth, about one aud half miles liomtimG.T.
B. B Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Tarmoath Vil-

janl3eodd Jwtf

The subscribe r offers his Farm for
sale situa ed ue*r Dunn’s Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known
as the “Mo se Farm.” Likewise
-h'B s ock end Farming tools
The
Farm contain* about llu acres ot
good land, good
buildings &c. Those wishing to purchase are invited to call and examine lor thtmse.ves.
E T. Dillingham
East North Yarmouth, Jan 2d, 1865.
jan4 odtf

For Sale.
8QUAKE block of land, of about 78,000 acres
or wood land, on the south side of the river St
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interoeeaed by two

A

considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
and spruce in

large quantities,

and

maple,

biroh, beech, tamarao ana bass word to any amount.
Enquire of
U. T. MACUJN. Portland.
Portland, Fob
feb2o eodtr

S. C.

HtJNKINS, M. D„
SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,
OFFICE HO. 2 OLAPP’B BLOCK.
MARKET. SQUARE.

FOB $AL£,
fo- sale his Farm on the
Saojarappa and Gorham. It contains 54 acres otlan", well divided into tilltge and
grass Ian J. There is on t^e farm, a oue s ory house,
carriage house, and b*rn 87 f*it oy 60, with a good
cellar und rtt. It has a good
with about
300 young f uic trees.
JOHN M. ALIJEN,

orchard,

or

JOHN W. MONGER &
June 3,1864.—dtf.

To I*et.

H. OSGOOD

■o. 8 Clapp’* Block, Market Square,
P ORTLAND.

Heory

,

No. 1351-2 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
References—Bev. Dr. Carruthers, Rev. Geo. L.
Walker. l>r. B. Clark. Dr. Win. Robinson. Capt CySturdivant, B. Egginton.
j mlisoatf

rus

AT REDUCED

TRIFE^

PRICES.

NOW offer to the Trade a large lot ot the beft
Tiipe that can b. ibaua in any muket, at two
dollars less per bbl. than I hare sold It' through the
la 1 and winter. Pieasegorder.
Price per bbl 818,00; per half bbl." 89.°0. Orders
by mail, or left at No 12 Milk st. Maraet, will meet

I

with prompt attention.
C. W. BEt.K'.AP.
Iebl5d8w*
Portland, Fsb.U h, 1866.
-V-fr---------t"

Commission.

Sanitary
Office 0/

at
ABOUT

of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock’s, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,
head of Berlin Wharf.
ootd dtf

Apply

WM. CAMMETT.

For Sale or Exchange.
Lot of laud No. 86 Fortlud St., containing oyer
8 o«0 qua-e eet For particulars inquire a- 87 Com-

merciai Street.

febl6C3w*

For bale.
Lot No. 46 Frank'in st-eot. Price
Tnirtv-three hundred dollars $8,800 ) Terms
Wtt E. ILiKNEe,
easy. Address,
feb24d2»*
81 Old Slip, New York.
and

HOUSE

WANTS. LOST.F'OCND
to do
oharge of a

AMIN

mar4d4 via

Wanted.
Gardening, and
private Stable. Ai-ply to
geo. w. woodman,
o^mmon

E.

61

mar2*tf

SMALL HOUSE in the upper part of the olty,
in exouauge for Peal Es*a.e, in pare payment.
Limit S3C00. Addrees for one we^k,
mar2dlw
F. M\ H., This Office.
whe have email or large
capital to invest in one oi the beat money-makin the Lni.ed S ates
E. CHAPMAN Jr.,
Feb 26—dlw
229 Congress Bt.
T

▼

ing invention

$20,000.
borrow for the Town of Brunswiok,
2housand Dollars, for one or two
Al B^OOKps Treasurer.
years.
iebl8 iAwistf
Brunswick, Feb 17, 1865.

A

Wood Choppers Warned.
chop 100 C3rda wood. The b'ghe^t ca»h price
TOpaid. For partfc lari enquire ol Arthur Dyer,
No. 80, Yoik Sc., or Scott Dyer, t ape Eliaaheth-

rent, on, or before the first, nf April, & bPU9e,
with about twelve or fourteen Rooms, centrally
located. Address Post Office Box 674.
febl5di*m

TO

STREET,

ANY

Wanted.
in the
A SITUATION
snaptr, by

iQ’j,
ire.

_

one who lores the prolesswould mase it a business lor
ore month

some of ihe Best Companies in Ntw
will purchase and iurnish stock on
avorable terms, in the mo3t desirab'e C cm
Bos on, New York and Philadelphia.
pa»*ies
Some of theie Companies offjr superior indue.■ incuts.
JOHN U. PROCTER.
most
in

Feb23—d&w3w

Notice.
Portland, Jan. 28,1866
_.
certify that we have thoroughly examined
All/E
the Machine Shop of the Portland
yf
Company
ant that th*re is no danger of accident.
*

The only detect was in a few of the floor timbers
of the third story.
This has been remedied so as to be perfectly safe
until the whole structure can be made doubly strong
by new beams and columns which are in progress,
and will be oompleted as scon as practicable.

Thog. J, Sparrow,

)an30___Gbo Brock.
j Don’t Swear

When you slip on he ioj
side-walk, but get a p«ir oi
Bailey’s
Patim
Cbrepkbb” and you can’t
slip down. Ladies, as well
an well as gentlemen, wear

them.

BAILEY, 43 Exchanvest.

—-----

Hare Chance for Business.

To Let.
gentleman of steady habits, a large, pleasan
furnished Room, heated by a furnace, and sup
with gas. in a private family. House centrallt
tab 16 dtf
ted. Apply to W, 43 Middle SI.

TO

el

a

Bolt Yellow Metal

J- T. Lewis <&& Oo.

,

AND

1ST T

WANTED!
ten

ol

corner

Commercial and Maple sis.

jan21dtf

J. M.

BROWN.

FOUND.
the sunny aide of Exchange street, about midONway
between Now City Hail and Post Office,

a

good place to buy

-&.X1

P.Lewta’.

J

A
A*,
enoe

B

*

given.

»

Address “H. F. O.

Press

Office,

Wanted.
Gentleman, Wife and Daughter, 8

Oot.2Cth_ocOTtf

Wanted to

Purchase;

A BRICK HOCSE, Bituated In the Western part of
“-.the oity. Possession to be had May 1st 1-65.
Address Box No. 70, P-rt'and P. o., staling locality. pnoe to., for three weeks.
declSdwtf
TV'OnCE

NO.

tar*All goods entrusted a t the owner’s risk.

Iv

oolebrated targe oven P. P. Stemrt Cook/and
Purlor Stove*.
The Mew Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gae Burner.
Cook and Parlor
*"5*
Stoves, lor City and Country use.
Deo

Stock of

rooently

1—d8m_

^ economyjs

hereby ghen that the subscribers
,Tt tppn dUiy anpointed Executors oi th Will
TV1.dessph
®i
Noblm, late of BrookPn, in tb« County
®r Bings, in the
State of New Ycrk.
All persons
nsyfng demands uron tbees-ate of said decent ad are
«> exhibit the same; and »u
IE??'”*’
deoted to ssid es'ate are called upon to persons lnmake *
paySbth Caldwell,/a (
\
w8w8*
Executors.
Jou* X. flKAJiD,

wealth.
,aior”*w! M'ai>

Old Company Lehigh,
Sugar Loaf Lehigh,

OP

Lorberry,

Ang 2T—dtf

Coal !

IYBRT

J. B. STGBT, No. 28 Exchange St

h:5:”bc&h’ ! PORTLAND, ME,
The highest market prise, paid »oi
kind*. Consignment* solicited,

Portland. Jane 13. IMS.—dlv

Dee

rod ace ol a!

Center St.,

Thle Haase Is now opeo to the Pnblle,
having been leased by the subsoifber for a

&?.Td'.“.acd"iv^ru.^!,h,ir,iS:
H -

ITwtt WSMBT *° ,#t

European Plan.
IT* Meals Caeked to Order at ail hoar*.
loach every day at 11 o'olock.

Q‘

daoHdtr

Tree

p; miLLBB,Proprietor.

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE
ramuT

kit own

it *■■

McClellan bouse,
Re-opened with New Furniture ft Fixtures,
WINSLOW A TIIAYER, Proprietor!.
The publio are respectfully
this spaoious, convenient
House, situated at

in

gdCGsjithat

jJJML^aknown

jjfEjg
Similes

informed

and well

MORRILL’S CORNER,

from Portland, has been re-furnished and is
open for the reoepliou of Company and PltaaareParties. Btery attention will be siren to the comfort of rueets.
MP*Tho Cars from

Portland erary half boor.
WlhStOW n THAYCS.
Westbrook, Oot. 10—dtf

THE BEST!

ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

Sewing Machine4?

THE

So. 256

Congress 8trwt,

It Is pronounced by the molt profound exported*

AN

const

of

Triple

DANFORTH A CLIFFORD

N. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
Flour, Tallow, Grain, to., to for the Eastern market, and would
respetiully refer to, as references.
First National Bank of Detroit,
P. Preston fc Co Bankers, Detroit,
Moore. Foots fc Co., Merchant*, Detroit,
L. P. Knigtt, Esq M. C-ot*l R. R. Co., Det-oit.
Wright t Beebe, Com. Kerch's Chicago, 111,
iiec'19a3tn
Bangor Cou.-P r oopy.

sococsaoiia

This

WILL

ANY

SATISFY

PERSON

LARD.

We

are

Hams, Beane, Dried Apples, Ac.

WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,

—

SHIP

APP

And know

—

BUILDERS.

1A HHDS. SALT, stightl; damaged, suitable
OW lor 'arming purports and tailing reuels.
DANA

b#

Feb 9—dSvis

JUST

iJxO-HT.

A

NICE

DANFORTH

v

Thing

Buckwbhat. Obabam
Hof Ybast Cakbo, and

A

CLIFFORD,
3

1%'ew Steam (wrist

FOR PORTABLE LIGHT-

5

t
NOS
Maple sta.

sale ot. Wholesale by
1

«

fablSdlm*

CO.

RECEIVED!!

lot of Niw

novSOtf

A

they "•the tWn*10 long K»|M M.

«. L.

STOKER St

CO.,

68 and 80 Middle 8t., Portland Me,
General State Agent*.
Not 17—44m

Flour, Oatmbal,
for sale by

£,I(}.KO-mE.

CLOTHING

V DEPARTMENT!
FARMERS, MANFACT

TO

Please call and examine before’porohasin*Middle 8t.
Nov. 1—evdtf CHAS.DAT. Jr.. U4

them Daily

dtt

septa*

Strap®1

Using
at oub

LIME STREET,
PORTLAND, MS.

3

SUPERIORITY.

IP

EGGS,

CHEESE,

ITS

Merchants,

Commission

BUTTER,

Support Skates,

US ForaSt.

to

AND DBALHi

NO.

JOSE,

Machine,

HATCH, CLIFFORD A CO.

Produce

Skate*, (i*nt*. Skate*. Boys’ Skates,
Ladies;
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,

THE LABQB8T A88OBTMBWT
to
8KATES, and at as LOW PRICKS,
found in the city.

EXAMINATION
OF

Street

PORTLAND, MAINS.

Oct 7-dU

of Uogs,

or

EMPIRE!

Wldeh has ployed Kself to be ths beet sotted to all
•1“
kinds of work of any now in use.

__

CHARLES

sodtf

Opp. Lancaster Hall,

DENTIST,

Detroit, Mick.

Great

mehtfi

PORTLAND, ME.

JOSIAH HEALD,

MERCHANT,

Railroad Hotel Buildings,

ftbUddw

amply provided.
Hailowefi, Feb. 1 1864,

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

Pork Packer ft Provision Dealer,
And Curer of Extra Family Hams,

For

STABLING,

be

1—8m d

Weorge Darling,

NEW

well-known Hallo well

CALL AND EXAMINE;

No. 16 Lime Street.

RANDALL, McALUSTER k CO.

Skate

specially informed that tba

are

GET

DBBORIPTIOR

Produce Dealers,

Wood.

order in any part of the olty,
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer k Whitney are respectfully Invited to give ns a call.

Pat. Ankle

arc

aad all the usual ooars.nsaoes of a popular ho*sl

HATCH & FROST,

Delivered to

Douglas’s

DENNIS, Proprietor.

Hallo well, two miles from
the
Augusta, and fr.ur miles from Togus Spring, baa
been lefurnkbed, and Is open for the reception oi
oomp&ny and permanentiboarders.
Every attention will be given to the oomfort ot
(meats.

So that Money can be Boned Be those War limes.

Superior Coalfor BlaokiuMUt.

COMMISSION

S. G.

BT*The public

AT SHORT NOTICE AHD FAIR PRICES

best quality oi

Salt

reopenedi
SEW BUSSITUSB A FIXTURES!

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

Lehigh,

Locust Mountain.

is

J

The

VDLL PKKBD AND SCREENED

and

l

COMB AND SB B

dispatch.

occupied by Messrs, Sawyer $• Whitney, head oi
Mam s Wharf, are now prepared to
supply their
forrat r patrons and the publie generally, with «
fine assortment of

Hard

Jnnlftt)

to l^el \

or

choicest Suppets servsd.
UKO. W. MTJRCH.

HALLOWELL HOUSE

,

171 and 173 Middle Street.

Coal and WoofiJ

A

1 he

on

C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

The latest styles of carriage*' and sleighs constantou hand, and made to order.
The new and elegant *‘M n tor” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those wishing to
purchase are in-

Cumberland

Middle St., Pertlmmd,

On Sale

S LE I GHS,

with the

are reep-eiftally tnlormed that
of the I’lpprlolor that
shall ts kept a Su’. o c.s road

tiroUon House 1

STOVES, STOVES!

No- 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

Together

BRACKGl'T.

Ailed.__sept38dtl

AJTD

While and Red Ash,
Diamond and

Tt-e'pebllo

1* the intention
l11
this Moose

MIDDLE STBEET.

No. 117

HOUSEJ

THUMB MILKS FROM PORTLAND.

OFFICE,

Bunoessor to J. W, Ll^ky,
Mannfaotnrer of

Mb’s,

CAPI 810 POHD

At B. D. VERRILL’S
LAW AND COLLECTION

C^.£hH,

TH

165

RETAlTj

Leave Tonr Demands for Oolleot

Manufactory.

<S subscriber having
parohased the
Coal and Wood, and taken the stand

&

and

All orders In the city or from the
oonntry prompt

And otheroelebrated Makers.

old, a good suitof rooms with board. Booms
furnished or unfurnished, for which liberal oompensatton Will be paid. Address G. J., box 3204.
Portland,

Dllli**

_murchlOdtf

vited to call and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and
nov44tf

to-"'

and for

WHOLESALE

notioe.

1-ta y~

Bjde, *c. svthst it in now on, ot the
.and In o-ery rcep.at cae ot Iti
oouif r »b’ehn'elali, Boston, oantain ns all the
aaedtra fixtures at fir t ci ss hotels, h. t end cotd
ba lu, fee. It oi'J becoaductr ■ iu ccn> ection with
oerme Ocean House, et Bye B.acb, If. H, which
will be opened Ju'v 1,1‘66
We solicit he pa'r >ia,e of oar fricads aad the
tra e'in* pub'lo and will ase cur best effoits to
pjestsour patrons. Terms. SS » day.
fobl7d«ni
JOB JtNSESS fc SOIL

.'liiHi’l"*'1

UBKl^uttio

Houtje,

AHD

Salaeralus A Cream ’Tartar,

I L

Tbs undersigned hare aka- the above
^
UjEUtoHouae >ov a leriu or e. ra, ul have n ire.
EHSii remru thed U «it>> n * r uruuurc, t»r-

and
spacious,inconvenient
centre of

TRUNKS, VALISES,

,

Were Cofee and Spice Millt, 13 and IS Union itreet,
Portland, Me.
Coffee and Sploos pnt up for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of peokagea, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at ehort

tl

years

MB.

■__lyiyiti

Skates I Skates I

Wanted,
STTOAIION as Book-keeper in a wholesale
Best of rsttr.
establishment, or as a Copyist.
"

rOBTLAMD,

Bags!
COFFEE, SFICE8, Traveling
Manufactured
aula

Overcoat.

P- MORRELL ICO.. have a good assortment at -Eli
prices, 113 E changestroe t.
deo!4dtf

So*. 1 and ‘2 Sre* Afreet Block
J. Libby k Co„)

Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of

8QE Carriage

Webster Souse, laiover St, Boston.

(Over H.

ORtGWAL BSTABLIB&MBXT,

Gt-iR,

FURNISHING GOODS,

Ohambtn

HOTELS.

1

READY-MADE CLOTHING

GRANT’S COFFEE ft SPICE HILLS.

*■

**

_-«_

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealer* In

notioe anil delivered at any port required.
McGILVEBY, BY AN * DAVIS.

Camput Martiui,

THE
Stock* iq

O.L.

EyVBBY

bept o.—dtf

Address far
Iebl6d3w
ENOCH KNIGHT, Lovell, Me.

qf Post Office Entrance.

kngland, end

Editorial Department of

tome ne a
am fr.mohoice

Pumps and Water Closet?.

WO. 194 EXCHANGE STREET,
POKTLAHD, HE.

Bpiket, Xailt, fo.,

Also,

Wanted.

subscriber is prepared to dell Petroleum Oil

deelieodtf

Poroe

description oi Water Fixtures lor Dwai.
El ling Houses, Hotels, Public
Buildings, Shops,
ho., arranged and aet np in the beat manner, and
ali
or 00nn‘O' Althftillv executed. An
kinds of
JobUngprouiptrir attended to. Constantly
LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEES
PCMPS of sll descriptions.
up*dti

feb 18 dSw*

cents per lb. for all Pamphlets
pay
JWILL
delivered at the office
the Po: tland Sugar Co.,

the

MAMMB OB

Bait Room, 110 and 113 Sudbury Si., Ration, Mato

at short

i

~

Warm, Cold and Shower b^lks, Wash
Bowl vBrns* A Silver Plated
Cock*,

Copper,

S1

I

aplMtl

JPre'Sle street, (Near Preble House,)
PORTLAND, ME.

Bolt

""

j

PLUMBBB!

Carriages and Sleighs,

Hazelton

Portland Petroleum Office,
LIME

Portland, Me.

KlittBALL,

Wanted.
small two »-tory tenement. with!" fifteen mictres walk of Poet Office,
between this aid ih first of May. one with small
barn preferred.
Enquire of L. P. H 68 Middle
street.
leb!8J2w*

Scotch Canvass.

I

Trt^utilit).

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

I®*" Carriage8 and Sleighs on hand and made to
JunelMtf

WANTED
'Twenty

COTTAGE House,or

OAA BBLS. Chotoe Appples, jut reoeired and
A VMJ for sale by
DANFOBTH k CL1PF0BD,
ko. t Uni at.
ootlltf

BY——

Ban.AprlllO.ua.

manufacturer,

P.

BALI

House Wharf.

Apples.

ST.,

Canvas,

800 do Nary Fine
Dell re red la Portland or Bottom,

ly

A

Custom

T. PATTEN A CO.

order.

JULl A, Box 42 Portland P. O

Wanted.

JanlOtf

Draper,

OA*

LEMONT,

Preble Street,

Wanted Immediately*
near center of the city, for two young
lsdh 8, fir which a good prio* will be paid. Beet
roll r nee given.
Add rets in> mediated,

ot

Kecvet,

100,000SR]*
200 gaigassm
SIMONTON k KNIGHT,
O Commercial Wharf.
i^ssssi"
good. asrsi.'BSfsK
Portland, June 13,18M.
Jnnel6dtf

CARRIAGES,

and 66 Middle St.

Wanted.
one requiring * he services of a Book-keeper,
Assistant Hoot-keeper, or Copyist, tbt*. oan
furnish good re ereroes, from former em loyees,
has only to a«dr*»R
LEWIS, Portia d P O.
1* ebruary 16th 1866.
fa w 16d2*

ON

FOKlJuAUD.

K.

Carriage

take

to

-JPOR

by
THOS. ASENCIO A CO.,

et, for sale

Bath, Me.

Block.

_laneldtl

J.
to

AIAOj
400 HHDS. Prime Blerra Uorena Clayed Bolam-

7

Jones, 5
)

A.

decl6d8m*

the U S. Sanitary Oommistion, I
Broadway, N. T.. I)eo, 20, 1864. J
ISKyEi. WASHBUitN, Ja., of Portland,
Maine, bat consented to accept the duties ot
UuBeral Agent of the Commission f r Maine, and
Is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
ComuiiHsion.
He will te ready to furnish advioe to the friends
of the Commission’s work throughout the S’ate.
All money contributed in Maine lor the use of the
Commies on should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by I im.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognized
by the Commission lor Maine.
J. JfOSTEK JENKINS,
deo28dfcwtf
General Secretary.
823

First Door North

granite

...

B. YT. Gage.

to

s t

TJRIPJB, TitlPJB,

co.,

odiun Produce,

117 C .mmeroial Street,
Charles Blake, )

story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formerly occupied by &. Merrill fc Co. Euquiro of
the subscriber.
REUBEN MERRILL.

bargain.
Enquire

Ac

Nootoh

van

Western and C

*■■

Molasses.

ui.

monte.

FL0UR& GRAIN DEALERS, JAMES
And Be
or

TWO

DR. C. KIMBALL,
i

&

--

Crop Clayed

’*■

KLAKii, joags

now lauding and for
be
HOPHNI EATON.

1 0 7 HHDS New Crop Clayed Melarsea, jut
AO 4 landed irom brig CarUUian, non Carte-

____eeptgdti

Not 11—dflm*

Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing,

TATAbTrElP^PairrffcB
JOT" Artifloial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver, end
Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give
satisfaction,
June80eodisA,wly'6f

e n t

North*

FOR MALE.

Wood for Sale.
eight acres of Pine Wood on the stomp
Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a

Xioollna

68 EXCHANGE

New Bedford Copper Oomp’y,
undersigned, agents ol the above Company,
THE
are prepared to lUrnist suit* of

A

..■■■

New

Haanfaotaree to order and In the boat
manner,
Itary and Nary Unilorme, and Boye War-

Juueltf

by

Marl-tf

No. 10 Union Htroot.

Brokers, Tailor

IiIVERPOOIi, ENQ.

)

Cargo of brig J D. Lluoola,
•ale at No. 1 Cent al Wharf,

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

Alexander D.

Tower Buildings

( Choice Mutoovedo HolaaeM.

10 To

16 Bble.

Ks HEKSEY* Agenti

Doctor L9 Prohon, No
f fill BE premises occup ed
A 7 tiout-i st. The premises are convenient, supplied witfchard and sort water, furnace, gas, &c.
Also a lot ol land 27 by 76.
Fi.quheat 'h* pramh.es between 12 and 2 P. 31.
Feb 20-^eodim

Co, Ag’ts.

DENTIST,

I>

1

00
361 Hhda.)

WATERPROOF

innai dtf

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,

BOARD,

C.

0

{Late Songey, Cooper 1 Co.)

Ship

Trinidad Sugar and Mvlasuea.
BBSS, prime Grocer*’ auger.

inPOKVEU

O-ravol

xAXDVAcruaw on

fllHLE unders gned wishing to change his place
JL of residence, will sell his Shop. Furniture,
Stock, ko Ihe took is n6w ana c mpleto in all its
department*. The stand is one ot the best in Portland. bein«< suited to Family and Country Tra to.—
A pply at 146 Congress * treet.
rot24

Bb’». Clear aad Ken pCrk
100 H11 Cue»ii prime um..., j
Choioe Muiootado Surtr, la b*di 'end bbla rot
•ale by
THOi. LYkch
* Co.»„o!d St.
March lit, 1866 —2w

A”D

dtt

C.

for sale.

Pork, Ac.

HHD8. New
Muionvado Uolaeseo.

0Q
100

FEl.T COMPOSITION,

WILLIAM F. SONQEY A GO.,

No*

AND

0‘

Board at United States Hotel.
novI5

8;cearappa.

For Sale

FIRE

liyti

1 DO bbls. Littl-fleldi Foodrotte
»;ri ue »t Fortiai d Aertcnlturul Ware bo Me aad
Store, Market Bui din* by
HANDALL A WHITNKT.
P„rfl
Portland Ftb 27,18*6
feb*Sdii8m

*

WARN EM’S

of

Crushed Boro

»«d

Ur.

_

1864._

subscriber offers
rpHK
X road bstween

FERHALD,

*®»
Dr. Fkrnald, from lone experience, ia dtoda?•
ed to insert Artificial Teeth on the “YnloaniteBsse ■'
«nd all other methods known to the profession
Portland. May M.1M3.
U

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, UR.
BT" Work executed in erery part of the State.
juneltf

Farm For Sale.

E#" Portland Office, 166 Fore Street,

save exo* n?©

at

hti^S3finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a waL&3£L*tering place and summer boarders. For
particulars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
ap7 dtf101 Commercial Street, Portland.

hard and solt water.
lob 18tf

Broadway.

$1,204,188

that ho Las furnished a room at the
with Oroekerv, Glass Ware, CutNew City
which he will loan on
lerv ftnn Cooking
r*ason&b'eterms, so that those wishing for the same,

Apdly

FOR SALE.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
larKe stable and sheda—situated two
££R|j£room8.
lABMIftnd one-half miles from Portland, and the

1500
600 bbla

I. H. HEAJ U
SflKUMACSXBi
disposed of hi. enure Interest la hk
HAVItfG
Office
to
Dr.
8.
FESNALD. would oheeriully
Fresco and Banner Painter, reooommend Mm to C.
Ms former patients and tbs pot-

OKAS. J.

iutSlv

Fertilizers.
BBLS CoB 8up<r Fhoiphete

BfiKTlSI,

Hxohange Street, Portland, Me.
JuneldH
__

&

M

WM. K. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vioe President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary

io

will

the

“^Ufo

Fortland.Fobl3.186i.

No. 1TB Middl
£• tree*.
•"“■■ons...Drr. flsco e and Bihui
Portland, Hay S5,13ds.
tf

PAPER HANGINGS.

For Sale.

HON.

CAPE ELIZABETH

TOWN

Company
118

on

House No 18 Cross street; the lot is large,
coutamg about 7(X>0 feet of land, with plenty of

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

.us

ligh-ed with gas procured irom a natural spring.
Aud at several places there are go*d produ.ing wells
of oil.
It is evident from the great extent f oil territory
our Company, ihit ti e
Stock
possessed
is very tmall. Many other con panias. with < api a 8
exceeding half a million of'of dollais have less than
76 aores ofjand.
Only one producing well of ten tarrol* per day will
pay us h ndsome divi ends.
It is apparrent that as soon as our first well strikes
the great Oil reservoirs, our stock will double ii not
triple in value as has been the experience of many

dressing.

Terms t\f pay meut made easy.
For particulars enquire of SCOTT DYER
Premises, or through fobtlanp, P. O.
jan81dtf

Machine Co.,

No. 187 1-S Middle Street, Portland,
eam
G. W. ROBINSON, Agent.

poesiole.

on both sides of'hi Alleghany t<r many ml-, shave
bi-en taken up and none can now bo procured except
at enormous prio's.
At Fredonia, not far firm our lands, the town is

Portland bridge, contairing 70 Acres Land, Buildwhs good, Fences substantial 6’onewali,
youpg OrOhara, ohoice gra'led^ruit About 200 cords wood,
halt Oak and walnut. Also Farming tools, and £0

pine

OR. S. C.

KAXITFAOTUBBB OF

M.tJWs*

860 BWl (.mm Iktnanii Saner Floor
by thoCarload, o^ih.rain
to
UNO. F FVSCkB
No 2 Galt Block, C.»mm(rolal St

0*U

A CARD.

ID ^ VIS,

58

Wo,

and Oats.
“1 80

„

Bookseller, Svaliooer,
AITB

THU* * C0w

■“*•.wu,.

Wholesale and Retail.
H. Xj.

Flour

iAQENTB

Premium Paged Account Books,

a

Yarmouth, Jun. 17,1566.

WOODMAN,

Maine.
juneldtf

febUdtf

subscriber offeis hi) Farm, situated in Cape
THE
half miles from
Elizabeth, about three and

cords

Portland,

LntherDam,
j
Woodbury Dun, J

merchandise.

SEWING MACHINES I 1000

Salt,

and

CARDS.

SlNUUIl’g

month.

INTERNATIONAL,
Directors*

enquire of E. N. PaKRY, at the
through ihe Por land Post Office

or

Apothecary Shop

WITH

17—dtf

gooi.

Farm fir Sale.

NOTICE.
THE

Reciuiting Office, City Building.

irom
Build n ^s

jan26eod3m

Office,

Where they will reoeiye the highest Bounties paid
to them in person,
Feb

Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudson
street, N. Y.
References—M. Hermann Kotzscknar.NewYork;
Mr. Emry.
Iebl6dtf

wishing

application to the

HOWE,

&

n

1 be
Nav^.hI
es

bubstitu

SCHUMACHER

Agents for New York

Three Years' Enlistments, in the
paid.
te enlist wlT make direot

or

Fori
Sheriff’s office,
Box 1786

Boston.

Hunger ft Co, Agents, Portland,

received the agency
manufactured by the
HAVING

»t the City Hall
Recruiting Office,
Subbtitutbs for KnroUed Men in 1I1.8 City,
7
to whom the highest

16
articulari

Joseph Morrison, Beeideot Director and General Agent.

Apparatus,

Office 229

122,800 Oo
68,63919

SUBSTITUTES Plil F9IITESM>IAID FURIES!
WANTED !

ocntaing

17 667 £6
22,414 17

Street,

State

43

aoou
acres of Land,

Co.

Jobs A. S. Dana.)

Subscriber off.rs hi* Farm, sifted in Cape
THE
milts
Portland Bridge,
El'zabetu,

#100,00000

Total Assets, January 1st, lf68,
#881,41122
Amount of Losses reported upon which
the liability of the company it not
determined,
#18,370 00
Amount of all other Claims,
82 75
Amount of Cash reoeived for Premiums
on Fire Risks,
88,391 76
Amount Fire Losses paid last year,
7.409 16
Amount paid lor Expenses ot Office,
16,116 3 j
B. C. Mokbis, President.
Wn. W. Whitubt. Secretary.

J. W.

8ubeti.

or

906,683.

■dm-vut Capital and Assets, January
1st.
#131,11122
Amount Additional Capital being paid
m (Feb, 9 h)
#800,090 00
631,411 22
Making Total Assets,

To Citizens of Portland,
additional

*12

Amount United States Stocks,
Amount Cash on hand,
Amount Cash in hands of agents,
Amount Loaned on Collateral,
Amount of all other Investmens,

Making

Tlie

Risks,

ASSETS.

Bounty Advanced;

or

Fa^rn tor sale.

*200 000.
Value. *100. aclt.

Par

Pasturage.

For tart her particulars inquire ol the subscriber on
the premises.
TdEoPflILUS SUMS ON.
Gray, FU> 21,1896-d2w*

OF NEW YORK.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,

Beoritit

Co.,

Fish

~

^BUSINESS

cards.

&

Dana

The well known Hotel, situated at Gray
‘Comer, 16milesfrcm Portland, wi.h liable*, Burns, cheda, Jto.
\ Also, One Hundred and Fifteen Acres of
_[Goo* Laud, about thirty-five of which is
* ood The rest is divided into Mowing, Tillage and
*

MORRIS

$300 For One Year's Service.

$100 State

For Sale.

OP THE

THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS

gions.

^

REturkt

B 0 U NTIE S!

made.

Country

You wa'k In
and
look at the rugged bark of old trees; you help
you
to prune evergreen?;
..devise flower gardens and winding waikB. You talk to pigs,
and smooth down the legs of horses. You
sit on mosBy wall, and saunter by the river
Bide, and through woodland paths. You
grow famllliar with the Internal arrangement
of poor men’s dwellings; yousee much of men
and women in those solemn seasons when all
pretences are laid wide; and they speak with

PORTLAND-

CITY OF

Paid to the

following are some

Business

FOR SALE & TO LET.
-.

mon

female,

broke loose from the box in which she had
been brought from Calcutta, and a scene of
great conlusion ensued. Not having had any
experience in her native jungles of the resist-

flaw into

Beecher all Over.
The

miscellaneous:

MISCELLANEOUS.

to meet them there.

You feel the touch of the weak fingers
still;
the parting request is not
forgotten. You
mark the spring blossoms come
back; and
you walk amoug the harvest sheaves in the
autumn evening. And when
you ride up
the parish on your duty you feel the influence
of bare and lonely tracts,
where, ten miles
Irom home, you sometimes dismount from
your horse and sit down upon a grey stone by
the wayside, and look lor an hour at the
heather at your
leet, and at the sweeps of purple
mooiland far away. You go down to the

vance.

BubibbbbHotiobs, in reading columns, 20 oente
per line for one insertion. Ho chargcles< than fifty
osnts for each Insertion.
Me* All communications intended for the paper
should be dlreoted to the “Editor nf the Frees, and
those of a business charaoter to the Publishers.
Etf Job Paamxe 01 overy description ezsented

..
** »y*«f)ln advance.

__

Lima street.

mill,

Mechanics’ Mills, oorner of York and

LITTLEFIKL 1 WILSON,
proprietor,.

SKINNKK'S PULMONALE8
Immediately relieve Couth.
Hoarseness Loss or vokxi
Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thtrst,
and every symptom o the fret
Cold.,

tf**

conaamp•"‘Pulmonary
white, th fcsm

't on. They are
ol a wafer and

as

sa'tablt for

thelnfautlutheorsdns** patient at three »oor« yentand

ten. Orator* and all who Otartax the aoeal organa receive
instant relief by fh« ir use. Bold by oft0!?******Prepared be «. M. Bximmm. Chemist. ST Turnout
street, Beaton. U. H. HA T, oor IT* sad Middle
»ep*f eodhsowtm
•treeta,

supplying agents.

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND.

The

daily

March

Morning,

M inday

issue

ined circulation

of the Press is
of all the other

larger than the comdailies m the city.

on

all Pour Pages.

Triumphantly Re-elected!

BA.CT10K

BMBVKBD.
ai

d

Our city election came off yesterday,
Uui< n
fjsulted in a glorious triumph (or the
certain
paiof the efforts of
cause.
In

spite

of 016
tles to divide the Uuion men; In “P*1®
”
“
Enrolled
Men’s
Working and
so-called
in

Ticket;

spite

of the defection of a hitherto

Union paper which attempted to throw the
government of the city into the hands of the

spite of a few disappointed malwho
contents
sought to sow the seeds of mischief in our ranU, and for their own base
the working
purposes endeavored to persuade
opposition;

in

place themselves in aquestlonable att>
tude before the countryin spite of ail these
things the Union ticket prevailed gloriously,

and the result is the re-election of Jacob Mc-

Mayor, with

Lellan for

the entire Boards of

Aldermen and Common Council, and all the
subordinate ward officers.

clean sweep, and shows that Portland
ia sound to the core, and manfully withstands
it is

a

the combined attack that has been made upon
her

the eyes of any one.

Integrity.

McLellan’s

majority over Sturdivant is
1070. His majority over Waite is 1263. His
clear majority over all opposition is 578. This
is glory enough for one day. For details the
reader is referred to the figures in the local
column. The vote is larger than at the municipal election last year, but not near so large
as at

two

M. “None but
Special orders to-day at 12
the Inauguration ProIn
admitted
Amphibibia
cession.”
The news from Richmond represents them
to be in anything but an amiable state; all
non-availables are politely requested to make
themselves non-consumers.
Senators and Members of Congress have
succeeded admirably in the new act of invisibility, and the fees to the Srrgeants at Arms,
on a call of the House, would not pay hack
hire. They have no news of Sherman; neith-

have we—but

er

the Stata and Presidential elections last

Fall.

lars toward its construction with the express
condition that it should transport meu and
munitions of war free—is now asking to be
at lull rates.

paid, and

all soldiers on

They have charged
leave, sick, furloughs, six cents

the transportation

one

ment to the

mustered into the U. S. service, shall be tried

by Court Martial while Civil Courts are open.
Quite a spirited debate took place, and the
amendment though not germain to the bill,
carried.
The House will to-day give bounties to the
widows and minor children of the ninety days
and nine mouths men, who have been killed in
battle. Also—a mo3t excellent feature—that
uo officer shall hereafter be dismissed the service without trial by a Court martial.
The House refused to-day to pay the member from Louisiana.
Mr. Fessenden was yesterday waited upon
by the heads of Bureaus and the clerks of bis
Department. Few men have taken the head
of the Treasury with so much satisfaction to
the country at large; and few, if any, have
left, causing so much regret. His character
was

is sans peur et sans reproche
Maine may well be proud of him.

like

Bayard’s

of the papers of that

Tbe Examiner, speaking of tbe evacuation of Bichmond, says such a measure
would involve the loss of all respect and authority towards the confederate government,

city.

disintegration of the army, and the abacdonment of the scheme of the southern confederacy ; that it would so narrow tbe area of
the

coascription
strength of

If., March 4,1865.

We lett the Capitol at half-past seven this

from Richmond.

That tbe evacuation of Bichmond is a meathat has been talked of In the rebel capital is beyond question. It is equally true that
hints have been given out, more or less distinctly, that the confederate army may go
We t, abandoning tbe present seat of their
conflict and make a stand beyond the Mississippi. Were these things unknown in B.chmond.it would be impossible to explain much

language

—

greatly to reduce the military
the confederacy; and that tbe

as

Confederate arms would dwindle in numbers
•s it should move more aud more rapidly

morniug,

both houses in

session, in a drenching rain. Our heart was heavy, the disappointHone stock was below aero
ment of many.
—It still

rained; ten o’clock, a heavy gust and
more rain; then a gleam of light—expectancy
on tiptoe; more rain, and some, as our Uncle
Toby remarked of the army in Flanders,
swore. Still nil desperandum was the cry,
and all named in the programme took their
places. Eleven o’clock, doubters were d—d
—driven to shame. Then came the march,
lafantay, cavalry,artillery, white troops, black

troops, steam Are engines, axe men, hose men,
—never wa9 there a finer procession than that
of this day; brighter and brighter grew the
day as the procession advanced, and the hearts
of ail were made glad and joyfu^ no one
minds their mud-bespattered garments; auy
body’s toes can be trodden upon and no remarks made.

He must be a churl indeed who

OttJlit SA L AMI) SELECTED.

Lloyd Garrison.

Mr. Garrison, of all American
been both the prophet and the

citizens, has
apostle of Ab-

olitionism in our country. He has been the
Clarkson and the Wiiberforce combined, of
this continent. More than thirty years since
he commenced his
mission,—commenced it in
a slave
State,—and maoy years since he found
the freest State of the North, the State of
Massachusetts, too much under the dominion

of the slave power for his life to be safe«within its borders. Even in Boston, within sight
of Bunker Hill, and beneath the droppings of

Liberty—Faueuil Hall—he
dragged through the streets with a rope

that sanctuary of
was

around his neck, for no crime, for no violation
of law, for no offence except' that he pleaded
for the poor and oppressed, and, like his divine
Master, advocated the breaking of every yoke,
and the letting go free of all that were op-

pressed,

Mr. Garrison, still a vigorous, efficient
woiksr, with eyes undimmed and mind unimpaired, with heart hopeful and baud strong,
lias lived to see the triumph of the principles

which he labored in tears and at the tisk of
life to establish. The sous of the men who
stoned him, stand ready to erect his monument; indeed, thousands and hundreds of
thousands of those who would have slain him
now grasp his warm hand, and thank God
that he was wiser than they; that they have
outlived their errors as he has outlived their
and

persecution

half.

Maryland, offered an amendCivil Bill, that no person, unless

Mr. Davis of

1 P.

sure

of tho recent

reduced

per mile—have not like other roads

__

Significant Hints

wait.

we can

Sundry large jobs, arc by the third estate,
hoped to pass. Tiie Illinois Central Railroad
to which Government has given million of dol-

to

men

very
Our out posts
night9 ago, and arrested all outwere

liCTS*

THE MUNICIPAL ELECTIONMcLellau

Washington, D. C., March 3,1868.
Ratal Rain!! Rato!!! Our city is a sea of
mud, four inches in favorable spots; six In the
-uburbs. Gen. Lee can sit at his head-quarters and whistle, line a sailor on the forecastle
In a calm, for wind; but it will take Old Boreas
dust in
a week of the hardest puffing to throw
vigilant

In advance.

Term*-$8,00 per year
jy Beading Matter

6,1865.

William

lights and Shadows at Washington.

obloquy.
said, “older

As another has

than any of his
associates, he is still the most buoyant and
hopeful in spirit. Though he has sacrificed
than all ethers for the

anti-slavery cause
on its original foundation, and though it would
seem that its tenets mast have become ingrained in bi9 mind, he still excels all in the broadness of his views and the generosity of his
fe dings. As to the past he does not forget
all its slights and its revengences, while he
more

welcomes all that is satisfactory in the presencouraging in the future. He recognizes the merits of Abraham Lincoln and of
our brave commanders, as well as the claims
of the colored people, and he rejoices in the
ent and

glorious progress of white and black alike.”
A few weeks since, at a meeting in Newburyport, called to celebrate emancipation as fixed by the constitutional amendment, Mr. Garison was present as the honored guest of the
occasion. Newburyport is the place of his nativity. It was filtiug that he should be thus
honored, for, for many years after he began
bis moral crusade against slavery, he was denied a heariug there. The churches and public buildings were all closed against him, and
while his ideas prevaled elsewhere, popular
prejudice against him and his cause always
remained strong in his birth place. Bat the
conservatism of Newburypoit has been neutralized and swept away by the slaveholders’
war against the Union, and now, after a life

of persistant devotion to the idea of human
freedom and equality, Mr Garrison found himself invited home to celebrate with his townsthe abolition ot

men

slavery by the

war.

He

had trusted in moral means for the removal of
the giant wrong, and was willing to labor
and suffer for

consummation that should
be realized in some future age. But

only

a

Providence has accomplished through the
wickedness and folly of the oppressor what
seemed almost hopeless by any moral influences, and the

pioneer

are

declining years of the anti-slavery
gladdened by the swift comple-

Every available point, in tion of the work of centuries. Unlike some
his disciples, Mr. Garrison sees the divine
westward, and before reaching the Mississippi eluding picket fences, is occupied—windows, of
hand in this great revolution, and accepts and
It would degenerate into a mere body guard roofs, awuing posts. The pavements are lin
ed; one can haadly believe there are so many rejoices in the great event. He is too largeof a few officials. It goes on to say:
in the city. One must remember that hearted and earnest to cavil and murmer be“From the hour of giving up the seat of persons
cause the benefaction has not come according
it takes a great many more people to make a
our
cause
would
sink
a
into
mere
goverment
to his plan. He sees that the colored Amerirebellion in the estimation of foreign powers,
show in these immense streets,and sidewalks
who would cease to accede to us the rights of as wide as Chestnut
street, Philadelphia.— can is certain to be lree,‘.t') be recognized as a
belligerents, while the enemy would be free to There
man, to gain the opportunity and to grow up
goes the salute—hurrah I and now for
treat oor officers and soldiers as traitors and
to the capacity and power of a citizen, and he
crimnals, so that every rebel would fight the first time shines the sun clear. God bless
la content.
The aim and hope of his life is
thenceforward with a halter abont his neck.
tli ; country and its leader for the next four
Snch declarations as these have a meaning, years. Up go the shouts—aye, peal out ye already assured, and he is ready to throw
guns and l*lle; down with the traitors, up aside his aggressive armor and be at peace
which they would not have if evacuation were
an unheard of and unmooted thing.
But then with the flag 1 Never were one hundred guns with the world.
On the occasion referred to the following
fired on a more joyful occasion. We will fire
when Bichmond shall be evacuated or capturreceived from that whole-souled
ed, and the stars and stripes float again in tri- one hundred more on Wednesday for Sher- poem was
John G. Whittier, which
of
man.
humanity,
poet
umph over its capitol, the old retraiu will be
was read at the close of Mr. Garrison’s adAll the clouds which about our house did
repeated, that the uoofederate cause isBtronger
lower are in the southwest buried.
dress, and which will make a fitting close to
for such a narrowing of its area of conflict,
Abraham Lincoln’s reception will be a this article:
and we shall continue to hear this until it dies
Mot unto us, woo aid out seeic
brilliant affair to-night. Of the five Inauguaway on the frontier of Mexico, or is strangled
The word that burned within to speak,
Not unto us this day belong
out on the gallows; meantime the spirit of rations we have witnessed, some of great parThe triumph and exulting song.
Liberty and Uuity, ooe and inseparable,” will ty exultation, none have equaled this for true,
Upon us fe 1 in early youth
heartielt
enthusiasm.
on.”
go “marching
ibe burden of unw lcome truth,.
Aod left us, w ak an .i frail and few,
Congress last night gave to the widow or
The censor’s painful work 10 do.
minor children of all one hundred days’, nine
A Purpose in Life.
A very

large proportion

ol those whose

lives msy be set down as failures have missed
only from the want of a definite aim.

success

will grumble

now.

bounty allowed to two years’ men. Mr. Odell
York, Is entitled to the credit of this
change of the law.
Cabinet changes will go by telegraph, and
we
can hardly write aught, in these days
worth presenting.
No news from Sherman, and no news is
good. We judge from all we see in the Southern papers that they have found the sweetness
of the Lead Sea apples.
Duke.

recall some instance of a young man
whose outset in life was full of promise which
has never been fulfilled'. He had such diversity of talent, people said, he can be anything
he chooses to be. But he did not chooue.
He wanted to be everything, and so he came to

nothing. And so it always is. Men who have
risen in life, who have achieved greatness
honor, wealth, or power, have Invariably done
It

by

moans

of

patient, persistent, persevering
effort toward some definite
end, Oreat abilities are really of
secondary importance.
Learn to concentrate such
ability as you have,
and

success

is sure to follow.

Inquirer

reviews the Governor’s recent message to the Legislature, which It says is a
document which no pure patriot can read
without the liveliest emotions o!
disgust and
Indignation. It adds that the Governor must
blame only himself, if he has incurred the suspicion of having reaped the recompense and
the reward that precedes treason. It denounces the Governor in the strongest
terms,
and concludes by saying, that it can
only be
regarded as an effort on his part t* destroy
the civil and
military authority of the Confederate government. Its recommendations
would, if successful, result iu subjugating the
people of all the States. It Is a recommendation to Georgia to abandon the
Confederacy,
to break down the Confederate
government
and army, and to retire each State
within it**lf- This is it* meaning. It may be
daubed
over with
professions of loyalty, but it will, if
favorably responded to by the Legislature of
Georgia, result In irretrievable ruin.

GTrhe
"**

0r’>ndyi!”

at

Washington,

were

*hOCked
"Andy Johnson"
should make a.peeoh before
uking the oath of
otto, to Vms President, and ,„cA m
speech, acknowledging himself a plebeian, repenting
the oommon interests and common
people of the
land. He eren said this in the lace
of foreign

functionaries.

The Governor

reasons

well.

True enough,

when they arm the slaves, they abandon slavery ; and slavery must go down, not only iu

Georgia, but also all
ea

Dixie, and

over

the soon-

the Southerners make up their minds to

slavery slide, the better for them. To that
complexion they must come at last.

The rebel paper* are severe
upon Governor
Brown of Georgia, and seem to have loat ail
regard for tbeir vaunted doctrine of atate
•overelgnty and state rights. The Richmond

*‘M"-

“Whatever may be our opinion of their
normal condition or interest?, we cannot expect them to perform deeds of heroism while
dyhting to continue the enslavement of their
wives and children, and it is not reasonable
to demand it of them. Whenever we establish the fact that they are a military people,
we destroy our theory that
they are unfit to
be free.
When we arm the slaves, we abandon slavery.”

let

A Confederate Screw Loote.

We bore, as freedom’s hope forlorn,
The private hate, the pi.b ic scorn!
Yet h rid through a'1 the paths we trod
Our fhith in man and trust in God.

of New

They did not lack ability, or industry, or opportunity for the achievement of something
honorable and satisfactory, bat they had not
sufficient tenacity of purpose to keep steadily
to one thing, and so they could never make
th<»ir advantages tell. They remind one of
that famous speech of O'Connail’s In the House
of Commons, in-which he said that the honorable member from so-and-so, had, in his remarks, evidently aimed at nothing—and hit
It. It is a very questionable advantage to a
Governor Brown and the Negroes.
The Governor of Georgia Is In a great deal
young man to be able to do a great variety of
things tolerably well. The chances are fully of tronble on account of the negroes. To
oven in such a case that he will so fritter away
arm them, or not to arm them, is the question.
his energies In trying one pursuit after anThe Governor has recently called the Legisother that he never is able to excel in any. If lature together to deliberate on the crisis
you want to be successful In life have a defi- which Sherman has brought upon that fair
nite purpose, aud never lose sight of It.
land. The negro question he argues as folDon’t try a little law, and a little medicine, lows:
and a little engineering, aud a little specula“He opposes the arming of slaves, believtion, but have some specialty, some fixed pur- ing them to be more valuable as agricultural
suit, and make yourself thorough master of laborers than they could be as soldiers. They
that. Ho matter whether it is
drawing wood do not wish to go into the army; and the
principal restraint now upon them is the tear
or chiselliog statues,digging clams or
making that, if t hey leave, the enemy will make them
books. If you wish success in it you must con- fight. Compel
them to take up arms and
centrate all your forces upon It. Every body
they will desert by thousands.
can

Thenc forth our life a fight became.
Th 3 air we breathed was hot with b 'awe;
For rot with gauged and sof ened tone
We made the bondman’s cause our own.

months men, and all killed in battle—less than
two years’ service—the one hundred dollar

Impudence and

Imposition.

Saturday evening quite

a

number of the
the city—men

Union men of
who never had the first thought of breaking
from the Union party or bolting its nominations—found their names bad been used without
authority and without their knowledge,

staunchest

to make np what was
pretentiously styled the
“WorkiDg and Enrolled Men’s ticket,” the
effect, if not the
of which was to break

design

down the Union party and throw the city into
the hands of the Democrats. It was an unpardonable piece ol impudence thus to parade the names af gentlemen in a
quasi copperhead sheet, and complicate them in an at
tempt to carry out the scheme of the copperhead manipulators of the so-called

working

men’s party. We have
given the names, by
authority, of some of the gentlemen who
have been thus insulted, and the names
of
others will be found in this paper.

Gorham Election.
The election in Gorham yesterday resulted
in the choice of the Union ticket by a
majority
of more than two to one. The
following are
the officers chosen:
For Town Clerk—C.
Henry Paine.
and Orerseers of
« 5pr,Selecfmen, Assessors,
w-Parker> Ja,ae3 Paiaae*For
For

Treasurer—j0hB

q Card.

Taxes—Rufus Mosher.
For Auditor—Samuel F
Bacon
Pl FUe8>
JwUh

B.hwibb?m“llttee~Albi0“K>

Blair.

BTThe hanging of Capt. Beall, the rebel spy,
in New York, is said to be the first execution of
the kind since the hanging of Major Andre by
Gen. Washington.
OTGen. Sully is organizing a couple of regiments of repentant rebel
prisoners, who have
been confined at Rock Island, 111., to fight against
the Indians.
JSfl'he Lewiston Journal judges from the
weather last week that

Spring has “sprung

a

leak.”

The weather of the present week must
have closely caulked the leaks.
Hf“ Prentice says Savannah, Branchviilef
Columbia, Charleston and Wilmington have had
their Fall in the Winter, thus reversing the

-TO

EVENING

jyihe Washington correspondent of the
Boston Herald Bays it iB understood that the
President will make but few changes in the
offices.
jy The fare of the season ticket holders on
the Boston and Maiue Railroad, has been raised
$3 a quarter, between Lawrence and Boston,and

correspondingly between other points.
tyGen. Francis Fessenden has been promoted to be Lieutenant Colonel by brevet in the
regular Army,
and Montell’s

lor

Bluff,

gallant
on

services at Shiloh

Red River, to date from

July 6,1864.
Of The Manchester Mirror inquires what
the rebels will have left worth fighting for after

they have evacuated all the cities and strategic
points, given up the sexports, and armed their
negroes.

jy Georgetown, S. C., has been evacuated by
the rebels, and is now in our possession.
The
rebels have not a single Atlantic port, and on
the Gulf, except in Texas, they are

no

better

off.

ception
battalion, was captured.
The Raleigh Conservative indulges the hope
if the plans succeed, Sherman will be bagged
sent howlin' to the rear.
The Richmond Despatch of the 3d, says no
Yankees had advanced toward Fayetteville
from Wilmington on the 1st inst. it says it

or

has nothing from Sherman, and presumes he
is still stuck in the mud of South Carolina.
The Enquirer of the 3d has a long article
showiug that Shei man and Grant are to be
beaten in detail, and then the independence of
the Confederacy will be secured.
Gov. Vance of North Carolina, is now actively at work it says in rallying the people
and organizing resistance. It says Grant has
stripped every section of the country and in
Western Virginia has not men enough to

protect
his generals while sleeping. The rebel papers
confident that Graut will move the mo-

are

the ground is sufficiently hard to permit
him to do so. They say he has everything
ready for an advance. The Federate are kept

inept

watching nightly for Sernmes on the James
River, while the rebels are kept active watching for deserters from their lines.

in

Honob.—J. H. Hamlen>
Esq., President of the Common Council, requests us to say that his name was placed on
the so-called Working Men’s ticket, for Aiderman in Ward 6, without his
knowledge or
consent, and that he knew nothing of it till
late Sunday evening. Mr. Hamlin called upthe

on us

us

to say his name was put on the same ticket
for Warden against his will; that he had not
a particle of sympathy for the factious movement.

Tbialof John Y. Beau..—D. Appleton <fc
Co. New York, have published a neat pamphlet edition of the trial of this noted rebel
spy and guerrillero, by military commission.
It contains not only the charges and examination of the witnesses, but the argument of
prisoner's counsel and the summing up of
the Judge Advocate, as well rs the finding of
the court and the order for his execution—
which was carried into effect on the 25th ult.
For sale by Bailey <fc Noyes.

jyThe Savannah Daily Republican has been
restored to its former sire, and with its old head
begins to look quite natural agaiwf It is published by John E. Hayes, who has purchased the
Beaufort Free South and merged it in the Republican' The advertisements show that the

which he said

a large number of American
Italy.
jyMiss Harriet Hosmer is

artists

visiting

in Rome, where
she is very popular with all classes- Her friends
abroad are muoh gratified to find her great work
received with such marked favor by her co untry

Confederacy

the

would soon be recognized, and concluded by
inviting the confederates to a grand banquet
at Matamoras, and promising also to salute
their Hag with 21 guns.
The importance of this affair consists mainly in the fact that Megin is Commander- inChief of the Mexican armies, and is therefore
the next personage to the

Emperor,

Exchange of

Rebel

Prisoner*

—

Sherman’s Movements
Richmond Papers.

—

Specul ations
Item, from

Nbw York. March 6.

Raleigh, N. C., Progress of the 28th
ult, says the Yankee prisoners have all been
sent from the camps near this place to Northeast Bridge for the purpose of exchange.—
Many ethers from Greensboro’ and Saulsbury
have passed through en route to the same
place. All Federal prisoners in North Carol!
na are to be exchauged at Northeast Bridge,
which is near Wilmiugton.
We presume the
exchange will be completed in a few days.
The Raleigh Conservative closes an article
The

Sherman’s movements as follows: “But
what will be the result of his expedition, time
will only determine; and the people of the
whole country await the news which will solve
the problem with intense anxiety.
The Richmond Dispatch of the 2d says:—
“
We have no official intelligence from the seat
of war in the south, and for two dayB not a
rumor.
Roger A. Pryor, from a Northern
on

city yesterday.”

men.

prison, was

jy Usually a Presidential Inauguration iscelebrated by balls and dances- This year every-

Capture of Fort White—Repulse of Rebel
Cavalry by our Sailors and Marines,

where it

Beems to have been observed by
meetings
for prayer and praise. Surely the change is as
sensible as it is economical.

iW The Suez canal, ninety miles lon^, connecting the Mediterranean and Red Seas has been

completed,

after six years of labor.
It is only
40 feet wide and 4 feet deep, and will have to be

enlarged

before it will save
merchandise.

transshipment

of

The Traveller hears that the Governor
will not take action in the case of Green, the
Malden murderer, until Legislative action is

prisoners. Our loss was one man.
Admiral Dahlgren’s flag ship Harvest Moon,
ou her way down was Bunk
by a torpedo.—
All hands were saved excepting the Steward.

taken upon the subject of the abolition of capital punishment, referred to in the message of his

Excellency.
£yA lady more favored with fortune than
education, at a soiree which she gave,
desired her daughter to play “the fashionable
new malady she got from London last week.’’
The pretty girl obeyed, and it was very oatchwith

ing.
£yin the high steeple of St. Michael’s at

Charleston,

may be seen the sanctum of the
officer appointed to count the number and effect
of the shells during the siege. In case the tower
itself

struok, he had

was

which to make the

dizzy

rope ladder with
ascent.
a

jyTbe President is reported to have said
that he had made up his mind to make but few
changes in the offices in his gift for the second
term.
It is very easy, he said, to remove a man,
bnt when he endeavored to fill his place, there

a

slave state,

a

was a

severe

in the

Philadelphia, March 6.
The U. S. Transport Massachusetts has arrived here, arid reports that our Naval forces
have captured Fort White. It is a splendid
work, mounting 17 heavy guns, and situated
just below Georgetown 8. 0. The sailors and
marines theu landed and captured Georgetown. The rebel cavalry made a charge on
them in the street, but were gallantly repulsed
with the loss of several killed, wounded and

«

----—

From Few

Orleans.

Caibo, 111., March 4.
The steamer Magenta, from New Orleans,
has arrived. She took 1,200 Federal prisoners
from Red River to New Orleans for exchange,
and brought up sixty exchanged marines.
The steamer George Bailey, from Matamoras

23d, reports the arrival there of the steamer
San Roman, with Mr. Wood, the United States
commercial agent, who has opened an office
there.
All was

at Matamoras.
Gov. Binley
came a passenger from Matamoras.
New Orleans markets unchanged.
Two
more cargoes of molasses and
sugar had arrived at New Orleans from Cuba.
A

quiet

Conspiracy to Capture On. Sheridan,
New Yobb, March 6.

The Herald’s Winchester correspondent of
the 3i, says Gen. Sheridan’s foree up the valley was well equipped, and commanded in person by Gen. Sheridan and his
subordinates,
Merritt, Custer, Devins, Forsyth and Gibbs.
A couspiracy to capture Gen. Sheridan was
discovered, and thres leading families sent out

side our liues. A ball was announced to
which Gen. Sheridan was to be invited, and
then the guerrillas were to come In and
capture him.

loss to the Union men

Cajbo, 111., March

7-30 loan advertisements, and in its editorial columns advises its readers that the Government oreditis good for nothing, and that five
years hence greenbacks will be worth no more
than waste paper.
But the Government wil1
help such sheets, by gorging them with adver-

Symptoms
BY A. P.

6.

Guerrilla outrages of the most fiendish
character continue In the vicinity of Memphis.
A fight occurred at White Station, Dear Memplus, on the 2d, between 300 guerrillas and 60
Federal pickets in a block
house, A number
of guerrillas

wounded.
Over 1000 refugees arrived in
Memphis
eioce Jan. l.t, of whom 780 were sent to
Cairo.
were

from Ben.

clear watery, acrid discharge makes its appearance, excoriating the nostrils, and edges of the
lips, which become red and somewhat swollen. After a few days, the discharge becomes thick, yellowish, extremely frequent, and continues to be a
marked feature of the disease, and a source of much
danger and the greatest annoyance. After more or
less time, it becomes purulent, highly offensive, and
It is usually so
assumes an extremely fetid odor.
profuse as to require, when confined to the nose, the
frequent application of the handkerchief, or, if it
drops into the throat, which is more particularly
the case while the body is in a horizontal position,
constant expectoration, and sometimes both.
Sleep is frequently disturbed by a sensation of
choking caused by the presence of the discharge in
the throat. Owing to the heat in the head, the watery portion of the secretion often evaporates, and,
assuming a condition of solidity, is deposited upon
the membrane of the nose and upper part of the
throat, in the shape of crusts or hardened lumps.
The accumulation of these incrustations produce a
feeling of discomfort, and narrows the nasal passaSoon

a

ges so as to embarrass respiration. Therefore, frequent efforts hare to be made to remove them, eith-

by forcibly blowing tho nose, or by persistent
hawking—a practice as disagreeable to the one af-

er

is to those around him. After the removof the incrustation which adhered to
the mucus membrane will sometimes be found
bloody, a fhet which explains the fbroe required for
its dislodgement. During sleep these inorustations
accumnlate more rapidly, and the feeling is thereto
most uncomfortable in the morning. Sometimes all
efforts to clear the throat are fhtile until after
breakfast or after something warm is swallowed
fected

as

it

al, that side

Some
m

patients

state that

to the

Portland pipers there will be no draft at
present in that district. Why is that T
Let the first
on

say we.”

the snme

footing

with the others,

Now the “Portland papers” have

given

no warrant for such a
paragraph; they
have-not Baid there would be no dralt; all
they
have said is that while volunteers keep the
Provost Marshal’s force fully engaged no draft
will be likely to occur.

lyThe plea of the rebel papers, that the
“South is not whipped but cowod,” reminds us
of a

fight
a

between a oouple of Washington
city
few years igo.
One of them was

knocked down, and the other fell upon
him,
when a looker on cried out: “Better holler’nuff,

Dug, or he’ll gouge.” The oombatant replied\
making a desperate effort to rise, “Oh—no—no
no
I can always fight better when I’m

—

Sherman.

Washngton. March 6.
The Republican Extra says rebel deserters
and refugees report Sherman flanked Florence
and obliging the rebels to evacuate the place,
and that he was moving on Fayetteville, N. C.
-Defined.— The newspaper press of this
city is now clearly delned In Its political status. Of the daily papers there is one Union
—the Press,— one Democratic—the Argus,
and two copperhead.

nave

are

not successful

some

un-

or

occasionally so revoltingly offensive as
render the patient an object of disgust to himself

comes

to
as

well as to others. Ulceration of the mucus membrane of the nose takes place frequently, sometimes
even attacking the
bones, when small particles of
that substance will occasionally be found mixed
with the discharge. The accumulation of the discharge, together with the thickened condition of the
mucus membrane, renders respiration
through tho
nasal passages very difficult, and oftentimes impos-

sible, necessitating respiration principally through

the mouth—a method very deleterious to the general health, bnt more particularly so to the lungs, as
will be shown hereafter. The unpleasant noise produced during sleep, known as snoring, originates
from the same cause. The voice loses its musical
quality, and assumes a discordant, harsh and nasal
character; the sense of smell becomes much impaired or entirely lost, and the same effect, though less
frequent, is produced on the sense of taste. Occasionally, while blowing the nose, a crackling or bubbling sound will be heard in the ear, and hearing will
be found quite thick and stopped up, but returns
suddenly with something like a snapping sound.
This phenomenon is usually repeated until, at one
time, hearing does not return, and remains permanently injured. Noises in the head, of every conoeivable description, will make their appearance
and add to the distress of the sufferer, and hearing
may be lost so gradually that a considerable degree
of deafness may exist before the person is really
aware of the feet. The eyes are apt to become weak,
irritable and disposed to water on exposure to cold
and wind, or after the slightest exertion. A pain,
more or less acute, or a distressing feeling of press,
ure, is experienced over the eyes, and sometimes on
the top or book of the bead, and also pain in the
feoe, olosely resembling neuralgia, for which it is

The distress in the head very
the memory and produces irritability
and moroseness of disposition
The stomach generally suffers more or less, is weak and irritable; the
appetite is oaprioious, and is nearly always bad in
the morning. In severe coses the system becomes
feeble and prostrated and there is an aversion or inability to either physical or mental exertion. Not
unfrequently catarrh proves fetal, by debilitating
the system and wearing out the patient, or by trav-i
oiling downwards and producing throat affections,
bronchitis, and finally consumption. It may be
safely asserted that after hereditary predisposition,
oatarrh is the most frequent and important cause of
this fetal complaint.
Qatar rh has been considered an incurable dssease,
and on the strength of that supposition has been
negleoted by both the profession and the public. Aa
it is the exciting cause in frill half the oases of deafness, Drs. Lighthill have for years past made its
proper treatment their special study, and have by
their success frilly established the curabitity of this
offensive complaint.
very often mistaken.
often weakens

DR UGHTmUt

OCULIST

AND

AUBIST,

.Vo 20

BcyUton Street, Boston,
Will be at the UNITED STATES HOTEL, TORT
LAND, from Monday noon 6th, until Saturday noon
March Uth, where he can dally be consulted on
Deqfness, Discharges from the Ear, Noises in the
Head, Catarrh, and diseases of the Eve, Ear, and
Throat.
Artificial Eyes inserted without pain.
HTFor Certificates of cures, see the other Portland daily papers.
March 6, d3t

BRICK HOUSE No 70 Free St. Said house is
built in the most thorough manner, very oon*
venient, and in perfect repair, For particulars oall
at G. L Storer k Co's, 49 k 60 Middle St.
marldlw*
G. L. STORER.

Hilton’s Insoluble Cement*
For wood, leather, crockery, and other substances
is the best aid to economy that the
housekeeper can
hare
It is in liquid form, and iasoluble In water or
oil. It will adhezeoily snbitanoesooixip'etely. Two*
onnoe bottle, with brush
(family package) 26 oenta
each. Sold everywhere.
HILTON BROS, k Co., Proprietors, Providence,
R. I. On reoelpt of 60 cents, u iamiiy package will
be sent by mail.
feb7d8m

down!”
Sf Gen. Gilmore’s official report says, “An
inspection of the rebel defences of Charleston
shows that we have taken over four hundred and
fifty pieces-of ordnance, being more than double
what I first reported. Tbe lot includes 8 and
lOinoh Columbiads, a great many 32 and 42pounder rifles, some 7-inch Brooke rifles, and
many pieces of foreign make. We also captured
eight locomotives and a great number of passenger and
tion.”

platform

THE GEEAT

GEEMAN

Will positively

Catarrh,

HEILMITTEL

cure

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Colds,

And the first stages of

CONSUMPTION.
It is

for sale

a sure preventative for
DirruEHiA.
Prioo per Bottle St.
by all Druggists

WEEKS* POTTER.
Druggists, No, 170 Wa ibingtcn Street, Boston, Hass,
Qencral Agents.
feblSdSw

NOTICE.
DK. P. P. Qdimby would give notice that on and
after March 1st, 1886, his terms will be as follows:—
First Examination, at office,
82 00
Each subsequent a tting. at cffioe,
1 00
Firstexamination at residence, U within the
160
city,
Each subsequent visit,
1 60
Terms for visiting patients in other places oan be
learned at his Office, No. 13 International Home,
or by addressing him a letter there, enclosing
stamp.
Portland, Feb 17,18B5.—d6w*

oars, all in good condi-

The last squad of deserters who came into
General Meade’s lines were fired on

furiously

by

piokets, but none of them were hit
After they reaohed a place of safety, some of
our men inquired how it was they all
escaped.
“Oh,” said the spokesman of the party, “them
fellers fired too high to hit us !”

Look, Look !
600 BafF Envelopes lOnly- 91.86,
AT DRESSER’S OLD STAND,
99

Exohange St.,

answered the rebel; “well it’s because they are'
coming over themselves tomorrow night.”

hUf"Professional penny-a-liners often resort to
the most absurd statements to attract attention
to their wares. For instance: “Perley” of the
Journal, recently wrote that “Mr. Lincoln
selected Mr. Fessenden [for the
Treasury portfolio] in order to secure the election of Mr.
Hamlin to the Senate.” Theideathat Mr. Lincoln would attem t to influence or oontrol the

election of a Senator from a distant
State, is
simply absurd in itself; and then the faot that
Gov. Tod was selected for the Treasury and declined before Mr. Fessenden’s name was mentioned, leaves the statement cf “Perley” not a
peg to hang on.

above the

Post Office.
feb8d*w*

PORTLAND

“Yes, yes,”

returned the pioket officer, “but why did
they
fire so high?” “Oh! why, don’t yon know?’’

PHYSIOLOGICAL
HAIR

R

E

Q

N

E
ITI

—

the rebel

they

smanowcu

whiskey
brandy.
This dischvage, which is at first without smell, assumes in the progress of the
an
excessivecomplaint,
ly fetid odor; the breath participates in this, and beiuey

DB. TEBBETT8*

kJJ Says the Bath Times: “According

editors

M. D.

The first sensation Is usually a feeling of dryness
and heat in the nose, and a frequent inclination to
sneezing. There is an inability to breathe freely,
as the nose becomes stopped up, sometimes on one
side, sometimes on the other.

usemenis :

district be

of Catarx-h.

LIBGTHILL,

For Sale.

Qt+errilla Outrages,

serts

Turpentine Company.

Mexico,

St. Louis. March 6.
The New Orleans Bee ot the 26ih nit., publishes a private letter Irom Matamoras dated
Jan. 30. staling that up to that time the
Mexican and Confederate authorities had been
simply polite and friendly. Gen. Megin and
Slaughter having crossed the river in civil
dress and dined with each other, but on Jan.
29, Gan. Megin and stiff in full uniform entered Browuville where Slaughter awated their
visit with his whole command under arms, and
gave his visitors a salute of 21 guns. After dinner the confederate flag was raised and the
Mexican Geueral and staff removed their cape
and saluted it. The Mexican general made a

speech

(

the 7th

on

IjyThe Independent says:—“The beginning
of war saw Fort Sumter standing on a foundation of New England granite; the end of the war
shall see South Carolina standing on a foundation of New England ideas
J3T “Carleton” visited Charleston after its
occupation by our forces, and secured the auction block from the slave mart.
It has arrived
at Boston, and Gov. Andrew will stand upon it
and make a speech in Faneuil Hall.
jyMiss Charlotte Cushman is passing the
winter at Rome. Her health is excellent, and
her house continues to be a favprite resort of

Notice.

The unconditional Union voters of Yannou h are
requested to meet at the Temperance Hall, in said
Town, on Friday text Kerch 10th, at 7 1-2 o'clock
f. m. to select
oandilates fcr Town officers for the
ensuing jear, and also to chocsea Town Committee.
Per Order of Town Com.
Yarmouth March 7,1866.
td

PAPERS.

N“w Yobk, March. 6.
The Raleigh N. C. Jourual of the 3d, s*ys
when our forces m&rcued out of Wilmington
they were brought to a stand at Alligator
Creek, a short distance out, and our skirmishIt also says it is believed
era driven back.
that Hapgood’s rebel brigade with the ex-

From

«P«CIAL

3Ph.otograph.ic G-allery
ALONZO 8.
80 Middle

DAVIS, Proprietor,

SU,

Portland, Me.

Copying done in the best

manner

dec29tf

Bead Tins.
From $5 to $10 per day made by soiling Dresser's
Prize Pao .ages. Agents Wanted.

Address,
febOdSm*

L. DKESSEH,
Portland, Maine, Box 113.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP.
THIS oelebratcd Toilet Boap. in snob universal
demand, is made from tbe ohoioeit materials,
is mild and emollient In its nalare, frsgranty
aOdnted and extromely beneficial In its set npon
For Sale by all Druggittg end Fanty
tbe skin.
Goode Dealert.
janSldlyr.

JfOTICBS.

PROVIDENCE—Bid 4tb, Mbs Clara Norton, MoFair Dea er. Coombs, far Elliabethport;
Ontario, Dodge. New York.
Sid6th, Mba Andrew retort, Carl, Elliabethport;
J
Parker, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 4tb, aob Ontario, Dcdge, from
gso, and

Southern Items.

01

soticii.

special

THE-

seasons.

jyCox of Ohio was reproaohed by Long and
Corry of the same state, after the adjournment
of the House on Wednesday, with
disloyalty
to the democratic party.
Cox fitly answered
back that they were disloyal to Jheir oountry,
and had better go to Richmond where they belong.
ty The Maohias Union, in one column in-

A company ofenterprisiug young men, from
Boston, late last fall, erected a large building
at Welchviile in Oxford, for manufacturing
tar and spirits of turpentine from pine
stumps.
Beford the ground froze, they drew out by the
use of a machine, stumps enough to last them
through the winter. After the snow came,
they hanled them to their factory, where they
are cut up flue ready for use.
Ia their building they have four large brick “retorts,” into
which the pitch wood is put and turpentine
extracted. In this process tar is produced,
while the volatile portions are carried off and
by the use of a condenser are converted into
spirits of turpentine; from thence it is carried
into a small outbuilding aud prepared for use.
The pitch wood, alter having the pitch extracted in the retort, is converted into a fine article of charcoal and is then used to heat the retorts. Aside from the charcoal thus made,
but little fuel is needed for the heating process.
One cord of pitch wood will make three
barrels of tar, and about 18 gallons of spirits.
When their works are in full operation, they
will make between 30 and 40 barrels of tar
and 6 or 7 barrels of spirits per week. At the
present pi ices of these articles it is a very
profitable business. There are pitch pine
stumps enough in the vicinity of their factory
to last them lor years to come, which the owners are very glad to get pulled
up aud carried
off out of the way.—[Democrat.

there.

as ever.

Hi?"The New Haven Clock Company last year
manufactured 226,834 clock movements, 20,000
of which were sent to England and in British
cases were sold to the
Johnny Bulls.
Tr3~ The Union members of the Maryland
legislature have agreed to elect a senator from
the eastern shore.
This cuts off Montgomery

death will prove
of his state.

The praise. 0 Lord! be Thine alone,
In Thy own wav Thy work be done!
Oar poor gifts at Thy fee- we cast
To whom be glory, first and last.

are

again, as fresh

thorough opponent
of the Blave system, and that upon the
ground
that slavery injures all free workingmen. His

A redder sea than Egypt’s wave
Is piled and parted for the slave;
A darker cloud moves on in light,
A fiercer fire is guide by night.

Yankees

Of It appears that the Chinese insurgents were
notoonquered after all. They are up and at it

dent of

Nor skill nor strength nor zea* of ours
Has mined and he <ved the hostile towers;
Not by our hands is turned the key
That sets the sighingcitptives free.

early yesterday morning.
Mr. B. F. Hinds, Ward 1, also requested

Hierarchy of Canada.

twenty applicants, and of these he must
make nineteen enemies.
Sty Gov. Wm. Cannon of Delaware, who died
of typhoid fever a few days since, though a resi-

We hoped for peace; our eyes survey
The blood-red dawn of freedom’s day;
We prayed for lov^ to loose the chain:
’lis shorn by battle’s axe in twain!

Declined

ETA oountry editor suggests that the Dead
Sea ia one vast reservoir of petroleum.
Of What is the difference between the color of
a Quaker’s coat and a tipsy woman?
One is a
sober drab, and the other a drunken drab.
Ef The Pope’s Encyclical Letter has been promulgated and endorsed by the Roman Catholic

were

We prayed and hoped: but still, with awe,
Thecomi. g of the sword wesiw;
We he.rd the ne ring steps of doom,
And saw the shade of things to come.

Oxford

by telegraph

R A T
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opium:

Immediately beneath the sealp there are very
unall bodies called Glands ;or more commonly Roots
of the Hair. It is from these Glands that every hair
ofthe head is formed and secreted. As long as the
sdalp U tree from disease these bodies also remain
healthy, anfthe hair keeps its natural appearance
and color
But when humors and other diseases affect the scalp these glands become involved in the
same disease, and the hair gradually turns gray, dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to fall
off, and in many oases, if not arrested, will produoe
complete baldness.
To remedy this pathological condition of the
glands, and create a new and healthy aotton,the
Physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a perfect suocess.
It is not a "Dye,” and will not stain a particle, 5 It
will positively "RnOTonn Grat Ham” in all oases
to its original color. It promotes a growth of new
hair in all eases on Bald Beads when the glands or
roots ofthe hair are not completely disorganised.—
It prevents the hair from falling off, and removes all
dandruff, heat, humors and itching from the scalp
It keeps the hair soft, moist au a perfectly healtv.and
gives it a glossy and beautiful appearance
It is
highly permuted, and as a dressing it has no superior. The "Regenerator” is warranted to produoe the
above resulW In all oases, if not the
to be
refunded. With it every * ‘Gray Head”money
in New England can be restored in less than thirty
days.
Price 91. per Bottle.
tebbetts brothers,
Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
N. H.

GBOROX O GOOD win t CO., 38 Hanover
street, Boston. General W holeeale Agents.
W. W Whipplu, Agent for Portland, Maine.
Jan 2eod 4m*

ITCH, ITCH, ITCH!
Scratch !
Scratch I
Scratch !
WHEATONS OINTMENT
Will

Care

the

Itch

In

48

Hours,

Also cures Salt Rheum, Ulcers, Chilblaihs,
»nd All Eruptions of the Skin. Price 60 cents. For

sale by all Dra/gists.
By sending 60 cents to any Apotheoary in Portland, it will be forwarded by mail, free of postage,
to any part of the Unittd 8tatee.
Weeks A Potter, Bole Agents,
1T0 Washington street. Boston.
Also fer sale by
W. W Whittle,
and E. L Starwood.
jan26eod8m
DE. WADSWORTH’S “DRYT UP” isaoertaln
remedy for Catarrh. There is no mistake about
itae "Dry Up" has cared thousands of cases,
and the sale of the artiole it constantly inereasins.
A word to the wise is su&oient.
« H. HAT, Druggist, Special Agent,
,.
Fel8eodfcew8w
Portland, Me.

tola

Keep Disease at Bay.
Invalids, trsken down In health and spirits ty
Chronic Dyspepsia, or
suffering t om the terrible exwhich follows the atUofcs of acuto disease,
the testimony of thousands who hive been rateed as
by a mir*elo from a similar itate of
haustion

prostration, by
nOSTElTER’S STOMACH BITTERS, to a ,Ure
guarantee that by the same means you too may be
strength* n6d and restored. But to those who stand
la peril of epidemics, to a’l who, by reason o! ex*

privations, an uncongenial climate, cr unhealthy pursuits, may at any moment be stricken
dowo,thl8 paragraph is most particularly and emposnre,

phatically addressed.

You, who

axe

thus

situate!,

proffered an absolute safeguard against the danger
that rnsnaoes you. Tone and regulate the system

are

with this harmless medicinal Stimulant aidAlteiative, and you will be forearmed against the maladies
whoseseed float around you in the air unseen. H03TETTER'S STOMACH BITTERS

are

not

only a

Tonic and Alterative throughout the United

standard

States, but they are accredited by the certificates of
the m-:st distinguished citizens of the Union, to tfce
people of all other lands. In Canada, Australia and
West Indies, they

the

are gradually taking the
piaeo
StomtobiM, whether native cr foreign,
and as surely as truth is progressive and demonstration overthrows doubt, they will
eventually tape.-

ofall other

•3d* every

otherluvigorantandRrstorative now em-

in medicinal

ployed

practlee.
New York House, 60 Cedar 8treet,N. Y.
marfl 2wdfcw

DR. HARVEY. Having sold oat my busiIn Boston, 1 have permanently looated in Portland, Re, where I shall pay particular attention to
the treatment of Chronic Complaints with my new
Chemical Remediee.
1 have cured hundreds of coses alter all othtr rem
edies hare failed.
Consultation Free.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. n., andfrom 2 to 6 r.
feb21dtf
u.
ness

Boston Stock List.
Board, March t
39.900 American Uold...1*8i
Sana

at

thu Bnoznne'

.do.198)

88 600
900
85 000

.do.198
.do.s 80 197)
10000 .do.s 60 197
1000 .do.s 30 197)
3

80).do.198)
200 United States Coupons (March)..;.197}
1.1981.do.197)
1,700 United States Ten-Forties (small).96)

20 000 .do. 97*
600 .do. *71
290 U b Coupon 8ixes(1881).110)

200.d".1,0)

3.000 United States 6-20's (olu).1" t
1.000 .do.119j
600 .do

(small).11»]

80 000 .do.HO)
2 000 .do (new).1101

.do...’..11")

600

1,000 .do (small).lift
1 000 Maine Stato Sixes (1889). 96
6 000 Ogdensbnrg2d Mortgage Bonds.26
1 000 Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 88
1,000 Boetin A New Fork Air Line K R Sixes 52)
1 Boston and Maine Railroad. 120
17 Eastern Railroad.101
80 Old Colony and Fall River Railroad.110)
60 Vermont and Canada Railroad.100)
16 Western Railroad.160

MARRIED.
in this city, March 6, by Rev Dr SbaUrr, Capt Jaa
A Minot aud Miss Rebecci Ra sdell, both of Portland
In Portsmouth. N H. March 4. by Rev Mr Mil’er.
Edward C t his© and Mrs Angelina Hamilton, both
of North Yarmouth.
In Madison. Feb 21. Leri Powers, oi Norridgewook, and Mary A Ward. of M.
In San Francisco, Dec 21. Nathan W Blanchard,
Graduate o Watervillo College, aad Miss Elizabeth
Hobbs, of North B-rwick.
In Portsmouth, Feb 21, Jacob W Hanson, of Kennebunk. and Miss Lizzie C, daughter of James Larrabee. Esq, of P.
Id Ellsworth, Jan 29, Jndfon Tucker and Mrs Mary McFarland.
In Gouldsboro. Feb 24. Epps II Sargent, of G, and
Ellen 8 Gilley, of Cranberry Isles.

Providence for New York.
abip Young Mechanic; »ch Mary A

Brrrii
HOLMEb S

Bitaraif.

for Boeton

HOLE—Nothing arrived on Friday or

p2£ ^JcBwqnce Armenia.Oak.ard Springbok;
brigi Ella Marla, Isaac Carver, Baron de Caatine:
•chi Mary * [Weber Js-idie, U Bent, Maine Law, J
Morton. Beruh. Cabot. and Atlantic
ArBtb, ship Dolphin,Humphrey, from Valparaiso
for Boston.
BOBTON—Ar 61h, brig Abaar Tay or, Gnllifisr, Im
g|lSB<
Ar 6th, barques Pwrl, BlNtag, Buenos Ayers;
Springbok, Larson, Cape II ay tie n; Aimenia. Hamilton. Turks Island; selis Ruby. Connor. St .Jago;
Mary A Rich. Hardy, Philadelphia; J N M Brewer,
8mi b. Kastport; Hattie, Cook, do; Union, ''eunison, Maoliias; savoy. Clark, Tremont; Goldeu Eagle, Kennedy, Diklsle; Adelaide, Jones, Bristol;
Concordia Milliken and Co-neiia Henderson, from
dockland; Packet, Grant, Portland; Harriet K« ler,
Upton, Portland.
Cld 6th, barque Augusta Kelley. Phil ips, Havana;
Cabot. McGregor, do; seba C H Hodgdon, Howts,
Baltimore: Geo Gilman. Randall Portland.
Bid 6th, barque. Dresden, and M B Stetson.
DAN VERS—Ar 5th, sob At die P Btimpson, Patcb,
New Yor*.

SALEM—Sid 6th. sehs Bradore, Lawrence, (from
Bueksport.) for Baltimore: Sardinia, Ho breok, (fm
Rockland | for Millville NJ.
In port 6lh. sehs Col Simons Matthews, fm Boston
for Belfast: Pearl, Brown, Beverly for Portland.
NEWBUBYPOHT—Bid 4tb, seh J 8 Lane, Carls,
Wlnterport.
PORTS MOUTH—Ar id, eeh Electrie Flash, MoDonald, New York.
FOREIGN PORT9.
Foochow Dec 26th, barque Rover, Hunt, for
Shanghae.
At Singapore Jan 7, ship* Helvetia, Warren, from
San Francisco, unc; Sabino, Woodward. Jin Shaughae. ar 1st; Winged Arrow, Berry, unc; barque
Rocket, Freeman, for Boston.
At Swatow Nor 26, barque Starr King, Smith, for
Shanghae; Dorchester. Fulton, unc.
Sid fm Queen-town 15th ult,ship Portsmouth.Tarlton. (from Callao tor London
Ar at Rio Janeiro Jan 21, ship Grey Eagle, Cutter,
Baltimore
Ar at Port au Prince 1st ult. brig Beaver, Warren,
New York (and sailed 16th on return )
At Remedies 10th ult,
brig William R Sawyer,Ray,
for Boston.
▲t

[Per steamer Canada, at Boaton.]
16th ult. Hibernian, (a) Dutton
Portland; Wisconsin MeStoker. New York.
Cld 16th, Ocean, ktanwood, Baltimore; 17th SL
Campbell. Grant, do.
Adv 18th. Belgian, ta) fbr Portland Feb2t; Muneso’n, (Br) Mattbewa, for Boeton March 1; Mart K
Biggs. Lowell, for New York; M K Ludwig. Ua ding, for do; Neptuue, Peabody, tor do.
Ar at Deal 17th. Jeetie Coffin, Coffiu, Maulmain I r
London, (and proceeded.)
Off Plymouth 17th, Uncle Joe, Niokela, and Pei im.
Donne Ikom Callao far Leith
Sid fm Bristol Pill 17lh, Gettysburg, Edge, Cardiff
and Callao.
In port. Frances, Kelley, for Genoa, Idg.
In King Koed 17th, John Tucker, Halleti, from
Callao for Bristol.
Sid fm Newport 15th, Homeward Bound, Gilmore,

Liverpool

Ar at

Havana.

8ld im Cardiff 18tb, Pleiades, Winslow, and Marcallus, White, for Rio Janeiro
Ent out at Newcastle 15.h, Martha Bowker, Goedburn. for Alexandria E.
Ar at Belfast 17th, Berkshire, Poet, Callao.
Ar at Messina 7th alt, Maehias. Cates, Lisbon 8th
Daniel Draper. Nickerson, Gibraltar; 9th C F s»'
toa. Curry, Trieste; 10th, A A Drebert. Nickels do
Arnt Palermo #.h ult. Starlight,

Reynolds, frii

Cardiff.

Ar at Bone ltlh nil, Cordell*, Roberts, Marseilles
for Catania.
Sid Deo 21. Merrlmao, Hoyt, St Helena.
81d fm Smyrna 2d nit, Eugenia, Fletcher, for Con-

stantinople.

Sid ftn Messina Jan 27. Alton, Wood, for Boston:
29:h, J W Harris. Davidson. Now York:
Cidut Malagafhult, B Smith, Me Lallan, Boeton.

Sid fm Genoa 9th ult, Express,
Ferguson, fbr New
Y ork.
Cadi* lltk mlt, American Union, Bubbartf„
New York
Sid 8th, Zephyr, Small, Messina; 12th,

Matlaponr,

Wyman, Bucksport.
Ar at

Antwerp 17th ult. Ella. Dir. Boston.
KlIrmh.Feb fc-Th. col Ledyard. Welle, trom
the Clyde for Madras, has put in here with
cargo
®
shifted. She will right it in a day or two.
Queenstown, Keb 16—Tbo Am bsrqne Union from
Cone tor New York, with >a t, was abandoned in a
s nkleg condition on the 8ih
inet, lat 41N, Ion 26 W
The crew were uken off end landed here
by the
Christian Rankin, from Cnllao.
SPOKEN.
Jan 89, lat 9 8, Ion 86, ship Picayune, from
Ca’Jko
for Genoa.

NEWADVEKTiSEMEMsT
Independent

PEEP.
In Winslow, Feb 28, Mr Andrew Warren, {ged
48 rears.
At Kendall's Mills, Feb 27. Mrs Lydia, widow of
the late Jesse Fodett, aged 79 yean 6 months.
In Boothbay. Feb 28, Mrs Sarah M, wile or Geo
Seed aged 61 years
lo Georgetown. Feb 28, Martin F, son of George
Harford, aged 3 year. ( months
in Belfast, Feb 19, Mrs Thirza K, wife of J H Truesell, aged S3 years 8 month.
In Uncolnvtlls, Feb 8 Walter Barton, only son of
Calvin and
Haskell aged 6 yean 4 months
SarahJE
In Lineolaville.
9 eh 28, or lung lever Mn Marv T
Barttett. aged 87 yean.
In SwanvUle, Feb 2, Mr Thompson Blethen,
aged

State of the

PORTUND SOLDIERS’ HOME.
Ths Tenth Evening in

CITY
On

In

steamship Canida, at Boston from Liverpool—
Capt F Seymour, Capt Fletoher, I Cochran. C A
Berry, I B Nickels, andothen.

Country,

In aid of the

60 year*,

PASSENGERS.

Lectures!

OH THE

HALL,

Thursday Evening, March
Dramatic

9.1885*

Readings,

-BY-

IMPORTS.

Miss

HAVANA. Brig Katnhdin—391 hbds molasses, 51
tros do. 15 bbls do, to H T Macbin; 6 bids
do, 1 bbl
sugar, master,

Of

Angelia

S.

King,

Ma«e„ Slater of the lete T Sterr King
rRMuaai:

Tuesday.March T.
Sun rises.6 361 Length or days.1132
San sets.6.68 I High water (a m).7 06

MARINE
PORT

OF

Hide— Longfellow. Barbara KHfeb
ie-wbitilrr. school for Scandal (two lotoea.. Shar1 he Mantleot St John do Matte—
'd an
Sheridan'. R!de-T B. Roed. a,
ke itT
Pen' Revert a

MINIATURE ALMANAC

ISTEWQ.

acene)—Shaktp-are fhe Cnmherland—Lout Allow
Br. thing of Spring—Mrs. Bemane.
The Love
Chaw(Iwo.oenM)—Knowiea. The doldler'a Ral.y—
Cutter. Maud Mullet— WhlOltr. Colon and Liberty— O. W. Homes.

PORTLAND.

**amd»r,...March

Music by Shaw’s Quartette.
6.

ARRIVED.

Brig Katahdin, Saunders,

Havana 20th nit via

An

Boston.
Boh R

■

Whittier
"ne

Loach, Sherman, Rockland.
Sch Vanns, Horsey, Boston for Pembroke,
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Willetts, New York—Emery
k Fox.
Scb Lacy Ames, Flanders, Washington DC—R G

York k Son.
Soh Flora A Sawyer, Reed, Fortress Monroe—S L
Brown.
/
Soh Jernsha Baker, Barberick, Boston—A L Hob-

Season Tickets Cl.26. Kv«mngTickets 9i eta
Lecture to commence at 7| o’clock.

JACOB McLELLAN,
9
ISRAEL WASHBURN.jr.,
Lecture
lecture
JOHN LYNCH,
V
BENJ. KINGSBURY, jr., | Committee
“

M. A.

maridtd

TJtie Ureat

The A1 barque Celeste Clark, 670 tons, built at
Waldoboro in 1864. was recently sold to parties in
Boston; terms not transpired.
Bob Exchange, 109 tons, built at North Yarmouth
in 1840, has been sold to parties in Bristol; terms not

transpired.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
The Minister of Marine at Turin has given uotioe
that, on and after the 1st day of Oe'ober, 1864 a
light would be exhibited from a lighthouse recently eree'ed on Cape Caeeia, the West point or en
tranoe to Porto Coate, West Coast of Sardinia.
The light is a hied white light, varied by a flash
every four minutes. It is placed at an elevation or
610 feet above the mean level of the sea, and in
dear weather should be seen from a distaaoo of
26 miles.
The illuminating apparatus is dioptric or by lenses

v-*g»

Horn,h,pe

uST*
Brig Haiti*

public

wn»C,kDy°*i",?flDoubl#I‘i*'1

«7"iio«r^

dtp.

&»•«•

ferFanoy

W“Muslo by Chandler’s Fall Quadrille Band.
Managers—J. H. Barberick J. b Uscklvft W R
Stinson. C. A. Griffith, G. A Unison

J^£7td

CHICK E KING’S

Piano

Fortes l

-AMD

American Cabinet
Organs,
Agency, 103 Middle Street.

Bmitns

L“Mh0‘“

menu1.'

DISASTERS.

‘n4

,he

*boT® “oriralled In.liu-

WM> PAIffE-

S
sunken

Emery, Fitts, from Cardenas, which
•track on a
ledge while ooming through
White Head passage, was assltted off by tho Revenue
Cutter, md it was with great difficulty that the seise! »»s kept afloat, she having stove a large hole
through her bottom and the pumps bring oat of or*
dor. She will discharge and w ill have to go on the
railway for repairs.
Barque John Wesley, Fatten, at

New Orleans item
New York, reports that the flrat live days out experienced severe weather, attended with heavy Snow
squalls from WN W. shifting oargo, ho. Feb 2d. 8
A M. the second officer, H B Fatten, of Hampden,
went into the ship’s head and by some means fell
overboard and was lost. After lavin' by one hour
and a half without getting a tight of him, the ship

on her course.
Brig Sarah B Crosby, from New York for B< anion NC, is still ashore at Sandy Hook, the sea breaks
over her at flood tide. She is being stripped of her
sails and rigging.
Barque Union, whioh was abandoned at tea 8th
nit. registered 66u tons, was built at Kennebnnk in
1866, and hailed irom New York.

Harris,

-A..

(Formerly Draughtsman for C’orliw Steam Endue
Company.)

Builder of Corliss Steam Engines,
•H.WD

MACHtnkry,

97 EDDY ST.,

PBOVIDENOE, B. I.

Befera by permission to George h Corlia*
Wm. Corliss, 1W, Corliss
John U Clark, Agent Fror. Steam

RiooIOW

lT,8htTor\,C^nM,8Wee,,“d'
S,.r.r^d8^Th5o“«on,,ml'h' 8”,,h'
Del' “•Wh ro«“« Teazer. Ho,Ion.
fcft&KKt
ttK_Ar M'
Providence

*°h

Abbjr G»!«, McDonald,
Hatch. Philadelphia;

for New Bodiorcf
F“r“t-C°?»ry;
pDabethport
Cld 3d, ship J L
Bogart, for Undo.; brig arah

Crowell.

Rio Grande.

*

t

Cld 4th. ban;ue Qaickaten. Foster, M.tanora.;
Mb Jeanette, Sounder., st Pierre.
Sid 8d. barque Chrfetlna; brig. O A Berry, Ccmmeroe,

Waahington, and other..
Ar 3th, .hip. Marcia C Dey, Chare, from
Holocka, Nickel.; M.ydiwer, Uoodwio,

[By tel.]

Havana:
and

Sandaaky, from Savannah; barque La Plata,
Crowell, do; brig Belle of the Bay, from do.
Ar «

h, .hip. Peruvian. Sargent, Manila; Orient,
Hill. Liverpool; Harpaweil, Kelley, fm Havre; Plymouth Roek, Grant London; barque. Helen AuCntt. St Maroa; Arizona, t'olcord. Cardeuar;
rig. Loch Lomond, Shuts,Sagua; A J Row, Smith,

gu.ta,

Cardenaa.

Pr*e*»

*eamM*S£7L’
and*

tilled away

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 18tb, barque JohnWe.lv
Patten. New York; brig Newburg. Howe. Philadelphia; Whs B 8t(bbina, Littl Held. MatamnrM
Below, .hip Elizabeth Hamilton, White, from New
York; .eh Juliet from Bangor.
Jone'- New Pork.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d. schs Snstn Sears and Ad
Ad
Townsand. Collins, Alexandria
4th' bri* F,“°“ J“e' Martin' ftow Porto
Old 3d, brigs Echo, Benson, Ponce PR* m«pu
K’ MarU
Wheeler, Fortress Monroe.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8d. .hip 8eba.topol Savin
Camden; ** 8‘«-

LdKCAS-

f*0iD*l

wich.

order of the Lighthouse Board,
W a SHu BRICK, Chairman

Ball

March
16 n, 1R65. I ha novelti.sof th ■
"all will ba
■Jfol ows: One an he
prettiest Lady Danknown to the
will open the Ball
In frill rig
eh" will also
daring the evening will danoe the LnPolada
French
''*■ 'h® Highland
ln Costume.
1 rish sad Nabuorl■
the (ssenoeof m Virginin In tall character will be danced. One of the
be t
com’c charaoter lingers and danoers known will ha
«‘b".B.ll! ni ce ‘‘Mother when the
and
Wak-t iroas thy happy dreams," will ba
song
‘emsn of this
Ail persons
wlshin*
Dresses can be supplied by leaving
H their
names with the managers.
•nekats ad milting gentleman and two
lad’ea.SI 00.
Gents single tleket Bl. Ladles
single tickets 60c.
to all partsof the house
Hotels 1 .r sals at Paine's
Music Store, Crosman k Co's, J. J. Gilbert's s L
Robinson s under Lancaster Hall, snd
by the mangers at the door. Doors open at 7f o’clock,
dancing
*
to eomrnenoe at 81 o'clock.

of the 2d order.
The tower is white, surmounted by a dark colored
lantern, and 82 fbet h gh trom base to vane. It is
said to be in lat 40 33 84 N, lou 8 10 6 East of Green-

By

Novelty

POSTPONED!
™T.far>rhISLWU,b®
TAtt

son.

[rlOlt OUR CORRESPONDENT.)
GREEN'S LANDING, Feb 28—Sid, sobs Savoy
Clark,(from Tremont) tor Boston; Vnloan, Hersey!
(trom Pembroke) for Kittery Navy Yard.
Maroh2—er, soh Regulator, Eaton, Deer Isle to
Green's Landing.

'J

BLANCHARD,

_

as

ma:7d3ro

*b£

_

Notice to Tax
Cl nr of

Payers,

PORTLAND

Tuaaunan'a

Cenon,

,

(

“>*t in aroorniJe »lth
]V0IiCord? h®rebr*i1T®B.
lh*
II
of all tu«
eo.ead^fnMdil“t5,,»#f
reaidenU,
to »H> and
n

aeaeetl npoa

t

*
amoenriig
warda, rema.nmg unpaid
on

Thursday,
together

of^5l°r'

a*.

up.
y

the 9th

in«t.,

with th' names of all persons assegdfd
WUI ** PubliJtle<1 ln ne^ the daily
papeis
7

HENRY

P.

maiTdtd

LORD.
T>eaa. and OoIL

For Sale
offers hie farm, situated in Yaoontaining 45 acres of good land. In-,
r.'uding sbou’ 8 acres wood land, “a two story
bouse, wood and earrings hous is. snd barn with
iar au oro ara of about 40 trees,
good fruit The-e
*bip'‘BK hB» I'll* fact lit if.
for «ea (treating are unsu
paai*»d. Said firm wr*
occupfed by Capt" Adams Gray *
formerlytwo
situated

rpHBsubeoriber
1 m o;n,

oei

i.*",1 ur«t^»‘Ifr-f0r
milt. Irom

■

YarmonTbT.lw

artTS

enquire of the subsortber
atVarmoubthr J??lr,UoulB'»
°rC‘pt' *»■«>•« Driukw.ter

d9odlf_HENRY HUTCHINS.

~

W ANTED!

A R^r™og“h.1!1*ghod“'1
miSltm»t,dlw

Pr°flUbU b"U*"-

118 HEDEKAL ST..
B-om 1. rortlar.n. fc_

LOST.
St between U. H. dotal and Ts.»l.
01*St,Ifedgyel
Fitch Viotorine. The Hade* will hai
ns" * *“t“«
a

Ancient Records.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Mb. Eoitob:—By courtesy of Winslow
Hall, Esq., of this city, I have in my possession the original tax list for the year 1776,that
was made out by the Assessors on the first
and third parishes of the town of Falmouth,
(then embracing the territory of the city of

ITm AdvartUmatmt* To-nay.
Th atre—Deeriog Hall-Thia Evening.

Notice-Votere of Yarmouth.
Farm for Ssle.
Piano For'eeand Organa—Wm. Falno.
Win. A Harris—Steam Engines.
Fi oh Viotorine Lost.
Independent Lecture.
Partner Wanted.
The (irea* Novelty Ball.
Notice to Tax Payers.
_

Portland,

the town ot
present town of

Special Notice-

Tho fallowing regulations will bs rigidly observed
by the Proprietors ot the Press;
I. No papers will be delivered by Carriers sxoept
to those who have snbsoribed stthe office.
J. No Carrier will be allowed to sell papers on his
route, or to oolleot money from subscribers.
I. Carriers found guilty sf violating the foregoing
rules they will be discharged.

Municipal Election.
Tho voting yesterday passed off very quietly, there being no rush to the polls, and but
slight exertions made to get out voters. Consequently the vote is largely diminished from
that cast last Autumn at the State and the

Presidential election, while it is slightly increased from the Municipal vota thrown last
March. Below we give the flgnres.
Of the Alderman, six are new to that Board,
but Messrs. Whittemore, Morgan and Phlnney have had experience as members of the
Common Council.
In the Common Council there are fourteen
members, but one of them, Mr. Gerrish

now

of Ward 6, was in the Council in 53 and ’54,
and was President of the Board in his latter
VOTE

roit

MAYOR.

1808.

1864.

g

t*

g

Wards,

o

5

«

S

&

226
209
342
237
295
340
292

U2
69
143
112
127
182

1941

806

1,
2,
3

4,
5,
6,
7,
Islands,

110

2

w

| |

i

§.
&
1
1
3

a

3

6

6

215
182

80
100
80

298

118

207
270

1
1

89
106

830
252

102

I

J
|

g.
£

63
46
83
68
87
63
112

2
3

commitment is dated Feb. 20,1777, and directs
the Collector to pay Henry Gardner, Esq.,
Treasurer of the State of Massachusetts Bay
or bis successor, four hundred and fifty-two
pounds; to the County Treasurer nine pounds,
and the remainder to John Waite, Esq., TreasIt is signed by John
urer of said town.

Waite, Humphrey Merrill, Joseph Noyes,
Nathaniel Wilson and John Johnson. Jr., Assessor

of Yalmouth.

twenty-eigh persons named on
who paid a tax of over four pounds

There are
the list

As tae decendent? ol some of these
persons are now weaity from the increased
value of the real estate that their ancestors
then owned, I will give you the
with the
each.

amount

5

10

The majority for Mayor McLeilan over
Capt. Stardevant is 1079; over Mr. Waite
1203; over everything 578.
Ward 1—Alderman—Thomas S. Jack 250;
Curtis 121. Common Council—Josephs. York,
245; C. Bailey, 246; John J. Gerrish, 292;
Stiuchcomb, 116; Merrill, 80; Quinn, 77;
Brown, 43.
Ward 2.—Alderman
Whlttemore 218,
Swett 135.
Common Council
Howe 202,
Soule 201, Rice 213, Bragdon 134, Connor 101,
Tolt'ord 101, True 44, Sawyer 43.
Ward 3.—Alderman—Donnell 280, Webster
—

—

84. Fillebrown 90. Common Council—Nowell
310, Burr 383, Plummer 882, Woodbury 91,
Marriuer 162, Ross 94.
Ward

4.—Alderman—Morgan 237,

Larra-

bee 125, Fenderson 20, Waterhouse 1. Common Council—Gilson 217, Robinson 214, Bradford 212, Harmon 129, Fling 131, McAlaney
130, Sawver 49, Clark 21.
Ward 5.- -Alderman—Pbinney 346, Staples

list,

of tax each paid:

Tax
John Archer,
A'Mhony Bracket.

8 2
6 7
4 10
6 0
8 0
6 17
6 8
9 19
6 6
9 14
6 3
8 11
4 4
6 18
6 7
10 2
4 2
4 2
4 18
7 16
10 16
8 11
4 8
6 7
4 7
11 18
4 9
8 2

Theophilns Bradbary,
Ephraim Broad,
Nathaniel Deorinr,
Daniel Dolo,
Samuel Freeman
John Fox,
Joal.ua Preemen,
Enoch Ilaloy,

John Kent
Nathaniel Knight, Jr„
Edward Watts,
Haao Marshall.

Joseph MoLellan,

Pe er Noyes,
Josiah Noyes,
Moses Plummer,
Jedediah Preble,
Hobart Pagan.
Thomas Boss,
Joshua Stone,
Mcses Shattnek,
Wm Slemons,

"676 *491

1754

7

05

and the

Falmouth,) and given to Daniel Hall, Collector for that
year. From the
names on the
list, I judge that Westbrook and
Portland constituted these two parishes. The

Joseph Ingraham,

year.

Westbrook,

on real
*******

0
8
11
0
0
9
8
2
8
8
9
0
0
2
6
6
2
2
1
0
9
0
7
8
8
8
8
8

1
2
0
1
3
0

0
0
0
7 0
U 0
0 0
18
10
9

12k
9
«
7 18
2
6 0
1 19 9
3 18 2
0
4 6
1
74 0
2
1 8
2
6 2
14 7
1
7 0
0
0 0
17 0
l 11 6
1
9 1
0
0 0
2
7 8
0
0 0
8 0 0
8

12
16

Benj. Titoomb,
Thrasher,
BenJ Winslow,
Whole amount of tax raised’ was seven hundred and forty-two pounds, of which £329 8s
John

was

polls at 12s each. One
seventy-one poundB, six shillings

assessed on 449

hundred and

sixpence was assessed on real estate. The
balance on personal estate and faculty.
II any of your correspondents should be able
to recollect what real estate was owned by any
person named in the above list, it might give

and

idea of the value put on real estate at
that time, which some might be gratified by
comparing with the prices asked for it at the
S.
present time.
some

The following sums of money have been received for the United States Christian Commission since last acknowledgment:—Will of

late Miss Sarah M. Burnham, Kennebunb,
♦25; Young people of Cumberland Centre,
94. Common Council—Bailey 281, Cummings
$48.50; John Storer, Sanford, $10; W. C.
284, Fuller 281, Bolton 155,8mith 157, Chad
Bradley, $2; United meeting, Saccarapps, by
bourn 97, Cole 62.
Ward 0 —Alderman—Southard 333, Rolf Rev. A. Moore, $25.10; Levee of little Misses,
111, Hamlin 57. Common Council—Corey Freepoit Village, $25; proceeds of levee,
347, Gerrish 347. Staples, 357, Hale 108, Dyer Powna), by P. Chapin, $565 01; Mrs. Mary
109, Tobie 153, Rich 53.
a friend, $5; State Street,
Ward 7.—Aldermen—Foster 264, Ladd 100, Woodbury, $20;
Harris 110. Councilman—Whole number of $7.80; Dr. J. T. Dana, $10; Ladies’ Soldiere’
ballots 485, necessary lor a choice 243. Gid- Aid Society, New Sharon, by T. B. Ridley,
diugs 272, Clark 263, Brown 265, Phillips 105, $100; Joshua F. Weeks, $3.
Gilkey 107, A. W. Lovejoy 88, Kilborn 103,
Cybcs Sturdkvant,
Woodford 101, W H. Lovejoy 109.
Treasurer of Army Committee of Young
Wardens and Clerks Elected.
Men’s Christian Commission.
Ward 1.—Warden—B. F. Hinds; Clerk—
Robert I. Hull.
Signor Borra'b free concert last evening
Ward 2.— Warden—Arthur M. Small.— was
tally attended at Congress Hall. His vioClerk—William Weeks.
Ward 3.—Warden—Samuel R. Leavitt.— lin and ibe piano accompaniment made excellent masfc. The lady who-played the accomClerk—Henry K. Hinckley.
Ward 4.—Warden—Jonathan A. Fender- paniment was Mrs.
Oosse, wife of the local
eon. Clerk—Edward Shaw.
editor of the Argus, and he being a very modWard 5.—Warden—Nath’l Walker. Clerk
est man, will net probably do justice to her
—George S. Nutting.
Ward 0.—Warden—Alexander Tyler. Clerk playing, and therefore we will say at this late
—Frederick A. Gerrish.
hour that her execution is very fine, her touch
Ward 7.—Warden—Francis E. Pray. Clerk
clear and crisp, aud her manipulations of the
—John J. W. Reeves.
All on the Unicn ticket.
keys show that she knows bow to read'mutic
—an accomplishment of wh’ch any lady may
Constables Elected.
Ward 1.— William Foster, William A. be proud. Borra executes finely and makes
Charlton.
his insfument discover excellent music. We
Ward 2. -** Francis B. Barr, Joseph B. think he is a first rate teacher of music and
Parsons.
hope he will find scholars enough to keep him
James H. Berrick, Thomas
Ward 3.
in our city.
Wildes.
Word 4.—George T. Ingraham, James S.
Fatal Accident.—-Mr. Mathew Cobb,
Gould.
Ward 5.—David Stillings, Archibald Montblacksmith, of the firm of Cobb & Noyes,
gomery.
while proceeding to hl9 shop about 7 o’clock
Ward 6—Jonathan Meserve, William G.
Monday morning stumbled or slipped on the
Hart.
Ward 7.
Andrew Taylor, Henry Galli- ice, on the sidewalk on Commercial street
aon.
near the foundry of Messrs. C. Staples & Son,
All nominated by the Union party.
and struck his temple on a post projecting a
—

—

ground, cotting the side of
badly. He WAS immediately picked up but breathed only a few
times and then expired. The deceased was a
very worthy man, about 69 years of age, His
funeral will take place from his late residence,
corner of Danforth and Maple streets to-

few Inches above

Oity Affairs.

v

Mayor and Aldermen, 1
Mareh 6,1865.
J
Reports of Committee on Judicial Proceedto
a
new
order
valuation,
relating
ings—an
that it was inexpedient; also on petition of
Albert Burns, that he have leave to withdraw,

In Board

of

accepted.
Report of committee on laying out new
streets; on petition of E. Sbepley and als. for
the laying out of a street from Commercial
to Cotton street, that said petition be referred
to the next City Council, was accepted.
Repot t of H. C. Barnes, former Chief Engineer of the Fire Department was read and rewere

ferred back to Mr. Barnes for correction.

The ordinance in relation to regulating the
weight of hard coal was referred to the next

City Council.
Report of committee on Fire Department,
in relation to allowing Engineers of steam fire
engines to work at tbeir occupation, and to
pay them for the time they are employed in
the service of the city—that such change is not
exoedieut—was accepted.
Report of same committee upon the expediency of purchasing two horses lor the use ot

the Fire Departmeut, recommending reference
to the next City Council—was accepted.
Report of same committee, on petition of J.
J. Gilbert, for abatement of the nuisance of
landing petroleum at Grand Trunk wharves—
that Inasmuch as none has been landed there
the last year no action was necessary. Re-

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

EUROPE.

FROM

Arrival of the

City of Baltimore

at New

York.
New Yobk, March 0.

The steamship City of Baltimore Irom
Liverpool Feb. 223, and Queenstown 23d, arrived

to-night.

The steamship Virginia from New York
arrived out on the 21st.
Steamship Peruvian Irom Portland arrived
out on the 22d.
The Cuba’s news confirming the failure
of peace negotiations caused a slight depression in American securities, and an improvement in cotton, but this improvement was
alterwards lost. It is stated that the United
States steamers Niagara and Sacramento were
at Ferrol or cruising off there watching the
new rebel ram Stonewall which was alleged
to be unseaworthy.
Iu the House of Lords an important debate
had occurred on the defence ol Canada.
Lord Lyaeden called attention to the matter. He spoke of the hostile feelings of
Americans and urged immediate measures for
the defeuee of Canada.
Earl de Urey admitted the Importance of
the question, but regretted that any doubt
should be expressed of the conciliatory intentions of the American government.’ He explained the measures proposed, and said the
government would ask a vole of fifty thousand
pounds for the Quebec defences, while the
Canadians would undertake the defence of
Montreal and westward.
The Earl of Derby thought the position of
the government was humilating when the
question of peace or war depended on an excitable
populace with strong prejudices
against Eagland. He censured the government for having so long delayed the defences
of Canada, and ridiculed the smallness of the
uote.
Lord Graville thought the Earl of Derb’s
views exaggerated, but so long as Canada
took a fair share in the work of defence, he
thought England was bound to assist the

colony.

The Earls of Malmsburg and Ellenborough
complained of the small sum asked.
Earl Russell regretted the discussion, and
and stated that the government declined to
take measure themselves, but as they now
show a different dispositions, the government
comes lorward to assist.
In reply to the Earl
of Derby, he said the subject of naval forces

for the lakes owing to the termination of the
convention was under consideration.
This debate caused a depression in the
funds and & slight fall in consols.
The Daily News credits Lord Lyneden and
the Earl of Derby with haviog raised a most
mischievous debate.
The Times questions the policy of defences

his head and face

morrow

afternoon at 3 o’clock.

Pkesentation.—Several members of the

Washington Hook and Ladder Co. presented
their recent fireman, Mr. James M. Jewett, a
gold headed cane as a testimonial of their
friendship and esteem, and the high appreciation of his services during the three years he
was their foreman. The presentation came off
at Atwood's Oyster rooms on Monday evening and the affair was a very pleasant one to
all who participated.
Enlistments,—Ten men were passed at
the Provost Marshal’s office yesterday. They
were credited as follows .’—Portland 2, Bruns-

The Owl says that probably the government

will take no measures for

a

naval force on the

lakes, the Washington government having

plained its action

to

be

entirely

of

a

ex-

defensive

character.
Field Marshal Lord Combermere Is dead.
The British army and navy estimates before Parliament both show a material reduction in charges.

The official yellow book laid before the
French Legislature fays France continues
neutral in the American question. She has
confined herself to the condition of French
subjects iu America, aBd regrets that demands
for the reparation of injuries have not been responded to in the manner expected from
the Washington government.
The Queen of Spain has agreed to the sale
of the immense property forming the royal
patrimony for the benefit of the Spanish nation.
There was

ministerial crisis in Portugal.
Steamship Damascus arrived out on the 23d.
Kuropean political news is unimportant.
The Peruvian’s news caused an improvea

ment in Federal securities.
Latest via Queenstown.
The Phare de la Loire denies the statement
that the French government has sent any war
vessels in pursuit of the rebel ram Stonewall,
and says the cabinet of the Tuilleries does not
consider that it possesses a right to pursue a
ram of the slave states, though by completing
her fitting out in French waters she committed
an audacious violation of French
neutrality.
We hope the result of the investigation into
the subject will not be null. It is impossible
for the affair to remain where it is.

From

Washington, March
an

6.

authentic

that volunteering is progressing vigor
ously especially in the West. Wisconsin, with
only six districts,has put in more men under

source

the present call than the State of New York.
The bulk of recruits are enlisting for the old
infantry regiments. New regiments are, however, being rapidly formed.
The districts which fail to recruit rapidly
are now being drafted or about to be drafted
for that quota.
By an amendment to the National Currency
act, passed at the late session of Congress, the
amount of circulation contemplated by that
act is to be apportioned to the different States
and Territories. Ju view of this fact Mr. Hugh
McCullogh, Comptroller of the Currency, today issued a circular saying: All persou,
therefore, who contemplate the organization
of National Banks other than those whose papers have been filed, or whose applications
have been approved, are requested to suspend
operations until the necessary data can be
collected, and the requested appointment can
be made. State banks contemplating a change
of organization can proceed without interrup-

tion.

The Senate has confirmed the following
nominations for captains in the Revenue Service: “Wm. A. Howard, John Had, Daniel
D. Tompkins, James M. Selden.Geo. Q. Baker,
Theodore N Spencer,
The bill to repeal that section of the act
which provides for the appointment of agents
to purchase cotton and products of insurrectionary States was not vetoed by the President, bat it was said to have tailed to receive
his signature which amounts to about the same
thing, viz: its failure to become a law.”

3, Cape Elizabeth, Gorham, Otlsfleld,
South Berwick and Lyman one each.
Twelve men were enlisted at the City Recruiting Office yesterday towards the quota of
wick

From the

Southwest,

Caiko, March 6.
Six hundred bales of cotton passed here tofor
St.
Louis.
day
Portland.
The Memphis and Vicksburg packet James
Watson, laden with government freight,a large
Sudden Death.
Thomas Fielding of number of prisoners and 86 soldiers, sunk 12
port accepted.
Cape £lizabetb, while employed in Dyer’s ship- miles below Napoleon on the morning of the
IN BOARD OF COMMON COUNCIL.
The vote referring to the nezt City Council yard yesterday in driving a team, was seized 2d in&t. Over thirty lives were lost, including
Adams’ Express messenger, twenty soldiers
the ordinance regulating the weight of hard with a violent fit of
coughing. He handed the and several ladies and children. The officers
coal was reconsidered and the ordinance was
goad-stick to one of the men, saying he would of the boat were mostly saved. The steamer
indefinitely postponed.
and cargo are a total loss.
The annual report of the City Marshal was
go home. On reaching his house he laid down
Nine buildings were burned last, night, intaken from the table and accepted, in concur- upon his bed and in a few moments expired.
volving an estimated loss of $150,000.
rence.
Cotton to the amount of 150 bales passed up
Both Boards adjourned to Friday evening,
S. J. Court.—The Criminal term of the
from Evansville to-day.
March 10, at 7 1-2 o’clock.
Supreme Judicial Court opens to day. The
grand jury will come in to attend such mat- The Celebration in Few York—The Arrival
Letters
dp.—
The Mystery Cleared
ters as may be brought before them. The
of Cotton.
were received yesterday from Mr. R. L. Rob-'
traverse jurors do not come in until next
Nkw Yokk, March 6.
from
so
who
mysteriously disappeared
ioson,
The procession to-day was of great length.
week.
our city about ten days ago.
They were
The military display was fine, and the firemen
The subscriber acknowledges the receipt of made an excellent appearance. Other portions
dated at Titusville, the oil territory in Pennthe wounded
sylvania, in which place be was. He states eixty-rour dollars, a donation by citizens of of the procession, including
veteTans in carriages, aud the trades excited
that he has no knowledge of ho.w he came
East Itaymond and vicinity, by hand, FrankThe procession was about
much interest.
there and is very weak and nervous. He says
lin Sawyer, Esq , in aid of the Soldiers’ Home. three hours in passing a given point. The
to
his
senses
he
was
that when he first came
Eben Steele, Treasurer.
meeting in Union square was largely attended. The crowd in the streets was probably
in the cars, and a man was addressing him.
Portlrnd, March 4,1866.
the largest ever seen in New York.
Some of his family'left lor Titusville lost evenNine thousand bales of cotton art lved here
Theatre.—The play o! Streets in New
ing for the purpose of bringing him back to
from Savannah.
to-day
fine
effect
York was produced last night with
Portland.
to an extremely large audience, who testified
Movements of 6m. Sherman.
Fancy Ball.—The great Military, Fancy their delight by repeated applause. The play
Washington, March 6.
Mask
will
and
come
off
this
Ball,
An extra from the Republican newspaper
Dress, Comic
will again be produced this evening.
office sayBt
evening at City Hall. The dresses, dominoes
and masks have arrived and may be found at
the City Building. A grand time is anticiaffords a fine
pated. The proscenium gallery
the floor.

view of all the characters
number of tickets have been
on

large

disposed of,

prospect is that there will be
and fashionable display.

and the
liant

A

a

bril-

Union Men of Yarmouth.—The Union
in anicen of Yarmouth will see by a notice
will be on
other column that their caucuses

Friday

eve.'1 log neat at

Let there l>e

a

Temperance Hall.

grand rally.

Good Time.—We understand the ladies of
the Univeasalist Social Circle propose a pleasant time and a supper, at the vestry of their

church in Congress Square, to morrow
ing, at 7 1-2 o’clock.

Kino’s Lady’s Book.—The

even-

March num-

’ber of this choice little morsel is received,

bright
■dew

as a

May flower,

and

Bparkling

as a

drop.__

—

Burnett's Toilet Preparations are remarkable for a delicacy of perfume and healthy
purity very seldom met.—Louisville Demo-,

“Officers of Gen. Schofield’s army who arrived here this morning Irom Wilmington,
state that when they left that place on the 1st
inst., deserters and refugees who cams into
our lines that day, reported that Sherman by
a flank movement had compelled the rebels
to evacuate Florence, S. C., and was moving
in the direction of Fayetteville, N. C., which is
on the direct route to either Goldsboro’ or

crat.

Raleigh.

Mr. J. A. Fendebson desires us to say
that his name was used as candidate for Aiderman in Ward 4 without his
knowledge or eon-

sent.

_

Cardinal Wiseman.—This eminent prelate is dead. He was the chief of the Roman
Catholic Church in England. A Spaniard
by
birth and an Irishman by descent, he was
born in Seville in 1802, and at an early
age
brought to England to be educated. In 1836
he delivered a course of lectures in England,
and since that time he has been recognized as
a power in that country, both as a theologian
and as an astute clerical politician. In 1849
he was made a Cardinal and appointed archbishop of Westminster. In his death the Romish Church in England loees Us wisest
shrewdest and ablest champion.

Institution offers to

A resolution giving mileage to the claimants
of seats Irorn Louisiana and
Arkansas, was
offered and laid over.
A resolution was adopted
requiring the
Sergeaut-at-Ai ms to remove all premiss for
the sale of spirituous
from the Senate
liquors
portion of the capitol.
The Senate soon alter went into
Executive

session

for full course, comprising both theoand praotioe, good in twenty-nine Colleges, C3nthe
‘'International
itating
Chain/* time unlimited.
For fuTther information please call at the College,
or send for College
Monthly and Spec mens ol Pen-

Scholarships

manship, enclosing le t r ►tamp Address
BKYAftT, ST&AJLiON A GRAY,
Jan27eodfcw3m

Portland, Me.$j

Select

School.

J1AK1

taken the
HA8Burgin,

HALL,

G.

recently occupied by

rooms

MONDAY,

MARCH 6th,
and continue ten weeks. For
terms, ft o, inquire at
16 Preble street.
mot3il»*

Casco Stteat

Seminary.
kf. HAWKES will open th* Spring Term of
MI8S
the abo\e School
Monday, March 6th.
en

ihere will
sexes.

was en-

be

department for Children ot both

a

Portland, Feb 25,1865.

feb27d2w

PORTLAND

Commercial.
Ter steamship City of Baltimore, at Now Yort.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET. leb sadTne cotton ma'k t opened on
Monday at a partial
improvement under tho Cuba’s news but it is subsequently became very fist and) he improvement w« a
*'he sales for hree days, including to-dai were
14WJ bales,
including 6,000 for speculation and exports.
LIVERPOOL BREADSfUFFS MARKET, Feb.
22L-—F our quiet and steady; Wheat firm r, holders
demanded an advance which chcoked business;
Corn dull and unchanged in demand or value.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Feb 22.
Beef and Pork without, change; Bacon steady; Lard
quiet, and easier; Tallow very dull and rather lower;

The

Spring

AGADENY!

Term will

Begin Feb.

Sibool is for both Misses
THI8
out regard to age
tainments.

aaa

or a;

Pupils
or

iy be admitted
lurtner particulars
m

No.

WORTHINGTON, WARNER fc
At

CO
either ofthe above places.

are

Maine

Wesleyan Seminary,

And FEMALE COLLEGE.
Spring Term, thirteen weeks, will commence

THE
Maron 13*h.
tlie

price paid for any kind of old stoppers and
oork at the hall. The “institution” is so

Sprint. Term of Gorham 3emirary will ommence on Tuesday, 1 eb. 21st, 1866.
For full
parnoulars apply to the Princip I, Wtu. G. Lord. A.
u-■ otto
JOHN A. VTATEBMAN,

THE

re-

febodtf

made of the names of the men who had

Quebec, C. E., March 6.
The result of the elections in New Brunswick will probably be in favor of a postponement of the Confederation scheme for an
indefinite period. The legislative Union of
will probably go on.

If nw.it F. Ambrose, A. B. Principal,
Charles D. Barrows. A. B. Assistant,
Miss KiLss a. Uabbows, Teacher of Music,
Miss Mariana Souther, Teacher of Drawing.
For farther parttonlars address
D. B. SEWALL, Seo’y.

febl6d3w

FOR

colt, which is considered as the smallest
specimen of the horse kind in the world, being
only twenty inches in height, and only weighing
twenty-one pounds. The mother of the colt
weighs only seventy-five pounds.
SSr"When Senator Morgan wouldn’t aocept
the treasury portfolio, Horace Greeley innooently made this suggestion to Nicolay, the presi-

15.

For

pleanoaddresi the principal.
feb7MVYS6w

Mails

from Charleston.

Philadelphia, March 6.
The steamer Massachusetts which arrived
here to-day, had on board the first United
States mail that has left Charleston since the
breaking out of the rebellion.

W.

“Circular." Ac.,

JOHNSON,

THE

copartnership

John Lynch,
Pul<tg Barker.
^ LV"°H'

March 1, 1866.

undersigned have this day formed
oopartTHE
nerehip under the style and
of Lynch,
narker A

Mbs. Manchester has returned to the
city and resumed her profession at No. 11

(EyThe attempt to increase the rates of postage was defeated by a deoided majority in the

Philadelphia, March 0.
Jav Cooke reports the sales of 7-30's to-day
at #2,642,000, including one subscription of
#200,000 from New York over 1800 individual

a Geooral Ommi eion and Importing
Busies*, and have
taken an office over the old stand Oi John Lynch A
y

Clapps’ Block.

Senate.

lubscriptions.

John Lynch,

1’uljcg Baukbr.

March 1, I860.—lm

at

the door.

Dancing

o'clock.

Y.

C.

M.

to

COLO-BEARING
These Bonds are now worth

of nine

rates, Including 'interest, about

tsn per cent,
per
annum, betides Its exemption from State and municipal taxation, whieh adds free, one to three
per
cent, more,
aooordlug to the rate levied on other
property. The Interest is payable
semi-annually by
ooupons attached to eaoh note, whioh
may be ent oil
and sold to any bank or

Ten

“

20
$1

“

day

on a

•<

••

*•

*«

$50

•«

Of Brooklyn, N. Y., wll deiirer

a

Men’s Christian

Young

lector* before the

Association,

Wednesday Evening, March 8th, 1865,
Commencing at 74 o'clock.
Subject—“The Age and the Man for it’’ (A bean-

ideal of oharaoter.)
Tickets 26 cents—to be bad at H. Packard’s, Bailey & Noyes’, and at tbe door.

Morris,

no.es

loan, the National Banks, State Banks, and Private
Bankers throughout the
oonntry have generally
agreed to reeeive subscriptions at par. Subscribers
will seleot the r own sgente, in whom
they have con-

fidence, and who only are to be rosponaiblc for tha
delivery of the notoe for whioh they receive erden.
JAY

Leotnre
f Commit ee,

Andrew J. chase, I

Febllisd&wSm

Wednesdays

And

By Slleotrlolty
The Bheematte, the gouty, the lame end the luy
with Joy, and move with the agility and duties
the heated brain is ooomd; the Dost
tty of

leap

yonth;

bltton limbs restored, the eneoath deformities removed ; faintnoee oonverted to vigor, weakness to
Strength; the blind mado to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes o>
youth are obliterated; the aoc*dent$ of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old ago obvtatod, and
aa active oiroolatlon maintained.

LADill
Who have oold hand# and feet; weak stomuohs,
lam* and weakbaoka; aarvoau and lick headache;
diaalneea and awimmlng ia the head, with Indirection and oonetipatlon of the bowela; pain ia the aide
and book; lenoorrhoaa, (or whileo); Ailing oi the
womb with Internal eanoera, tnmora, polypaa, and
all that long train oi dleeaaea will find in EMtrioity a acre meana of core. For painful menstruation
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with young ladles, Klectrioity it a certain
speoifle, and will, la a short time, restore the audertr
to the vigor of health.!
TEETH I

Special Agent for Jay Cooks, Subsoription

Agent,
Will Deliver 7-30 Notes Free of Charge,
by express, in si] parts of the country, Slid recetre
in payment Cheeks on New York,
Philadelphia and
Boston, current bills, and all Are per cent, interest
notes, with internet to dnte of
subscription. Order*
sent by mail will be
promptly filled.

TEETH.! TEETH!

Dr. D. still oontinnee to Kxtract Teeth

by Jllectt it
ity without Pain. Perrons having decayed ter th
stamp* they wish to have removed tor reeetting
he would give a polite invitation to eall.
Superior electro Magnetic htaohinee for sale lot
or

family nee with thorough inetrnotione.
Dr. D. <-an accommodate a few patients with
board and treatment at his house.
Ottoehoars from 8 o'rlwr a
from 1 to 6 f
and 7to 9 in the

to ]|g.;i
Svenlng-

m.

Consultation Free.

novlti

NEW FERFUME

This jsank receive* the account.* of Banks and
Bankers on favorable terms; also of individuals
keeping New York accounts.
J. T. Hill, Cashier.
J. U. Oav s, President.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

»B4kO«i|

U. S. 7 3-10

RIDE"!

m°orIng8 at the Riding
for a cruise around town,

and

City of Nxw Yobk.

Fiscal A rent of the United States,

LOAN,1

SALE AT THE

FOE

Oanal
B. C.

her

o’clock p.^f.,

iqk

CAPITAL. $1,000,000. PAID IN.

Portland Belle,

IN school, South street,

COOKE,

Subscription Agent, Philadelphia.
Subscriptions will he received by the
First National Bank ol Portland, Maine.

w

looted In this oity. Daring the two years wo
har* boon in this city, we hare eared tome o>
the worst forms ot disease in persons who kero tried
other forms of treatment in rata, ami caring patients in so short a time that the question is otfan
asked, do they stay oured
To answer this question
we will eay that all that do not stay oared, we wit
doctor the seooud time for nothing.
Dr. D. tuu been a practical Ueotrleinn lor twenty •
one yawn, and I* also a regular graduated
phyeloion
Eleotrloity la perieetly adapted to ohronio ■Mm*vt
In the form or nervous or sick hendaohe; nesrmlaie
In the head, neck,or extremitieo; consumption,when
In the unto stage* or where the lnngs an not fully
Involved 4, aouto or ohronio rheumatism, seratula, hK
diseases, white swellings, spinal disease*, uarratt *
of the spine, contracted mnseles. distorted limbs
palsy ororparalysis, St. Vitas' Danes, deafluss. stammering
hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint. pUaa—we sue
every oue that oan be presented; asthma, bronohi*. striotere* of tke sheet, aid all forms of female

ly

[

A MERRY SLEIGH

2

will undoubtedly command a premihas uniformly been the oase on
oloalng the

as

MTHEET,

the United Statu Hotel, There ho

fairly Dppoaite

March 1—w 8m

j

Frbd. Datis,
G. C Tyler,

at

People.

In order that oitixens 01
every town and Motion of
the country may be afibrdel 'acuities fbr
taking the

D.,

CITYjMA.I/L,

The

in Market

Less than #300.000,000 remain unsold, which will
probably be disposed of within the next 00 or
um,

M.W.M. DEM1A«i
Medical Electrician
171 MIDDLE

the

when the

REMOVAL!

•«

by the Government, and It la confidently expected that its superior advantages will make it

Of

—AT—

3—td

Loan

PATTEN,

Hu removed hie office from Clapp’s Block to

Thiele

Only

,

Will reoelTe consignments ot Ue'fbaudls* ot
every description, for public or privet* sale. Belts
of Baal Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Metehandise solicited.
Cash tdranees made, with
mohll dly
prompt sales and raturns.

,<

£iooo
“
“
«
««
«
$3000
Notes of all the denominations named
will be
promptly furnished upon reoeipt ol subscriptions

The

Feb!

Has removed to the apaoioua store la
■xehange Street, four door* below
Merchant's Exchange.

note.

ginn
ttjoo

Th"r*d*r'

Commission Merchant k Auctioneer

g

THE MU MTIMA1 BANK,
D.

°°

For particulars enquire of

per

inelnding gold interest (Tom November, whieh
makes the actual profit on the 7-80
loan, at cmrrent

One oent per
Two cents '*

low Boat of about 79 tons
in god running order, wUl

EDWARD HI.

BONOS I

a premium

oent.

commence

A.

taBtaomMMwburiuen,

Portland,

marStd

WILLET8,

Bank.

V

SOMERBY.Cnshier.

Portland Feb. 18.1888.

febl7iadtf

Saturdays,

oommoncing tlds afternoon. Jan’y 7, for the benefit
ol
Ladies and Children.
Pare i«r adults 26 ots;
children 16 ts.
J W« ROBINSON, Commander.

Parties can arrange for a rido out of town by at.
plying to the commander.
janfdtf

Thirty Days’

7 3-10 LOAN I
FOR

B&le in

FUU18

WM.

♦
to Buit, by
H. WOOD * SON.

Marob 4th—dim

Notice!

THE

Block, Commercial St.

purchased the stock of
cmtinue the Who eeale
stand, No 139 Granite
Thomas Lynch,

March 1,1835.—dfcw3w
,.

&

C.

J.

B1BBOUR,

Hisses

>•

••

"

■■

«.

Grain .‘aoe

First National Bant of Portlaud. Me.
Meeting of th> Stockholders ot this Bank
1
A Special

beheld at the Bauk. on Monday tie twen*
tieth day of *arfh. at eleven o'clo k in the forenoon
to consider ths expediency of
increasing ths capital
ol th Bank.
To take any proper measures in relation thereto.
And lorany othercu.iness which may ie.a
oome
before t^em
By order of tbe Directors,
WM E. GOULD. Cssbier.

civilised and Intelligent than is generally sup-

ed&wtd

SAVE YOUK COFFEE

ETMr. Qholson of Va., in bis recent speech
in the rebel congress against arming the slaves,
stated that the white population of his district
was but 13,792, while the slave or black population was 31,228. He then said—and as a slaveholder he revealed his wise forecast in the re-

TEA AND SUGAR
\

mark—by arming these slaves and promising
them personal freedom, “we shall be teaching
them the use of firearms, and that liberty is
worth fighting for
Egt'Lewis Josselyn, Esq., editor of the Lynn
Bay State, having failed to effect a sale of his
The Bay
paper, has decided to discontinue it.

FIXTURES,

be closed oat, and a l business
settled up, within the above given time.

By using Sherwood’s
Tea and Joffee Strainer.
Ic is both ornamental
and useful, and easily
adjusted to Tea or Coffee Pots.
One trial will convince
any one of their werrh.
Yen will find the bot'
tom of ’•our cup free
from
Tea or Coffee

m

Ibe Handle Strainer
shown m the cutis used
for straining Nursery
and Fanoy drinks. Cusjwivu, Diauo luao^e, oyrups.
'iiioB, ana
for sifting Sugar on Cakoe, Pies, Ac
Two sizes of
tfce above goods, both plain and silver
and
plated,
for sale by the gross, dozen or
single one at the man-

loyal Democratic paper, and we are
sorry is should be discontinued.
Mr. Josselyn
says he does not stop it beoause he cannat continue its publication, but because he has become
weary and wants rest—wishes to go a fishing
and visit the country. He is a veteran editor,
and, we believe, has not labored without “material” results,

ufacturer's prices,

4T L4*E’S, 4 Free Street.

Feb 9—cod2m

s

t

He will

give particu’a^ inducements to parties
wisMagto enter into a wellpa) iug business, by buying his entire

Stocks, Tools, Ac.,
And rent the Store now
occupied by him, will make
terms easy. Don't n gleet >our own interest, bnt
call without delay and ex inline for

M. BBADT, Agent,
26 Market Square, Portland.

mai4dlm

copartnership heretofore existing
Seth fc. Beedy and Manage!) Smith,
THe
Arm

between

unuer the
of Beedy & Smith, is thi3 day dissolved
by mutual cosent.
1 he business of the firm will be continu°d
by Manasseh Smith.
Seth E Beedy,
Manasskh Smith.
name

correspondent of a Massachusetts paper
says, “A sentiment of enlightened, charity has
oast its beams on Springfield.
The orthodox
and the free-thought minister now sup together

Portland, Feb‘y 16, 1866.—dlw

oysters at John Madden’s; the Episoopal
rector and the Baptist parson play at billiards in
the Phelan saloon ;and the colored preacberdanon

1J.

S.

Licensed

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

ces in the same quadrille with the Catholic priest.
It is just so with their flocks.
Two years ago,
their members were as distinct from each other

Esquimax

from the Hottentots, or the
Wababees from the Digger Indians. Now they
mingle in genial communion, and High Church-

No. 97 South main
ST.

LOUIS,

money

and

Pay,

Coleeted for Seamen.
and Railroad Transportation Bills
Collictad at Low Bates.
Substitute and Enlistment Papers, made out
and attended to.
WPrisoners' Pag obtained for thtlr wives or

Agencies.

wing State Agents for the relief ol sick
oun'ied Soldiers, will promptly and
furnish any i n formation, Oil her
letter, and assistance to soldiers and their

and

personally

motners.

Approved Claims Cashed, and al! claims
against ihc state or United States, collected by

Col. Benjamin II. Hinds,

BANASSEH

17. C.

SMITH,

(Successor to Beedy & Smith,)*
P-O. Address,
PORTLASTD, MB.

Corson,

Thayer Brigham ft Co; Fenno ft Child; A. G
Far well ft Co., Boston. Hoyt f Company ; F. P.
Woodbury; New York. Merchants Bank, St. Lon's.

Philadelphia, Pa
Col. Frank E. Rowe,

Canal Bank*
SPECIAL
of the St ckholders of the
A Canal BankMeeting
win l>e held at th*ir Banking
House, on Wednesday, the 8th day of Ma ch next,
*°r
following purposes, to
Jrtt*—^

First—To see if the Stockholders will vote to surrender the Charter of the Bank.
Ssoond—To see if they will vote to change or convert the Canal Bank i ito a “National
Banking Association,” under the laws of the Uni ed Spates.
Third—To act upon any other business that may
legally c )me before them.
Per Order 01 the Directors
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Portland, Feb 21,1366.
feb22td
_

Wednesday

the 8th day ol March neat at 8
P. M. for the
following purposes, to wit:
First—To set> if ths Stockholders will vote to surrender the Charter ml the Bank.
Second—To see if they will vote to
ohange or ocnvert the Caso Bank into a National
Banking Asso^ law8 of Ue United-States.
rhird—To act upon any other business that may
°n
o olock

oi^.?nJu^?er
legally

eome

before them.
Per order of Directors.

PorUandFeb.ai.l56SEa>-(jEKttISH'ar
FOR

SALE.

ELDORADO

SALOON,

sisttngofbuildingS)

v,oJ15NHY
feb26eodfew8w

BilLE

for one year

MOTICE.

do*17d8m

LIVERPOOL SALT
»

3500

olook in the forenoon
C. A. STACKPOhE, Clerk.
.,
Portland, March 4, 1866.
murid td

Car*° ,h|D “w- Hbby.”
DANA

„VOD
Feb
28—dkuieSw

HEMP COD

A

CO.

LINES!

9 tc 18 thread, English Cod LIbmc
*>00
«v/v" per steamer North American.

Cotton Cod Lines.
800 Box. 8to20poandi.

DANA

Feb 28—dkwiaSw

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
The largeet dally eaet of Boeton, large eight eoluma
page., at If • Tear la Advance.I

N.

A.

FOSTER A

CO.,

d. W. SYKES,
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN

CO.

ACCOUNT,

OF

P. O. B-x 471.

PORTLAND,

A

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS. LARD, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to ablpvuig '■ v Quickest
and oheapeat rentes.
Xo. 1B» South Water St.,

Chicago,

Illinois.

G. Bewdisar A Co; MaynReference*—MLe**rn.
am A Sons; H. A W. Chickering; C. U. Carom*ngs
A Co; Chas. H. btone; Uallett, Davis A Co; Bostoa.
J. N. Bacon. Esq, President Newton National Bank.
Newton,MatsTo. B Coffin.Esq. N.T.City fsbSSdly
8.

MS.

SPRING HATS

Removal!

Removal!

—AWD—

Mrs. nT. W.

C APS,
Now

ready,

WOULD

at

136 Middle St.
Shaw’s,
Feb 56—Isdtw
is hereby given
NOTICE
heretofore
is'iog

that tbe partnertbip
A Willie Paine and
under the Arm of

e ween

!•. D. f front ol

Portland,
PAINE A

CONGRESS A CHESTNUT

STREETS,

Decalcomania,

Or tbe A rt of Transferring Picture# in Oil Colon udnpoo China Ginas. Marble or Wood.

DISSOLUTION.
>

Emory

Inform the pnbllo that the baa removed
to oorner of

Plain Vase. Ornamented, Defkoedonee Renovated
Pictures and Material! for Sale. Inetrnetlon

Frea,
MHS.J. W.BMERY.
Corner ol Cong, ela and Chestnut Streets.
Feb 80—d4w
_

STROUT,

i§ thl«da7 dlnolved bv mutual oonient. The affaire
oftlie Arm will be settled and thebusin»esoontl ued
by li. D. Strout et their old eland, Mo
Coogtoaa

THE

Portland, Feb 2Sth, 1866.

BELLES

NEWPOHT

OF

—im rmm

A W Ptiita.
b. D SneoDT.
marldlw*

At.

—

ARCTIJSIIVE,
—kadi non-

MoBRIEN,
CANADA BEARS’ GREASE,
For the growth and laxariaaoe of tho hair.
and Steak House, Beware
and al*.
the

J.

Oyster

Ifo. 14 and 16

PORTLAND

MAINE.

•

ofimltattone—obacrve

ANDEBSON,
and Civil Engineer,

JOHN F.

Feb 21—dim

Ivlelvill©

Sawyer,

GENERAL

Surveyor

OFFICE, CODMAK BLOCK,
Horse for Sale.
Stylish family Hone, and superior
roadster, for sale. May be seen at
A

Merchant,

LIBBY'S STABLE,

For

MO.

good
»

Rt

Borne, of all kind,
WEF*We»
and S'*"',
Urn.
garJ
Fore
loot of Croaa, between

Dook

Pond'

land.

The

HAVEN,on the premises.

Jo

marldfcwlw*

Sale.

Tha Brig Mary E. Thompaon, HO tow,
Wt*U found, aad a good Teaaol.

DOTKN A Co.

acres tillage. wood and paature
about
There la on
state of coltivation
Undls under good
a two story brick house,large barn “d
tbo prem'ses
A 8.
in good repair.
Applv

_.

For

ing Mills,

“l,e fr0m
iboo*«
Awenw
10?

order.

k DAVIE,
APfi'oVlI.VEET, RYAN
161 Commoreial

Much 1—dlw

Farm for Sale
road,
in We-tbrook, on the Bridgton

Sale.

The Brig Delmont Look., 183 tom, Im

IBP" Partiualar attention given to tbo purchase of
UstildUm
Floor and Tobaooo.

Box manufactory*
making, and are prepe'cj1'”
at

Centre St.

martdlw*

No. 102 N. Second St, Second Floor,
ST. LOUIS,

T”"11™"

mohl7dkwt*

Commission and Forwarding

out-Duildioga,all

name

Trade mark aeonred
For ea'e by W. F. Phillips k Co.. Agents.
feb®dlw
Foreale by the Druggist?.

nature

Exchange St,

febTeodlU__

THK

FLOAT.

HHDS'

copy gratis, for bis trouble.

"“"““fflKSIXIlf.
Cape Elizabeth Steam Ferry c«.
meeting of the Core r Uxabetk Steam
Jefry Comjwijjf wiilbeheldln Portland at the
«• Dyer, on Monday,
IS h instant, at 10 o

fur Phalon'a—Tnke no other.
by druggists generally.

Sold

will be returned.

To any person who will forward tea new subscribers, cask in advance, ws will send an additional

are

Valuable Properly for Sale.
Mill" situated at head of tide-water, at
THE
out- et

the
of Stroutwater river, occupied Dv the subscriber lor the latt twenty-Bve y ears
Property oonby 38, stone dam, and tour acres
ot flat! and land
adjoining. I he mills a-e m good
repair, and now under lease exnirtng Nov 1.1886
w. C. BBADLEY.
For particulars enquire of
Y fc CO., 18
Exohang St.
e

Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Markets, fto.
Enclose 82 onrrent money by mail, and a receipt

With Stock and Fixtures, No. 76 Fore Street, Portland.
fet?2d2w*

Feb 16—dim

I

pared Eeviewol the Market, Stock List, New Tork
Maikets, Boston and Now York Broken’ Board,

e

Office 62 Exchange Street,

133 Walnut Street,

large number of a archill J prepared OrigInal Articles, 8tories—original and selooted, Poetry
an extinsive Army
Correspondenca.'the Current
News of the Day, Latest Intelligence by Telegraph,
Congressional and Legislative Promt dings, • rail
Marine Lilt, Portland Prices Current, oarefolly pre-

UT' Particular attention giTen to the pnrohase of
Flour, Provisions, Cotton and Wool. Orders solicited.
KBFKH TO:

name.

a

St.,

Casco Bank.

Priae

go off on benders with Orthodox and Uni-

Government in ite oonfliot with t giant rebellion,

contains

MO.

SPECIAL inerting of the Btookbolders of the
Bank will be held at their
A Caaoo
Banking House

versalists.”

the

MERCHANTS,

bounty and back pay,
Soldiers.

the largest poi'tical paper is Hew Knglard,
is in quarto form, gives an
unwavering rapport to

PUBLISHERS.

COMMISSION

its

the

Bern

It is

QUINLIN,

Invalid Pensions, and Artificial Limbs,
Procured for Officers and

Ask

Tear In Advance.

a

Addreaa,

LAMB &

Feb 23—dim*

dissolution of Copartnership.

Two Dollars

yourselves.

The Stand is ono of the best in thii city, and the
Stock well selected and at low prices.

grounds.

a

TENNESSEE I

AT A G BEAT BACBIFICE.
As the Stock

iy

posed.

OF

Lamps, Lanterns, &c.,

ii

Porllsnd, March 4,1865.

Army,

And thanking them kindly for past favors, he now
offers to the C'ttizms of Portland, and surrounding country, hia entire sioek of

KbT-L.Copper tips

specimen of his race; he has traveled much in
Africa, and he insists that his race is much more

our

takes

Bern

Flower

t3F“ Beware of Counterfeits.

Is pnblished every Thursday

Hois therefore enabled to return to hie former
home lu the

GAS

Ho. 8 Exohangs Street,
Women’s Rubber Soled Goat Bal. Boots.

it

Distilled

Beautiful

Manufactured only by Piui.oy Ac SOM.

State Press-

the noent

Glorious Success of

STATE

Have for sale at

and

which

Bubbar Soled Boots.
J.

Perfamr,

fraal
Rnre

a

Exquisite, Delicate asd Fra.

A Mmi

PHOSPECT178 FOR 1865.

undersigned t kea tbia opportunity of inTHh
The Maine
forming h cuetomara and ihe public in general, that in
ot
consequence

und- r igned having
Jjkn i.jnch & Co. will
Grocery Busioea at the old

rived in this oountry and gave aleoture in Washington, Monday evening, upon the condition of
Africa. The learned dootor is described as a fine

•

8i

L*aCh tjoisl

u. 8. 3-5*0 Six Per Cent.

Co, Commercial St.

perfection to which our advertising, telegraphing and police systems have been brought.
tyThere is a new sensation in the popular
lecture field. Dr. Dnlany, the learned African,
who has been muoh admired in Europe, has ar-

"IXTHEBEAS. Louisa F„, my wtft, has >eft my bed
and board, this is to forbid any oie ha'boring
or trusting her on my
aocount, as 1 shall pay no
debts of her oontrseting.
GEO<06 W. LITTLEFIELD.
w3w8
Windham, Feb 20th, 1866.

evening.

Flannel"

a

name

Co, for ,hs purpose of transacting

this-manner, and had never discovered any
traoe of them to this day, notwithstanding the

Notice.

or

Masks

10’a
lorTnin

Copartnership Notice.

the ,5th of February, at the age of sixtythree years. For nearly fifteen years he held
the first ecclesiastical rank of the. Homan
Catholic church in England, having been raised to the dignity of a cardinal in September,
1850,
jyln a recent trial in New York, of a German, for kidnapping a little girl, four years old,
District Attorney Hall stated that in his professional experience he has known of very many
cases in which parents had lost their children in

Financial.

HALL.
ano

t Dimond’t fall Qudrille Bud.

Doors open at 7 o'clock.

existing

under the
tirm iiam« ot John L/nch A Co.,is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. John Lynch and
Peleg
Parker a-e author zed to Botfc’e the affairs of the
fi'-m,
and sign its name in liquidation.

on

184 Broadway,.New York City.
Oot. 24—wtf.

gers and

at

M. A.

Dissolution of Copartnership,
heretofore

died at his residence in London

Col. Robert R.

by Bajaoid

March

ET'Nicholas Wiseman, Cardinal Archbishop

Washington,

laic

filling, wiilleave

of course. He’s the beBf man at borrowing, and
troubles himself the least about pay-day of any
man in the United States !”
An exchange paper Bays that a youth of
nine or ten summers who attends the Sabbath
SchoolB, and is one of those “infants terrible,’’
was asked by his teacher, not very long Bince,
what the phylaoteries of the Pharisees were ?
“Broad hems suoh as ladies wear on dresses,”
was the reply. But the Pharisees didn’t wear
them for the same reason that ladies do, did they?
“0, yes,” was the wicked answer, “to be seen of
men.”

.....

OF THE

Flook Mamas'xbs—W HI Colley, M T Dunn, E 8
Wo,me 1, J u Colley, W H Week*, S 8 Hannaford,
EOnatd Hodgkins
4or H*111 admitting Gent and two Ladies,
Ml 60; Proscenium Tiotet* for Gent and Lady tl.-u
Pros emum Ticket lor Gent 76 cents: Proscenium
Ticket for Lady 60 cts. For sale at J. J. Boyd's, hxohHngebt; Poi, e's Music Store, Middle St.; Colley,
Burnham & Co’s. Congress bt; also, of the Mana-

BOYS,

Spring Term of this highly a-cceseful school
rjMHR
A will commence March

private secretary: “I’ll tell you whom to
appoint secretary of the treasury. Our old New
York politician, now Nevada senator, Jim Nye,

278 F Street,

ANTE-ROOM

Sal* of Dry and Fancy
Ooo*a
g~10MME* CIHO On Tuesday, Hareh 7th at
P d-.aad cent,. nod
M**
V
».1d
afternoon
through the week. Constating in pert or
890 pieces bleached and brown STce'inga and Shirt.
In*; Bed. White. Blue and Spotted
Drt«
uoods. Blankets Guilts, Donkins, Caasimare. Mali.
nstt>; LI nan Goods, Napkins, Doylies, Cun,
Bosoms. Shoei, tog ther with a general assortment
Dry end Fancy UoOyS.
marohstd

convertible at the option of the

subscriptions to other loans.

Fancy,

or

Also, a great variety of Dominoes
Persons can select either iu the uay

Family School,

TOPSBAM,.MAINE.

a

by
friends;

OomiQ

Chas J.

Franklin

are

todays,

7th.

in the

com-

quite gratified, and asked if I had seen the
Grate Orgin.”
I#-One of the Shetland mares lately imported by John 8. Rarey of Ohio, lately gave birth

or

HALL,

bo supplied by persons from Boston who will be
City Monday, Maroh 6th lb66, at the

can

mence

Frebttrg, Feb 14th, 1866.

or

Great Pop alar Loan of the

Tuesday Evening, March

Seo’y ot Trustees.

Spring Term of this Imsii’ution will
THE
Wednesday, Marth 1st, and continue
eleven weeks.

fc#~Artemus Ward says that “the chaps who
wiiteforthe Atlantio know how to sling ink.
I went in an’ saw ’em.
I told ’em that theirs
was a high and holy mission.
They seemed

THEfol
choertnii;

off at

cornea

6y* All persons wishing 'or Dresses of any Nation, either

FRTEBUKti AVADE1A !

sold wheat to the government at
extraordinary
prices. The first man on, the list, is the Hon.
Jas. A. Seddon, late Secretary of War, who sold
500 bushels at $40 per bushel.

State

AND

REV. A. A.

GORHAM SEMINARY.

nearly
be kept up

currency,

now offered

__

is

Military

Fancy Dress,

Forparticu

It# The Ethiopian Opera House in Richmond
advertises for old cork, and says the highest

Maine

FORGET

Civic, Fireman’s, Military,

Normal Cla s will bo formed near
commencement oi the ter u.
are send ior a Circular.
S. ALLEN, Rec’y.
Kent's Hill, Feb 20, 1866.
feb21eod8w

things.

•Mt, *“d are

AUCTION SAXES.
*■ M^PATnar,
adctionmr^Ti^^^"

Tow Boat at Auction.

Issued under date of Augrst 16th,
payable three years front that time, in

banker.

GRAND

N. H.

jan27eod6m

interest,par

are

The interest amounts to

THE

THESE

of wood.
(E#"It seems that a lawyer is something of a
carpenter; he can file a bill, split a hair, make an
entry, get up a case, frame an indictment, empanel a jury, put them in a box, nail a witness,
hammer ajudge, bore a court, and other like

men

Washing-

Cnxa HDuraz

DON’T

three tenths per osnt.

—

Institution' are embraced in the Amcricm Chain of Commercial
Colleges, ana present unequalled mcilitieb lor
imparting a v
practical
business education.
Sabolarabips goad, for time aolimiti d. thoroughcu* the entire chain.
For Circular, dec., addrecs

“Norma” and of the “Somnambula.
fc# The population of St. Louis is 165,446.
The American population is in a majority. Only

the

and

Sanaa i*—-

CITY

Oonoord,

as

Admi*sionS6cents.

Academy,

Commercial Oollege,

is the difference between a bantam
dirty housemaid ? The one is a
domestic fowl, and the other a foul domestioESF"The Italian journals announce the death of
the poet Felice Romani, author of the libretti of

Slate was

more

iSrX.t™TyTtlle,“0et

MEW HAMPSHIRE

a

Westminster,

Balt

Iroupe will clnge their Eleventh Anintroducing on this ccoasion an entire
att’“t,V# “d *]e*iBg
open I to 7; oomm»nne at i to 8 o'olock.

WIl
Dooni

HANSON,
871 Congress 8t.

Washington St., Boston, Mass.

It#"What

of

Philadelphia,
the

Masters,'with-

Commercial, College,
its

AMERICAN SECURITIES.—Illinois Central rail62@63did; Erie Railroad 32j(ffi33; U. S.

to

Louis. Louisville, Cincinnati,

nual Tour

any time in the term,
apply to

Yarmouth

tor money.

a

ton Where

These Notes

bolder into

Minstrels and Brass Band !

Pittsburg,

seven and

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.

!

Who will appear at ihe above named
Hall, for positive y one night onlv, on thfir return from ihelr triumphaDtauuPucies.lu Eastern Tour, previous to
their departure for BuffUo,
Cleveland, Detioit, Mil-

27.

BAY STATE

road snares
5-20’s 60@54

was

Again

OHY
HALL
POSITIVELY ONE NIGHT ONLY I
SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH lit*.
The Great a d
Incomparable Gigantic
DUFJRRZ * GREEN'S

That

Produce—sugar
upward.
LONDON MONET MARKET, Feb. 23.—Consols

port

Coming

are

come AMD BASK BALL,

te^ds

played out that even its color cannot
except by hitherto unheard of means.
It#1In the rebel House on the 14th inst.,

Tho World's favorites

rilHE Spring Term will oom:r enoe Feb 13
For
X partfouHrs address E. 8.
Hoyt, A. M Priuci
JAMES BATES,
Pi1*":
Seo’y
ian34tf_

Breadstuff*—quiet aud steady.
Provisions—quiet.
Lard—active at 67®60.

one-fifih of the buildings

Whioh will be p-odnoed at great expense with sanew Gtencry, M.ehinery
Froptr.us, Ac.
Doors open at 7—oommeuce at 8 o’oloelt.
Admission—Parqartte60 OH; Gallery 26 ots.
Tickets for sale at the usual place- and at the door.
Box office open from 10 A. * to 4 r.
ween
Reserved Beats can be secured wilhoui extra
charge.
tire

YARMOUTH MAINE.

unchanged.

Agency tor the sale of United Stales Treasury Motes,

at

feb!3tf_

.LIVERPOOL PRODUCE M 4BKBT. F b.22Ash< s, small sales of pots at 30s 3d; pearls 8is; Sugars quiet but s eady ; Coffee iuaotiqe; Kioe steady;
Linstd Oil quiet; Rosin ve y quiet; Spirits Turpentine smau salts of French at 07s; Petroleum fiat
at Is 101 @ls ll}a for refined.
Latest via Queenstown.
Liverpool, Feb. 23.—Cotton—firmer but prices
unchanged; sales to uay were 6 000 tales, oi which
speculators and exporters took 2000.

and

Miss

corner of High and Pleasant
Street,
will open the Spring Term of this School, for
Misses and Masters,

Prom California.
San Francisco, March 4.
The day has been observed
by saiutes,
parades, illuminations and rejoicings in every
part of this State and in Oregon and Nevada,
The Nevada Legislature
passed resolutions in
honor of Mr. Lincoln’s second
inauguration,
m which vets the
ODly two Democrats in that

cock

•Streets of New York!

LOAN.

annna, known asthe

__mar7dlt

Mils

S. 7-30

By authority of the Secretary of the
Tre*»,,ryitfc,
undersigned has assumed the General Subscription
bearing

•»

journed.

891 @89j

*>■ presented the great sensation drama
ent.tled

ry

were referred to
appropriate committees to be
acted cpon to-morrow. The
Senate tken ad-

dosed at

men

s

nominations.
Among the nominations sent in were Hugh
McCullough to he Secretary of the Treasury,
and officers tor the
recently established court
in the State ot New
York. The nominations

Butter

Manager,,..^.BidmU
Tuesday Eve’ng, March 7,|R

ness

on

body agreed. In this city business
tirely suspended.

DEEBing hall'
U.
f pik,

a

Stage, Steamboat

Election injfew Brunswick.

financial.

I**ee.and

and ladies
young
the best facilities for obfcting
THIS
thorough BusiEducation.

dent’s

Washington,

It has been ascertained from

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Portland
Washington, March tl.
Vice President Johnson in the Chair
Business
was
committee
A
College,
appointed to wait upon
the President and inform him that the Senate
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.
was ready to receive any communication.

FOUR DAYS

LATER

EDUCATIONAL.

SENATE.

..

ior uanaaa.

Acknowledgment,

XXXIX CONGRESS—Extra Session.

BY TELEGRAPH,

^MoGLLVEJtY, by AW
Mar

*

1—dlv

To Cotter*.

PS.SSBST
March 1—dtf

Z?

M trees*.

RAILROADS.

miscellany.

"tue

Portland and Xeanob®0 *•

"Watch and the Minister.
A student from Dartmouth spent the long
Winter vacation In teaching upon Cape Cod.
The minister kindly furnished him board, and

he had a charming wife, and a cosey seat
of a home our scnoul teacher declared that
ha had but one trial, and that was his position
upon the Sabbath.
The minister’s pew was a large square one,
very near the pulpit, and exposed to a raking
fire of eyes. Of course, the minister’s wile
and the matter weie quite as attractive to a
Certain class of churcu goers as the iniuist er
and the sermon, and the student professed,
wiih a merry twinkle in his eyes, to be very

SLhitff
all other station* between Bruunana all otter

Milto, for Bangor
i,t'.ud Kendall’*
the Maine Central R- A.

^OToroB Bangor from

Wfffirtfl

«K9WtraiU

1.00

kuc

bad ail started for ebureb, and would
thin follow the footsteps of the tardy worshipper who always tiptoed lu during prayers
with creaking boots, and then didn’t Watch
kpqw that Mrs. Tyler would open the pevy
door in haste, to prevent his whining for admission.
When Mr. Tyler became most earnest in his
appeals, he often repeated the same word with
a ringing emphasis and a blow on the desk

and 5.30 P. M.

Saooarappa, for South Windham, East Blandish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Got

Every description

81.1864,__dt?
TRUNK RAILWAY,
s
“Of Ciunadn.

WINTER arrangement.
'■M&z£Zm-~AZ On and after Monday, Nov. T, 1864,
W
'SW rains will run dally, (Sundays exoept*o) onuifurther aotioe, as follows:
that they could asssume.
UP TRAINS.
One day he thus shouted out quoting the
Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
“
well known text, Watch 1 Watch! ! Watch,
*1. ‘Ala° island Ptmd, ooBneotlng thoro with
-AJ
I say! I !” When rustle, rustle, bounce! 1' trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.95 P. M.
came his big log into his very arms.
DOWN TRAINS.
Tou may be sure the boys all took this ocLeave South Pari, at 6.45 A. M., and Island Pond
at
M.
6.60
A.
casion to relieve their
restlessness
The Company fire not responsible for baggage to
any am Oil ns exceeding 850 in valae, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the int*
of oho passenger for every S600 addition's) value.
C. J. BuYDGK-i, Managing Director.

BAILEY, Superintendent,

B.

Portland; Nov. 7,1864.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
I IflffifflMMP Traitis leave Portland, Grand Trunk
sSK3HBStatiou, ijor Lewiston and Auburn, at
;.4U A' ol *nd 1.25 P. tt.
For Bangor ana intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
Retuknimo—Leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.80j A- M.. and arrive in PorUand at 2.16 P, H.
Both these trains oonneot at Portland With trains for

idly forbidden church-going. |Youlh’s Companion.

A Beautiful Faith.
A pious woman, bunting up the children ot
want, one cold day last winter, tried to open

Boston.

i!

i.

t

door in the third story of a wretched house,
when f-he heard a little voice Bay:
“Pull the string up high; pull the string up

Ugh.”

She looked up and saw a

string, which, on
latch, and she opened

PORTLAND,

Onr

Do you take care of yourselves, little
<J
ones?" asked the good woman.
“God takes care of us,”said the oldest.
“Are vnu not cold ? No fire on a cold da;
like thls l”
“Oh 1 when we are very cold, we creep under the quilt, and I put my arms around Tommy and Tommy puts his arms arouud me, and
we say,‘Now I lay me down to sleep;’then
we get warm,” said the little girl.
“And what do you have to eat. pray ?”
“When Granny comes home she fetches us
Granny says that God has
something.
enough. Granny calls us God’s sparrows;
and we say, ‘Our Father,’ and ‘Give us this
day our daily bread,’ every day. God is our

And

ARRANGEMENTS,

^awfftw^diaifollows:

p

•,'ta*1®nt,1 for Portland, at 10.00 A. It. and

FRANCIS CHASE, sept.
ocSl edtf
Portland, Not. 4,1864.

STEAMBOATS.
Carrying the Canadian and United

Businoss and Professional

Company

gatiou Bisks.

The whole profits of the Ccifipany revert to the
AsaCBBD, and are divided AubcaI.lt, upon the
Trtmiums terminated daring the yearj ni.d !or which
crtiHoaie* are issued, bearing initrttt until re

Dividends In the Tears 188S-6 'and 6

were

40

porcenteeoh.

The fronts for 22 Yean amount to the
•am of
ui wnloh there has been redeemed ty

819,691,020

Cash,

12,663,730

The Comoany has Artels, over Eleven Million
Polcart, Ylr
United States snd Etate of New-York
ccoat, City, B ink and other Ktotks,
84,974.7(10
Loans ,eo trnd bydjtooks ana otherwise,
2,187,950
fremiam Not e aipl Bi le Keteit able,
t
Keel Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and

3,140,630

other teeunt ee,

United Stales Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank,

641,890
*84,430

811,183.500

'U'-'.'fjs'}'

Win Stnrg's, Jr,
Henry E Bogrrt,

William «

Dodge,

Dannie Perkins,

Joseph Gsiisrd, Jr,

J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C A Hand,
Watts 8 Herman,
B J Howland,

Benj Uaboook,
iPletohrr Westray,
Bob B blinturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederla* Ghannoey,
James Low,

David Lane,
James Bryce,

J. H. Chapman, Aotiug beoretary.

,

FebShtdlm llmeodtwdw

•

0

j:

Liverpool

Such

SEMI-WEEKLY
M

Catarrh!
>£>

x

<ij

LINE.

The ■!. lendid and fa«t Steamships

—fr.

CHESAPEAKE,Capt Willard,and

Capt.g aBRWooD, will
MSMsgifiJj? FRANCONIA,
^^^^^^^■until
iurther notice,
follows;

DR. R. GQODAi.E S
CATARRH REMEDY,
MODS OF T&1ATM1IT IS

The A.cme of Perfection!
TT penetrates th* secret ambush qf this terrible
X dlisoae,mad ext.rminst&a it,root and branch,
lo'ever.
it remove*

all the wretched svmptnms of this
loathsome malady, and avert, consumption.
It deans the head, deodorise* the breath, and affords the moat gratef ul relief.
It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than

tell.
tongue
/» *• nosed jar curing the most hopetnss
races,
-z
*uat every known mesne failed In.
It cures Hag, Hose a«d Periodic Catarrh, of th?
most obstinate and violent
typ e.
Ho form qf Catarrh or noise
in the head can reeiei
it. penetrating power
*>"■ GoodoZe hat now
a

Reave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, jverv WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. Ml., ana leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted np wi»h fine acoopupodalions for paaaebgeta, making Ufa the saottepteedy,
safe and oomfortahle ronte for travellers between

New York Mod Maine. Passage S3.00, inoleding
Faro and 8tate Rooms.
Goods iorwarded ky th’s line to and from Montreal Qnobeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St. John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers ss early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
CROMWELI. A CO., No. 58 West Street,

New York.

A*-im-

'•

lifetime bottling

spent

I?

disease. Hie triumph ir oomplete.
nbw.#'-aTAanH KiiqtDi it a harmless
Or0°“ file palm of. he hand
known throughout th Country,
a. theaithS'!St*.i*
aver
t4\OBlv True Theory ot Catarrh

lta Origin—What it.
lellStoi. A^ir^,hete
treatment-end
Cure in

jM-moae

or

E&pid

On- Qoodale's Pamphlet
t»»d by erery one. It c tn

Havaall ite

Catarrh itliculd be
be obtained at bur nearwonrol-

on

Sr7, by *e0d,U,[ wCiump
»fw ?L°kN * C°-’8016 Agent8' 75 B‘B«ker street.
0r

Friee >1.

Sold by M.. H. HAY,

Only

93 Cento

a

Jaaea M^ly

Bottle.

diL

_

Internationa^

can

o.

Eastpoft, €alais“&
SPRING
^

11

.'

St. John.

ARRANGEMENT.
^

mm

’a

On and niter Thursday.
March 2d the steamer New
Brunswick, Gapt. E B. Winchester. will until further nc«
tioe leave Kai'road Wharf,

footot BUtoStrcer. enry

Thursday,

o’clock,

at 6

P. M.. for El tport and st. John. At lastpert ihe
que a,’’ will oonnect for Bt. Andrews.
Kobhinston and Calais, With the New Brunswick
and 0. K. Way foe Woodstock and Uouiton Station*. Stags Ooaoheaslsaei-nneot at Eastport for
Msehias and intermediate places.
Be urolug, will leave St John every Monday, at 8
A H for Eastport, Portlard and Boston
Freight reoeived on days of sailing until 4 o'clock
C. C. EATON, Agent.
P M.
Portland, Fab 20, 1866.-dtf
steamer

Portland and Boston Line.

REYNOLD’S

CRINOLA

FOU THE

THE RTKAMKBB

Forest

HAIR!

City,

Lewiston and Montreal,
Will, until farther notice,

It is highly perfumed—makes the hair due,
■oft, OLOSBT and BFADT1FDL, disposing it te remain in nay desired position.
Stops (he Hair (ram
Failing Oat—promotes its growth and keeps the
olenn
•oelp
and oool.
KoaroN k Co., Sole Agents,
74 Bleecker at., N. Y.
Bold by H. H. Hsy k
Co, Portland, Me.
JnneS 64 dly

rnn as

Leave Atlantis Wharf, Portland,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7O'olcca p. M ,,nd j„dia Wharf Koston,
dnesday, Thursday and
6

eat Manner.

m

Cabin.’.t>

in
Freight taken as

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,
Of every description executed in the best style.

usual.

.it

BILLINGS, Agent.

Ball road, and other Corporation Work, d<
with promptness and fidelity.

ly
INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OS LADING,
TTME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL

DOCUMENTS, at

Country.
rtnr.n',k«°'V,K?S.r'rite C|v<ie built

ririf

Attest—H. D. Tcrrey.

J°lgl('

Sheep Wash.

1(10 £«?*" Sheep Wash, sure remedy for I
mhwartlel° “? ^«b°” Bh“P i obe‘‘Por ,fcaD *“7
a

.

Portland Feb
Frh
Portland

3ft
»,

k
..JUMDALL
mat,

WBITNET.
i#ba8dis3n>

J5J ,aP|*. “JJ*1T*P*

‘"“ho*,” are intended to sail
fortnightly to and ftim New York, curry in. n«»

«“*“• to and Iron.

Liverpool, Olatgou,,

?ublJH'^UrrSZ,t' Cak- L*<**rick, Balurag or
LondotMerrg Thess steamers were bnllt specially
tor the Atlantic trails, are divided into water and
u
air‘tight oompartm e t> ts.
Rnt't of Pcutage.
From New York to *ny ofthe above place:
Cablnt,
et®®,n|t® •48> P»J»b|e in Amtricu

*urre”cy®100:
y°rk from
lnI“*BRW

Board.
tic lets at

any of the

above places: Cab.

Tiffins*

theSSfi

»“ends

^sasr»
Howling Green, B>
jmunmb

*

fortunes to

the rate

thousands of persons.

8tnMU, Buporti,

ud ill kinds of

can

co.

-

buy

Srk,

desiring intormation

can rely upon -reunbiassed account of tbe standing usd
ceiving
prospects of the various companies on the marlet.

Persons

tkori motif.
I

an

hupkleti,

Put up In superior style.

Receipts and Certificates will be forwarded In exchange for available funds, without charge: and

Colored

Petroleum and Coal Stocks will be sold at the Brokers' Bcaids of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates ot commission.

and

Labels,

call special attention to the following

O ards,

Weddino-

companies:
THE

Votes qf Invitation, Putting Garde, Lists qf Donate, eta., etc., of every variety and cost,
furnished at short notion.

LARGE

HAMILTON

OIL AND COAL COMPANY!

POSTERS,

Shop-bills,

CAPITAL

nses, Circulars,

President—Hon- WILLIAM G- STEELE, M- C.
Vice-President—J OSEPH TREAT.
Treasurer—S. L- WOODHOUSE.

And plain printing of every description.
Also,
Buis ond figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that oannot fell to satisfy.

This company hot secured 2218 aores in Pennsylvavia and Ohio, whioh have been selected by the most

experienced oil
search and

THE DAILY PRESS

On

Printing Offioe

ken,

00.

$300,000
•

$10

$33,000 reserved for Working Capital.
This Company is organized nnder the General
laws of Massachusetts. The property consists of—

Ten hundred and ninety-six (1096) Acres of the very best Oil Landsall oontalned within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
seven hundred acres of which is in Fnn Sizplz.

treating
expert*

poor tidy victims, who have strength,
neither ph sicaliy or mentally, to undergo such

meet

on

death dealing experimen’s.
Ho who oretted the human body always speaks of
it as a mighty whole, and the man must be a knave
or fool wuo would
attempt to divide the system into
sections, and treat any citeasespecifically, independent ol the parts or mighty whole to which
they belong. A 1 such practitioners treat efjhccts, but
know nothing of the cause whatever. Thus the
world fe nothing less than a va?t hospital.
The a'arming condition of the poop!r physica’ly,
especially the ) oung, who are old with disease be
lore they begin to bud iuio lile, together with our
sad experience in having been bereaved of dear
frienas, who have passed into uat.mely graves by
These ciioums.anoss with many others which
*ra an irresistible stimulus to
the people to demand ot every man who has the life
and health o themselves a d their loved ones in his
hiiiiQH, and is cjntmua 1> administering medicines
which the patient is not alloy.ed to know !fie name
or nature01, leay under these lircumstanoes the
pcop e have a right t'l demand of every such physician to turnish them with a ohart of bis ebaracter,
that they may kuow his qualifications, kc.. &c ;
indeed every ph/sioia* shuuld be compelled to have
it kuug up in his office at all hours. It is only
through this channel that the public can have aay
safely and guarantee )orwba< U most dear to it—
lif< and health; otherwise li e may be in the hands
of a man more qualified for a blacksmith than u

Secretary,—Cbahlbs

M Pkiecb.

Attorney,— Josiah Botthb. bsq.
Managing^ Agent,—F. A. Wildes.
Directors,
C. 8. Whitehouse,
J. W, Parmenter,
Charles Smith,
Johnson Bean,
Geo. K Smith.
Jungs F. Bridge,
,

been many

ROBY & COW CREEK

OIL COMPANY!
Cap ital Stack. $500,000

100,000 Shares. Par Value $6.

dtf

Officers’ Accounts.

and trouble than would be required to visit Washing-’1
r
ton.
Particular attention given to Hr* settlement of
Claims and Accounts of Deceased Officers and Sol-

diers.
Pensions, Bounty Back Pay, Prize Money, and
all claims against Government speedily procured.
JAMES B. BELL,

Massachusetts.

President—HON. LINUS CHILD.
Treasurer & Clerk—HENRY P. SPENCERDIRECTORS,
Hon. John A. Goodwin,V
1
F E. Gregory. Esq
Henry R. Merri'L Esq,

Emerson

Leland, Esq

property cons'sts of valuable Rights in the
very best Oil lands in the oountry, situated on Oil
Creek. Pennsylvania, and Bull and Cow’s Creek’s
and RawBon’s Run, Wes*. Virginia
in the
This

Property
vicinity of Rawson’s Run has increased largely in
a fow. mon’hs, on socount of the
rumerous successful developments. There are now
many
wells going down upon this property, or
being put

(LateCapt.U S.A.)
4 CornhlllCourt [oppesite h(ad Stale St.] Boston

value within

REFERS BY PERMISSION TO :
Hon. J. Th's. Stephenson.Br't Brig. Gen. F. A OsGeo. W. Pratt Esq
born
Lewis G. Pmy Esq.
Lt Col Robt H. S'evenson
Maj Ewd C. Bicha dsen.
febl6 eodlmo

iu

working order nnder the management of an able
superintendent,
A map and prospers of the different
properties
belonging*o this Company, maybe hid upon application at our office.

Aid for the National Freedmen.

ARRANGEMENT

HAWKINS,

Dissolution

of

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existing under the
bum and style of

THE
is

JOHN T. ROGERS
Co.,
this day dissolved by mutual consent. Tne affairs

of the 1 'te firm will be settled by
CHARLES B. ROGER8,
At the Old Stand, No 61 Commercial street,
Portland, Me.
February 1, 1866.
feb2dlm
of the

condition of massasoit
o Springfield, Mass.,

IRBCRABC* ConPAnv,
Statement
January 1st, 1866

Cash Capital paid inand investigated, *200,00000
68,299 88
Cash Surp ns,
Assets of the Company are
14,088 04
Cash on hand,
1
Cash In hands of agents,
li
00,980 00
Leans on Mortgages, real estate,
do
1-oans on Col a*, rnl
?S525S
do
1,60000
Loans on Personal
Bank Stooks,
®S[
Rail Road Stooks,
U S. Government 8tooks,
£®2
J®
CMW
Other Investments,

indispensably

rthysical

therefore I eav with confidence to Ihe world, that
it is through inherit! 1 g these rare combinations of
character that 1 have been entbUd to detect the
first cause of disease. 'Ihe came is not, asma y
suppose it to be, a disea *; it is an intuited law between soul and c 03y, which, the Apostle Taul tells
U8
is always warring against each oiher. This law
83sds fort h.stop pagej, these stbppages produce ds
ease in diversified forms, and if disease is experimented on or tampered with it takes a firmer grip
ot ihe constitution and mnitiplics in other forms
and other localities of the system, t bus destroying
the whole machinery of the human body.
Remember. th° Stomach and the Liver have nothing to do with the cause of the dis use. Ihe treat
iug of these organs, lor the cause, has seat millions
to 4n untimely grave.
^
Wit confidence 1 say to the world that my Metaphysical Di coverv is the only remedy ever offered
10 the world which will thoroughly annihilate the
root of disease.
The discovery consist* of three
distinct preparations; one for the icalp. one lor the
eyes, and one for the ea> s. These work in conjunction, and strike at the root of all disease. When i
my all I mean evefy disease that ever infested the
human body.

READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CERTIFICATES.

Catarrh of Ten Years' Standing.

Cvre q/

lf Mb. William Donnelly, corner of Dexter
aud D streets, South Bo-ton, do certify that ray
daughter has been suffering from Catarrh for the
past ieu years, &he lost the sens of smell, and had
no passage hrorgh her nostril's during that time.—
Every remedy v. as resorted to, without recoiving
aay relief, seeing Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Me.apkytical Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. After doing so, i mast acknowledge my gratitude to
God for inclining me to this great remedy lor that
dreadful diseiise—Catar. h. 1 believe my daughter
never would nave been cured had J not found this
medicine. It inu$tLave been sent of God to the
people to rid them of the horrible diseases that take
bolu of them. My daughter's Catarrh ia entirely
broken up, her seme 01 smell has returned, the passage to her hesd id clear. 1 cheerfully recommend
the Me!aphyaioal Discovery to all who suffer from
Catarrh.
Dec. 28,186*.
I, Mrs. Fanny Shedd of 60 Harvard St, Boston,
have suffered from tiorolulou* sure mmds lor several
years, also discharge irom my cars; tried the most
eminent physicians, aud had forty different me|iciue.i applied in one ^ ear! My ocd tilucion began
to sink under the weight of medicine and dis.sse,
and my head became so li^ht that 1 reared to walk
th street 1< st 1 should fall. Believing there was no
cure for me, I sat •’own lu ^e pair.
Wliile in this
state a fiieud who had been cured by tli-i
Mbtaphsica» Discovery, urged me to appiy to Mrs M. G.
Brown.
But still 1 was so prijacioed against all
medioiuet that * go Jag ipJw? office, 1 would take
no money, le 11 should be tempted to buy it.
After
conversing with Mrs. M. G. brown, being favorably
t pressed, on returning home I sent for the Metaphysical D scoveiy, « bich I iaitLfully u*ed, and the
ires ‘It is, hat my hands are again restored to me,

of Dyspepsia Paralysis, Constipation,
tfc, of Twenty Tears* s landing.

Great Cure

December 22, 1864.

Mrs .Martha Vila, of Lon-wood, Mass, ha* suffered fur 30 years wi;h a complication oi diseases, mental and physical,
and constipation

great
in

nervous

ing ard drugging all her liiB.etpa nedmy Ale'apMaical Discovery about May last, and by its faithful use
has now both mental and physical faculties restored.
Mrs. Vila save s^e knows many people who have also been simila ly benefitted
by my ‘‘Metaphysical
Discovery.”

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Twenty
Years Standing.
Jane 32th, 18C4.
A
k
I» John A. Newcomb, of Quinoy, do oeriily that
I have been entirely deaf in my loft ear tor twenty
years, and for the past six years my right etr has
oeep so deaf that lcoald not hear converf&tion or

public speaking of any kind. 1 could not hear the
was sitting in the church.
1 have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that 1 was obliged to
give up
singing in church, for 1 had lost my voica. 1 had
great tiouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My head tela numb and stupid, and was
a source of constant trouble to me.
I tried c very remedy that could ba thought of.—
I weir to auriets; but a* they wa ted to use instruments, 1 would have no hiug to do with them
About one month since I obtained Mrs. Brown’s
Metaphysical Discovery, and used it according to
ihe directions on the bottle: And thensul" is, that
the ) earing of both ears is perfectly restored, sj
that I can bear as well as any man. The great trouble
in my head i? entirely gone. My head feels perfectly eas.v and at rest. My throat, which wa so disease
ed, is entirely Cured; and I have recovered ray voioe
{•gain. I would not take one thousand cottars lor
the benefit 1 have received in the use of Mrs. M. G
—

Brown’s Metaj.hyeioal Discovery.

Remarkabte Cure of Sdrcfulous Sore Hands, Dischargefrom the Ear, Ifa.
Sore Throat. Stiff Knees, Cjufh,. Deafness and
Falling of Pair Cured Effectually.
Decembers!, 1864.
1, Mrs. N.J. Davis, 8d stre>t, Soucu Boston, rear
of the church, have been ir^ub’ed witnthe above
disease, anti by the use of Mre. M G Brown’s
Ma a physical Di covery,am cured of them all.

A-dvice !

In a*l cases of local, sadden,
tacks cf disease, a box of the

Petroleum and Coal Co.,

Metaphysical

or

unexpected at-

Discovery

is Quicker and Safer than the Best Physician
the l.and. 17"Let ihe wise always keep a Box
their house.

OF BOSTON.
In

doctor-

short time Subscription Books wi.l bo
opened
office only for portion of the Stock, due notice
of whleh will h* given.
Full information will be furnished in
regard to
the above and all other Companies in the market,

in
la

a

our

npon application at
ter.

our

office, personally or by

let-

P. 8.—Parties remmltting funds to ns will
please
send by express, except when drafts can be
obtained,
in which c ise we will bear the
oharges of forwardtog. In this manner they can obtain reliable re-

oeipts.

Lombard & Gore’s
Petroleum Stock
99

STATE

Exchange,
ST.j

boston.

*288,299 88

T. C. LOMBARD.
J. A.

MENDCM, Formerly

J. C. GORE, Jh.
of the Eagle Bank.
J*ol6 Saw 8m

iti its. jnr.

o. bbohs’s

CELEBRATED

Poor

Richard’s

Eye

Water!

the weakest eyes strong,—removing all
Will
inflamation and humor. Kvery one should use it, as
the
it proves
prevention of disease.
make

no

TESTIMONIALS.
A very large number of important testimonials hare
already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,
Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine
Compound.

Dr Nichols cf Northfleld Vt. says :
“I flud the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also in auctions of the kidneys, debi.ity id the stomach
and other kindred organs.1'
Kev. J, K. Chase of Kumney, N. H.,writes:
“I have for years regarded your White Pine Compound
as an invaluable remedy.
I can truly say I regard it as
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
1 have
just taken the Compound for a cold, and it works charm-

ingly.”

Hon. P. H. Sweeteer of Seuth Reading, writes:
“llav ing long kLOWn something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
to give the medicine atrial. It has been used by members of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Kev. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt, who is a
physician, says;
“I And it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Port Tiilinghast:
•The White Pine Compound effected a cure where a
follow was considered in a critical consumption by all
who knew him. 1 can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”

COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 13th Kegt. M. Y. (that Yeteran
Regiment!) in a letter to S. Dean, Esq., of Stoneham,
speaks in the highest praise of the Wnite Pi* e Com-

might

be

personal

to
knowl-

sent

edge.

No effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tc send in paoktgee, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—I had been aflicted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and bad a bad cough of ten years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I would get
But ttoo bottle* of your White Pine
my health again.
Compou’i d have cured me of both the cough and kidney
I would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she at up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
well now as ever she was.

FROM B. F. AIKEN.

GorrsiowN, March 14,1860.
Dr. Polahd.—I wish to bear testimony to the value of
your i* kite tine Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was inflamed ion of the hidneps. In
addition toother disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before I had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me.
Though I have been afflicted with that complaint a
longtime, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent health.
WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

Important testimony

from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.
For sixteen years or more 1 have suffered much at intervals, from what at first was called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
of my system was so great, and of so
»ng continuanco that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly Jive through
the spring. The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March, 1858, being well aoquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
recccrn mended for iutlam&tion of the kidneys.
A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately af.er commencing ife
use I began to amend.
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fail was able to
attend to considerable business
I believe Dr. Poland's
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus for.
To say that I ever expect to have perfect health rain,
is out of the question at my ace, (64 ) But thU I will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains have returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate i-elief
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, 1 have used not quite five bottles. In
a word, let me say to all afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland’s White Fine Compound.
ABA GOODHUE.

Erostration

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length In
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while .aborirg usefully maIlia experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and /■ t-jlector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the !>&ily, thus writes of the
Our

“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for i: is increas ng beyond all previous ex
It is the very best medicine for
c
tat
ions,
pt
coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant m sure.
The greatest inventions come by
aceident, and it is singular that the White Pine Compound m.ide for Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kidney difficulties known
But so it is. We cannot doubt
it. so many testimonials come to us from well-known
men.
Besides, the character of Dr Poland is such, that
we know that he will not countenance what is wrong.
For yea re a Baptist clergyman,
studying medicine to find
remedies for his ailments, with a delicate consumptive
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and called out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never knew a
more
conscientious, honest, upright man, and are glad to
state that we believe whatever he says about his White

length in

Pine Compound.”

Can come where it ls.nsed; be wise, » nd educate yoo
children 10 bathe their eyes daily with "Poor Richard's Eye Water.”

Meirphi sioal Discovery,.*6 00
Ear Medicine.8,00
I-arye Eye. 1,60
Small Eye.
60

Price per Bottle, *1 60
KTThe above celebrated Medicines are to be had
of H. H. Has, oor. Middle and Free sts, and Drug.qt17 1864 dWfSgwwly
gists generally.

Compound,

SWETT, M.D., Proprietor

W lib manufactured in future at the
BOTANIC

DEPOT,
No. 106 Hanover Street, Boston
NEW

ENGLAND

Under the

Mrs. M. G. Brown’s “Scalp Renovator.”
Well known for renewing the scalp, increaslcs“ and
strengthening the hair.

Balsam.”

the sure forerunner of death
hat the companion of a miserable life.
It has well
been called the Nation's scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, malo and female, suffer irom its
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor and
energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those once
strong and active; renders the stomach powerless to
the
digest
food, and has lor its attendants,

Dytpepiia is

supervision of

REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.
DR

not

only

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,
refusing its subjects a partiole of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in themosl
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostra-

tion. To meet the terrible ravages of this wont of
all diseases, we have prepared

daily, and l.om 8 a M to y r u
Dr. H. MldntMWitltOM who art; tuffeilno under thi
afllictl— at >";;<■ .<|sspii, whether .rising lrem
Impure conntottoo or the terrible vioe ol sell-abuse.
He voting bis entire time to that pa' tioular branch ol
the medical profession, he f«.eu w -ranted in uuasAMTSSlUd A Cuna I* All Cap-■
whether 01 loan
standing or recently ooutracteu, ntireiv re moving
the dregs ol disease from the system, and making *
* a
perfect and PkKMAXkA T CVkt.
fee would oall the attention ol the afflicted to the
faet of his long standing end wall earned
reputation,
tarnishing sufficient assurance of his skill aid rue-»

pledge our reputation upon

we
we

Vhen

j

oar

Cure the Wont of You,

and Complexion,

hot in a roar—hot in a month—nor in a week—but
you shall see its beuefloial influence at once, immediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived .or years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise hearty—
hrst, because the Doctor has ordered the plaices'
ibod, and secondly for fear the distress it cause*—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sitdewv
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish,
and as soon as the mod begins to distress yon, tp'*
low it by a single teaspoonful of

O O E

’

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY ro
THISBT UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE
Youvg m~n troubled with emisaiens in bleep,a
complaint generally the result of a bad he.
in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure e us
ranted or no charge made.
liordly a day passes but we are consulted by ona
or more young man with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as hough they
had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
AU such cases yield to the proper sad
to have it.
only correct course Of treatment, and In a short time
are made to rejoioe la per loot health.

S

DYSPEPSIA CURE
▲xn>

Believe You

IT WILL

Instantaneously.

that enabling you, by hoarty eating, and the nee ol
tbe oure altar each meal, (as otten as tbs food distresses yon, or sears on your stomach,) you will get
in a very few days bo that you can do without the
medicine, exo^pt occasionally, and by tho time the
hi st bottle is used up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, dicost and enjoy
as hearty a br-ukiast as you oyer ait down loin your
healthiest hours, and wo will forfeit to you the price
of the bottle, upon your shewing that our statement
it not correct.
The medioine is powerful but tiarmles and wbllct
a single teaspoonfol will at onoo relieve the dyspep
th» whole bottle would not
tic
Injure him, at't is entirely vegetable and contain!
■o opiates. AU classes ot disease that have their origin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled In the seme instantaneous way, by the use of

aaterer,

materially

OOE’S DYSPEPSIA CURE I
fewer and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeliug of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and oannot exist where tbe oure is used.It removes the disease oy removing the cause, tut
libs Aiooholio Bitters which ocver up your bid feel,
inis for a few moments by their exhilarating effects.
Beware of'sncb remedies or beverages, hut in thedi
place use a remedy that will restore tbe diseased
functions to their normal condition, and sot in motion the entire human meohanism in perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physelogioal laws. That such will bo the effect of

COE’S DYSPEPSIA

CURE,

department,

SWETT will attend to the business
to whom all orders should be addressed.

Sold by wholesale and retail dealers in medicine
elsewhere.
H. H. HAY, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age 01 thirty who are
troubled with too fi-oqusnt evacuations from the
bladder, etten ecoompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system to a
manner the patient cannot aocount for. un examining urinary deposits a ropy sedimeui willofenoe
found, and sometimes small particles of strain or
albnmen wUl appear, or the oolor will be of a thin
mi klsh hue,
arjdn changing to a dark and turbid
appearance There are many men who die ol this
dimoulty, ignorant of the cause, which Is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
oan warrant a perieot cure In such oases, and a
tall a«d bealtny restoration of tbo urinary cigars.
Persons who oanaot personally consult ti e Dr.,
can do so by writing In x plain manner s description
o! their disease, and the appropriate remedies wlU
I

be forwarded Immediately
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
DE. J. P. HUGHES,
Address,
No. 8. Temple Bt., loonier ol ttidoio] Portland.
OT Send Stamp tor elroalar,

Elec tic IVledical
TO THE

DB HUGUKS particularly -nvitts all Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms, Ko &
whioh they will tind arranged lor
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H. ’• Klectic iteuovating Medicines are unrlvalcd in efflaaoy and superior virtue in reflating aU
Female Irregular-idea. Their action ia epeciho and
certain ot producing relief in a short time.
LAWKS will find it invaluable la ail cases ot obstructions after aU ether remedies have been tried ia
vain, it ia ptrreiy vogouble, containing nothing ia
the leaat injurious te the health, and tuny ts. mien
with perfect safety at all limes.
Sentto any part of the oeuntry with fulidirectiona
DB. flUGHKs.
by addreealng
Wo. i Tempi* Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.
need

H. B.—Ladies desiring may consult Moot their
own sex. A lady of experience in oonstant attendance.
Janl 18«6d*w,y

trood Hews far U»a

and instantaneously, we pledge oai
word as men of honor—our reputation asTharmoctutists—onr favorable acquaintance wit lift ho peopit is
proprietors of the World-renowned "Coe’s Count
Balsam," if it is mod according to our directions,
which may be found with eaoh bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from our neigh: hors andtownsmen, to which we ask your eareftil
attention.

TESTIMONIALS.

rhi

our

by the

Jane 30,1841.

nee

of Coe’s

Dye.

pepsia Cure in my family, I am prepared to say that
I never Intend to be without tt and advise all who
are afilloted with Dyspepsia to try tt.
Philandbb Lewis.
Mr. CoeThe bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Core sou
gave me has baoked up your statement
I have
used half a bottle, and can eat pine
apple short oake or anything else, without trouble,
a
liacts like oharm. the relief it affords is lnstan
taneous.
jAn A. Lowbby.
New Haven, Jane 18, IBM.

it.

concerning

only

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been tor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case, will
reach almost any one. Coe’s Dyspepsia Care has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is verv
seldom f now hare to use the medleine. It relieved
me in an instant when I was in
great pain. My
whole system is boing strengthened by its uso.
Ann K. Baosott.

New Haven, Jane SB, 1864.

1m ortant to Travelers.
While Journeying on the ours, my stomaoh became

badly deranged, oauslng

von

Remedy,

-and-

CHEROKEE

INJECTION.

City Papers.

acknowledge

Madison, Conn

socuht

Cherokee

New Haven, Conn June 18,138a.
Messrs. Bditort .—Allow me, through y our columns, to
my gratitude tbr the benefit 1
have reoeived from the use of Cm'b Dyspepsia Cure,
Although I was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce has
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without pain
I have now stopped using the medicine, as I no
Palmira Ltkam.
longer nosd It.
From the benefit derived

none

Unfortusato.

DISCOVERED AT LAST.

from the fatter of the Methodist B. Church, Macnon, Conn.
1 have used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in my family,
andoan willingly testily to iu value ss a medicine.
Hbnst Gidmabp, Pastor M. E. Church.
Madison, Conn., Jane 80th, 18M.
¥oitt from home through

Infirmary,

LADIES.

Temple Street,

Immediately

•i

ANTIDOTE IN 9EASON.

SSHK FOB AN

The r&lns and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, sro
the barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the consumraatiou that Is sure to .I.
low. do not wait ldr Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty

itutement

h

_.j

prepsr.tory studies ats him iot all the
5““.
duties he Rnutuulmi; ye tbooouuiry is hooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purponlng to betha
best in the world, which arc not only useless, but always injurious, ihs umi.rtuaate should be VAATtortA* in t electing bis physician, ai It la a lamentable
yet inoonuovertable tact, that many syphilitic
nation's are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperieuoed physicians la
generally conceded
general praotioe; fur it is a point
by the best sypbilographcrs, that the study and management of these complaints should tugrose th
whole time of those wno would b> competent and
successful In their treatment and enre. Tbe inexperienced general pi actitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make himrel. acquainted with
thuir pathology, commonly pursues ono system f
treatment, in most oases making an indiscriminate
use ol that antiquated and dangerous weapon, Mar*
ousy.
HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Buy it will

Po»itively

.,j

CAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC.

Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
remedies handed out lor general use should
have their effioaoy established by w ell tested experience In the bands of a
regularly educated physlThose

AU who hare committed aa excess of asyhlad
whether it be the solitary vioe of voutS., or tba
sting
ing rebuke ol misplaced confidence in maturer years

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CORE"
wad

iSf.

Street.

*" oa “suited
privately, and wiUt
rJS f eonndenoe by the afliitod, at aU

that

severe

pain

in my

bend. Had it been on the water It would have
beenoalled sea-aioknesa. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my condition, reaobed out a bottie saying,
“take a swallow." 1 did so. and in less than hve
minutes my trouble was ended. The medlolne was
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cnre," and from the efibet it had
upon the Stomaoh, and what I have learned of it
sfnoe. 1 think It must be an exoellent remedy foi
Sea-sickness and Dyspepsia.
HRS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 30th, 1861.

OOMFOUHD

7BOX

BOOTS, BASKS

ABX> LBAVBS.

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the greet Indian Dinette
cures ell diseases of the Urinary Organs, sueb as Incontinence of the Urine, inflamitionofthe Kidneys
Stone in the Bladder, Stricture, (travel. Gleet, Gonorrhea, and ie especially recommended in those
oases of Fluor Albue, (or Whit.s In Females.
I It is prepared in e highly oonoentrated form, the
dose only bolef from enetotwo teaspoonieis three
times per dey.
It is diuretic and alterative in its action; purifying
and dousing toe blood, o&uslng it to flow in adits
original purity and vigor; thus removing from the
system all pernioions causes trhioh have induoeddisaso.

CHEROKEE INJECTION is Intended ns an ally
assistant to the CHuROKEK REMEDY, and
should bo used in conjunction with that msdiolne in
all oases of Oouarrkea. (Sleet, Fluor Albueor H'kite*
Its offso's are healing, soothing and dcmuloent; reor

moving ail scalding, heat, ohortise and pain, Instead
Darning and almost nnendura' lo pain that
experienced with nearly ail the cheap quack injecof the

tion*.

By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY snd
CHEROKEE INJECTION—the two medicines at
the same time—all impropor d sehargei are removed
and the weakened organs are speedily restored to
foil vigor and strength.
For full psrt'eulars get a pamphlet from any drug
store in the oonntry, or write ns and ws will mail
free to any address, a tail treatise.

Friee, CHEROKEE REMEDY, 83 per bottle,

oc

three bottles tbr 86.

Prioe, C &EROKEE INJKCHON, 83 per bottlo.or
three bottles for

86.

Ssnt by Express to any addnes

on reoeipt of the
Bow Uavon, June Sth, 1861.
Messrs. C. G. Clark A Co.—Gentlemen —I desire
pries.
to make known the almost instantaneous effect* oi
Bob! by druggists svsry where.
“Coe's Dyspepsia Cure,” in oases of choteranorimi.
I had been for twenty four hours purging at the
DR. W. R. MKRW1N U Oo.,
stomaoh and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1
SOLE FUOFUIKTOES.
bad always been told that it was a good remedy for
No. 69 Liberty St., New York
Dysentery. My pallid faoe and my weakness at
Qnee attracted the attention of the clerk in oharg., liat
[,
•AU Vs asked me Wt'once “what is the matter?” 1
replied: ‘M have been fbrtwentry-ibur hours vomit,
ing and purging, and I am unable to stand or walk
from weakness and this deadly sickness at my stom
aoh completely prostrates me.” He prodaoed a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,
saying, "take a large
swallow of that; it linow 11 o'oloek; taken aaoiBor
ran aiut
after dinner.”
From the moment 1 took that first doso or the
medicine my sickness at stomach was gone—its eflbol
INDIAN MBDIC1N*.
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat
my dinner wltb
ae good a relish aa ever hnngry man
partook, (as I
COMPOUND non ROOTS, BARK AND LRAVRR.
was well cleared out of food.) and followed by a
teaspoonfhl of cure. I have not suffered a particle
of.lnoouvcnienoe since I took the remedy.
Ar uqiailing ours tor
8perm&torrbca, demine,
Its notion was so wonderfhl and so immediate,
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseased
that I oonld hardly believe the evidences of my own
make
known
to
caused
and
I
desire
these
seif
senses,
publicly
by
polution; auoh as Lose of Memory,
foots, that the whole world may avail themselvos ol
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Baok, Dimbess of
its nee. Like bread, It thonld find a plaoe In every
Vision,
Premature old Age; Weak Nervee, DiSeu ty
one’s house, and 1 believe that no one should go
away from horns without a bottie of it in his pc,:ket, of Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness, Eruptions
or where it could be quiekly made available.
on the Face, Pale
Couateuanoe, Insanity, Consumi<JRO. D. DRAK I£
Truly yours,
lion, and all tbe direful complaints caused by do«
On* of th* Twenty-foe.
from
the
parting
path ot natu-e.
Sew Haven, JuJv llth, 1864.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract and
Hr. Cor—Sir:—Having been troublod with tiu
one on which we can
rely, as It has been use in our
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. I have practioe for
taken the usnal kinds of medicines, which hare done
many yea's,and. with thousands treated,
I saw your advertisement of a medit has not failed in a
me no good.
single ins ance. Its curativo
I have tried it, and
cine to cure the Dyspepsia.
powers havs been sufficient to gain victo y * ver the
found it to be -ran medtoine. The flrst n drops (the
most
stubbon case.
7th of June,) that I took, relieved ma in one minate
I have taken it three or four times, bnt hare had no
Te these who have trig dwtb their constltut'on
distressing fooling in mv stomach sinoc taking the
until they think themselves beyond the reach of
drat 16 drops; although before, I could not eat a
meal, and sometimes no more than three cr four
medical aid, we wouldsay. Dttpair not! the CHER.
moothfulls without distressing me.
OK RE CORE will reelore you to beal'h and vigor,
Respectfully,
?. r. WOODKUFP.
and after all quack dootors have failed,

Cherokee

Hew Haven, Juno llth, 1864
Mr Con—Dcor Ssr —The bottle of
Dyspepsia
Kedhiiae I reeeived from yon, gave instantaneous
relief. I only na*d it when my food distressed me
It was about Uke taking two doses
morrow, then every other day, increasing the
tity of lood and decreasing the modicine.until quanI was
enabled to eat without taking anything at all
Mv
ORtreme one, having suffered for seres
years. I now oonsider myself oared, and by nslng
only one bottle ef medicine In the space of twc
months. The dose was a teaspoonfoil.
Eu.an 8: Alls*.

to-dayTone^'

The White Pine
GEORGE W

BOWELS'

Prepared by the Proprietor! of“Ooe’» Coujh

FROM JAMES J. HOYT.
Bradford. N.H., Sept, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—In the fkilof 1867, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising blood. 1 was also very badly
afflicted with that troublesome disease—the Kioney
Complaint. For the three years past 1 have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; 1 felt that my time here must be short unless 1 soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my faith in it was
small. But to my astonishment, before 1 had taken two
bottles, my eough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and 1 could rest nights without choking up anpraising so
much. 1 have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
like a well man.
1 would add, that my fkther’s family is inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died
of it.

diphtheria

Indigestion!

STOMACH AND

jnnvuuwu

Compound:

SUFFOLK

at

eon

and

repoma

ed to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected iu
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
even the leaves, or “needles,55 of White Fine contain
eminent medicinal qualities. The Indians employed the
bark of W bite Fine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be given.
James Cartier, a bo d French mariner, as early as'1534,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and,
was the first among discoverers to enter the iUver dt.
LaWrence. On hiB return down the river, he found bis
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
Its ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
scurvey able
Some of the Indians
to bury the dead
scarcely
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disbut
Cartier
observed
that
ease,
they soon recovered. He
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatand
to
out
him a tree, the bark and
ment,
they pointed
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of his crew who were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Piae.
A wash of the bark, steeped in water, Is exceedingly
useful in reduoing inflamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of W hite Pine Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It has been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White Pine Compound have been soid
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

debility, dyspipem

its worst form has

No. 5 Temple

Diseases

bofcile lor a hard cough, was not only cured of the
ocngti, but also 01 ft severe kidney cotaplaint, of ten
years endurac.ce. This being truly a ditczvery,
the fact was mentioned to & sailnul physician, who
replied, in substance tnat, the bnr* of white
pine was one of the best diuretios known, provided
its astnngency could be counteracted. It the other
articles entering into the compound wouid effect
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
not yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures eriecttd by tee compound, in the most aggravated
oases of Kidney aisea-es, including Diabtttt. prove
It to be a wonderful medicine for such ailments. ▲
large number of physicians now employ it, or recommend it tor such use.
But while the Whitt Pint Compound is so useful in
Kidney inflamation, it is also a wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. It so qoi.kJy and sooth ngly
allays inflamation, that hoarsen*ss and soreness are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases have been report-

and expresses a wish that it
the soldiers. His opinion is based on

private medical rooms,

by taking

ft

pound,

dll

AMD ALL

in Boston
White Pine Comand hundreds of

ed.

Sound.
1

ini'wmnn

Total Liabilities for Claims, *6.686.
A. W. CHAPUt, .Bres t.
Sakpord J. Hall, Sec’y.
EHFHAJ.ET WEBSTER, Agent,
febl6eod3w
No 18 ExshangeSt, Borland.

In this et7 inherent qualifications, which are indispensfcble in a physician, vre lure to be detected
and exhibited. Were this universally done, thousands would leave ihe profession whiofi nature never
qualified them for. if ualure qualifies them not
there can be no suitable qua ificaiion, as, in order
to detect the first cause of disease, it is requisite and
necessary to inherit Casualty, MottFow rand Construoiiyeness m .at, also be
nhirited by all who would bs fuc je-sfol ;u finding
anautidote capable ot destroying the cause ot disea e.
There is no channel by woich the oau-es can
be reached with certainty but the one I have describ-

church bells ting, while 1

Subscription*, (per share).
...$3 00
Working Capital,... $50,000
Ho personal liability. No farther assessment. To
be organised under the General Laws of

Hon. Linus Child,
K. B Sawyer, Esq
Levi C. Bjiis* Esq,

!

severe oases

iuhiviuu*>i

«M BB WOUWV AT Hll

uuu.sa

time.

ui

BB. J. B. HLGHES

World’* Great
Remedy

Dyspepsia

Among all the popular medicines cfljrcd for eale,
no ono seems to have gained iavor like the White
Pine Compound. This Meuieine was first made as
lately as the spring of 1865, and then merely ior O: e
individual, who was affected with an inflimiB&tion
This inol the throat. A cure v»as effected by it.
duced others to apply for the same remedy, and
every -one using it received a great benefit, lhe article, however, went without a name till November
Compound.
to,lowing,when it was called White Pinefor
the first
Du'ingthL&t month it was advertised
dome ume in 'ooo,

!

nation

--*QM.-

complaints.

Bocks for Sub' cciption are open at our office. Only 8800 ehares ate offered to the public at the subscription price of $10 each. and we wen d advise
prompt application, believing the Stock to offer a
good and secure investment Five Wills are now
being bored on the properties of this Company, and
tie interests of tbe stockholders are in the hands of
able ana competent managers. Foil information
will he given on application at onr office, in person
or by letter.

Co., Pbgpmetom.

physicinn.

and I can u e them as formerly! my ears l ave oeased to d sch irg“, and my entire constitution it renew1 s eep and e t well, and am
ed.
getting fleshy
und heavy. My j y and gra itudo are g^ea T 1 cannot sp'w-' tco highly of theM taphyeical Discovery,
am fe ding it ih.s week to a dear f-i«-ud in Caliiornia, whoapent $500 in ore week seeking belief lrom
disease, ^ut ound none. I have now learned the
faPy of pouring med;cine u own the throat aud am
resolved to pass no mote drug* into my system thro'
the mouh.

President,—Charles S. Whitebouse.
Treasurer,—'Chablkb Smith.

Invariably

has been made hywbiob&ll
contributions for the National Freedmen's Relief Association w»ll be forwarded promptly, with
out expense, to New York. Commodities s* ould be
securely packed, and directed to C. C. Leigh, Nos
14 3 Mercer street, New York, Care of George R.
Davis. Portland, Maine.
Contributions in Money to Eben Steele, Esq., Portend. Me.
WM. GEO.
Sec'y of Ex. Comm, of N. F. ft. Association.
January 2d, 1866.
JanSdRm

OIL

Par Value of Shares

With the OftDN&NCE. QUARTERMASTER'S and
other DEPARTMENT S oftheUnited Stales, MAD*.
OUT and ADJCSIED Certificates of non-indebtedness obtained. Stoppa^es ot Pay removed.
and varied ext er.ence as an Offioer m the Arijflmg
ea. am with the Departments, with the assistance
of a reliable Agent in Washington, and a perfect
knowledge of what is required and will toe accepted
by the Di part it exits in every given case Wo are
prepared 10 mi ke < ut and adjust the accounts o' Officers who have Resigned, been Discharged or Mustered < ut, with accuracy and at lets expense, timo_

No.

developments

Capital,

In advance.82.00
N. A. FOSTER &
Portland June 1,1861.

re-

ere unde.—

part of the property is a well from whioh
derablc quantities of oil Lave already been taand as the company will proceod to make fur-

PETROLEUM

Daily Press,

year,

tho

BOSTON

The largest paper In New England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, oc ainlng all the
news by mail and telegraph,
nportant reading
matter. Marine List, Market Beperte, do., of the
Dally Press, at the following prleee, vfo
one

on

»t once, they have every confidence of be ng able to pay dividends at an early period. A prospectus may be had on applio&t'on to us.
ther

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

espy,

alter two mentbs’ careful

men

personal examination

one

cons

Slmglo

$1,000,000.

100.000 Shafes, par value $10.
Subscription Price $5 per share.
20.000 Shares reserved for Working Capital.

Progam-

--—-—---—

Steam to and From the Old

mHIS fa ta
mv
JL ton John Weifey Green hia tine
sti&l'therefore, from this da e. C aim none of bis earniml.* nor
•ball I p,y .ny debts of bis contrae inK ln“,,f nor

nowpayingat

are

vesting at eubreription prioe in rrl abie-companies
may reasonably expect to double their money w thin a year. Capitalists in all parts oftbe country ate
now giving their attention almost exclusively to this
olnss of eeonrilies, which have already yielded prince-

no

_

Notice.

class, offer greater induce-

as a

Many Petroleum Stocks

..$2.00.

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
innt exceed ng (.(so in
agy am"c1**'1
value, and t
pernotice is given and pa d far at the rate
lbr
value.
*
Feb
e.?ry *5'$,»ddttlonaI
88•18'18(i8utf
Tu.

fHtSP

investments,

of M) per cent, per annum, and takingthe increased
value of the stock into consideration, a perron in-

every

o^oiook'p*
Friday?at
Fare

men who make a business of
BFXCisio disisasns
piepare instruments,
too baroarous to think of,
with whioh to

being operated on

persons of either large or small means,
than any the world has ever knows.

Boston,

run as

▲ID

offer superior inducements to

ments to

Bill-Ueade Baled and Cut in the N*--t.

"Pickets granted at Reduced Rates.

The steamship MORAVIAN, Capt.
Aiton, will Btul Horn tins port ior
Liverpool on SATURDAY, the 11th
Marcn, immediately aft»r the arrival of the irain of the previous day front Montreal

PORTLAND.

A Perfect Cure for

Mafl..

Is mighty and must
impregnated
with ueatii—consequently must sooner or later link
into ob.iviou.
In all toe univeree there is nothing fo completely
swallowed up in error as the facte, lurces, a^d motives coalesced with the physical and mental oonstituti.ii oi the race.
This t-ad state ot things is the result of igLOianoe
and blindness on tne part of those who profess to
administer health and lie to the people, while in
tact, tie majority ignore God from the bystem alto*
gethir Ail rhysics hud their existence in metaphysics, and can never be understood apart from
is

might be mcmiontd,

New England Screw Steamship Co

MONGER, 166 Fore St.,

tj

Europe.

Petroleum Stocks.

has one of Soper’ Improved Calorie
Engines for motive power, and is furnished with
Improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpoolfrom the most celebrated makers. We have in con’Cabin (according to accommodations) $66 to 860.
stant
use one of HOE'S LARGE CYLINDER
830.
Steerage,
Payable in Gold orits equivalent.
PRESSES, oapableof throwing off 9600 Sheets
For freight or passage applv to
an hour; one of Adam's Power Presses—the beet
BUGS A ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. R. Passenger Dipot,
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Past
Machine Job Presses; Buggies’ superior Card Pres ;
To be succeeded by the Steamship
on
* Belgian,
6
Adams’and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
the I8tn March.
Presses, and all the maohingry neeeesary for a well
Portland, Nov. 21,1864.
dtf
appointed offioe.
The Daily Press Job Offioe Is believed to he as well
Steam from
to
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.
A FORTJHIQHT.
ones
s.DIRECT,
Those sending order from tbe country may rely on
reoeiving prompt attention.
Warren & €o’« Line.
ail orders in the shortest possible time
VfInexecute
the neatest and best1manner.
and
The following splendid first class
*ron ^crew Steamships are appointWe will do all kinds of printing as well and as
10 sail from Liverpool lor Bospromptly, and as chbljras any other establishment
alternate
commmAaSSp'011 every
Saturday,
In the
bivioroM-y. April 8,186&.
City, Connty or State.
*V»***k
2600 tons,
860 horse power.
I'EoaoNTis,
All orders fbr Job Printing must be directed te
860 horse power.
Hullespont, 2600 tons,
the Daily Press Job OJJlac, Ho. 82J Exchange street,
&i< 0 tons,
860 horse power.
GAMg^A,
Portland, He.
P armopkt,
2500 ton*,
860 horse power.
Passenger- by these Steamships will b9 regularly 1 The Job Off co Is under the personal supervision
supplied with a liberal allowance of oookea provis- of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PBJHTion*
KB, and is himself an experienced practical worksteerage passage from Liverpool to Bor ton, 960 00
Children under 12 years,
80 00
man, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
1
Infants vn^sr ye«r,
10 00
this department of his work.
fiy 1C) K ESI DENTS OF NEW ENGLAND wishing to get their frien's out from the Oid Country,
these steamers offer advantages superior to those of
any o her Line
Passengers by these steamships
land inlto&ton. whirothey will be within tasy reach
at ths?r friends, and where they will avoid many of
Thelargest daily.' per east of Boston, and having
the dangers and annoyances whioh Inset strangers
a larger eiroulati
, than all the other dailies in the
landing in New York.
Vt, r freight or pas^lge apply to WABREN & CO.
city combined
published at the Offioe in Fox
99 State Sc. and 418 Commercial street Boston.
Block, SSI- Exchange Street,every morning—
C7*\Sight Drafts for XI Sterling and upwards, Sunday
«r-epted, at 118,00 per annum.
payable in England, Ireland o- Scotland, for sale.
Agents in Liverpool Gro. Warrsk A t o.. Fenwick Chambers.
f-bl6^Cw

Applioatlossrooelved by

.*•

we can

York, Phil-

all persons wishing to invest in

B PRINTED AT SHOETEST NOTICE.

The Portland

Cltas li Marshall.
Job it D Jonm. President.
CaintM Dsn sub, Vine-President.
W. ii. H. Mooek, 2o Vioe-Pres't.

J. W

Cards,

Londonderry and Liverpool.
Return

Marine and Inland Navi

Daniel S Hiller,
Joshua J He.ry,
leorge U Hobson,

States

—TO—

Jabcaby, 1886.

Boyal Pnelps,

Wo believe

and in

on

|Of every variety, style and cost,

Hand-hills,

passengers booked

William, NEW YORK.

Ca'eti Bart tow,
A P Pillot,

adelphia,

We would

Leave Boston tor PorUand at 7.80 A. M. and 2.80

mV

Cough.
Cures Gravel,
And all Kidney Disease*

mi;

-ME1H0AL

msWsiA

‘os’s
id*

by druggists.

Pemberton Square. Boston.
Street, Philadelphia,
etreet, Ifete Pork.

the same.
Thnre are

Coal Stocks

in New

Commission,

<S

6
t hese trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave PorUand and Boston daily.

ATLANTIC

John D Jones,
Charles Den .is,
W a rf Moore,
Henry C»ii,
-Wm 0 MehoregUI,
Lewie Gertie.
Charles H Bussell,
Iteweil H< lb rook,
B warren Weston,

Fancy Types

Will bear favorable comparison with any establishmont in the oity.

Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A. It. and 2.80

Leave
P. M.

Bemedy

of Kidney compla nts, cured entirely
the White Pine Compound, having been

410 Arch
146 Bond

They

and Sell Oil and

Buy

collection of

For Apotheoaries, Merchants, and Fanoy Dealers
got up in the best style of the art.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

?f

onr

Book and

Father.”

The

STREET.

Boston,

nODEBN JIACHI8IEBV.

Bronzed

*•

Against

STATE

proved

SACO & PORTSMOUTH

W TNTEE

«A

Insures

99

tarnished with all tba ap-

U

fi^bllshment

RAILROAD.

the door on two little half-naked children
alone.
Very cold and palnlul they look-

ear.

EXCHANGE!

-k

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning is dne in Portland at 1 P. It.
Stages oonneot with trains at principal stations,
dally for roost of the towns North and East of this
->■
Ume.
Ifeas
£,^Sufi#dC. wmi*
Si. MORSE, Supt.
Watervilie, November, 1868.
deoil

a

Wall SI.

or

nov7

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

118

TCRTH
prevail; error

by

uproarious laugh, before their astonished
parents had time to frown them into silence.
Honest Watch had been sitting with his
eyes fixed, as usual, upon the minister. At
the first mention of bis name up went his ears,
and his eyes kindled; at the second he was
Mill more deeply moved; at the third he obeyed, and flew completly over pew rail aud pulpi t
door in a leap that did equal houor to his
muscular power and his desire to obey.
After such a strict interpretation of the letter, rather than the spirit. Watch was etfectu-"

61

PETROLEUM MD (Oil STOCK

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

—

cushion that startled the sleepers in the pews
into the most erect and attentive position

Mutual Insurance

artveiled

u

on

rut

Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping

can

At

one

For

and vicinity cnnd by the
THERE
be referred to,
which
Metaphysical Discovery!!! pound,

Boston,

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

field,ParsouSfiekl.aud Ossipee.

GRAND

BROWM’S

G.

PRICE $G.OO.
Attention is respectfully lnrited to
feoilities for ezeonting in

The'1.00 P. M. train out and th« 9.40 A. 1C. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
ears attached.
Stages counsel at Gorham for Wait Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton,i Lovell, Biram, Brownfield, Frveburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, -a-imington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for We»t Buxton, Bonnoy Eagle, South Luningion. Limington. Limerick, Ncw-

family

a

the

Kidneys,.Constipation,DravehFiles,
whloh infeat*

with all ana every (Mrase
human body, cored effectually by

POLAND'S

Great Popular

The

Ear, Catarrh,

MEPIOAfc.

white pise ninmv

have

Le&vg 8aco River for Portland, as #.80 and ».40
A. M., and 8.40 P. SC.
Leave Portland lor Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and

wouid*go

pent-np

of the

Mrs. M.

PORTLAND, RE.

alter November lit, 1861,
Will leave ae follows, until fur-

ther notice:

havtag!££bed

being pulled, lilted

GORE,

a

Faralyds,

DR.

case-i

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

very early,
for him, to shut him up,
seated iu
to church and And Watch
and decothe family pew, locking very grave
it
was
too late
that
aware
rous, but evidently
to turn him out.
oomettfiltf*

LOMBARD &

’64—decMtf__Snpt.

°a

from the

Discharge*

Dieeas

Exchange St.,

Fox Block, 821-2

Holies in the Bead,

Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma,
Scrofula, Consumption, Bronchial
Throat
D.m.uiiier, xmeaiec J^yes, w
Affect-on*,
ofthe Hair, Dyspepsia, Enlargement of the Liver,

YORK At CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

awav

uuui

by
by

a*

Deo 19,

Every Sunday a seriesinolwhich
^^yres
Watc
place between the two.
Sometunes hhe
keenest
proved himself the
and Mrs. Tyler, alter

uuuocu

to

i?

PETROLEUM!

^Proprietors,

a“d
leave*
*¥ieight'8Train
Po^nift7jfA&j,'Laily’
RBWIM NOYBS,
P.M.

Indue

took

uluo

Portland and Boston
will be made the BABE as

Kaekb

[liia route

Mr. Tyler, the minister, owned a large dog
named Watch, and Watch was bent upon fS°~
her
hag to church with Mrs. Tyler. She, in
turn, was much opposed to hi* gaiug, leering
that he might excite Ihe mirth ol roguish
of an excuse
children, who are only too gladnot
toMugh.
for
wheu they ought

lltS

on

ttathw*

modest.

alinned

DEAFNESS,

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,
N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

eaat of Kou.

MEDICAli.

MEDICAL-

PRESS,"

CALORIC POWER

as

laughing

DAILY

—

PETROLEUM.

MISCELLANEOUS.

whan

bT Dra,gl,U ls rity and oonntry,

Price 91.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers or consumers
promptly attended fo.

C. G. CLARK * CO.
WhotnoU BnpptsSs, Sew Booen, ConnProprietors.
Boldin Portland by W. *•
••4
o4fctr ittil>rni

Phillips,, H.H.Har

get a oircular from any
For fall
■tore iu the country, or write tbe Proprietors, who
will mail fire* to any one desiring the same a fail

partioulera

treatise in

Drug

pamphlet form.

Price, »3 per bottle, or three bottles far gfl, and
forwarded by express to all part# of the world.
Sold by allrespeotable druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. M ERWIN fa CO
eoLB
fabg

every-

Curel

sodfcwly

rmoruiBTOKs,
NO. m Liberty St., New York.

athh'»
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